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PREFACE 

 
HOW IT ALL BEGAN 

 
4-11-12  
After a long complex dream of being in someone else’s house and realizing it 
was time for me to leave and go to my own house, I woke up at 5:55 with the 
words, “Transmissions from Home! 
  
I got up and went into my office to get this transmission. I am ready for your 
transmission now. Would you please send me your message? Then I heard the 
words again, “Transmissions from Home.”  
  
In my mind’s eye I saw a man sitting at a desk looking like a newscaster. He was 
blond and had on a uniform, which I thought looked like the Uniform of a 
member of the Galactic Federation.  
  
His uniform was white and gold with an insignia over his heart. There were also 
golden adornments on his shoulders, and his collar was straight up, like a 
military uniform.  
  
In fact, it was a dress military uniform, but not from our military.  
  
After hearing twice that he had “Transmissions from Home,” I turned on my 
computer, put my hands over the keyboard and prepared my consciousness for 
his message by saying, 
  
“I am ready for your transmission.” 
 
I was surprised when the first message came from a female named Mytria. 
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Last Chapter of Book One 
The Pleiadian Perspective on Ascension 

 

 
The Oversoul Of The Mothership 

 
MYTRE SPEAKS: 

I had not been on the Ship very long when I had my first experience of the 
Mothership’s Oversoul. I had been there long enough, however, to understand that the 
ship was a living, multidimensional being. I had a vague understanding of the sixth 
dimensional areas of the ship. However, the seventh dimensional portion of the ship is 
not an “area.” It is a formless soul that overlooks all the souls who reside on the ship. 

The super-subconscious frequency of the ship automatically observes, repairs and 
updates the basic structure, which is always changing. Therefore it holds the basic form 
of every component of the ship. On the other hand, the Oversoul consciousness is a 
formless, yet tangible energy that feels like an electrical field filled with love and 
cohesiveness. 

These feelings usually are most predominant on the upper areas of the ship, such 
as the bridge and all command centers. However, when necessary, the Oversoul over-
lights meetings, individuals, and devices on the ship that are called upon to function at an 
exceptionally high state of consciousness. 

I was taken to the Mothership shortly after I had left “time” during my meditation. 
Once I could leave time, a vast array of new abilities lay just beyond my reach. Hence, I 
was taken to the Mothership for more advanced studies. The Arcturian and I entered a 
scout ship and headed for the Mothership. There were just the two of us in the ship. 
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I discovered later that the Arcturian could have simply bi-located us to the 
Mothership, but It wanted us to advance our relations beyond teacher/student into friends. 
It was then that I began to realize what a wonderful sense of humor Arcturians have. The 
Arcturian and I had a chance to chat about whatever came into our minds, and the 
Arcturian actually made jokes about our experiences together. 

I was able to see myself through the perception of a higher dimensional being. 
This was a bit rough on my ego, which was the point. When I could laugh at my prior 
fears and misconceptions, I felt many ego-attachments begin to fade from my mind. By 
the time we arrived at the Mothership, I had released most of my insecurities about being 
“good enough,” as well as my fears of going to the Mothership. 

It was not that I was afraid to go to the Mothership. In fact, I was very excited and 
honored to be able to visit that ship. However, I started our trip to the Mothership with 
great apprehension about what I would be called upon to do. Fortunately, because of the 
Arcturian’s humorous bantering, I was totally relaxed by the time the planetary sized 
Mothership came into our view. 

I must say that my first sight of the Mothership was completely overwhelming. At 
the same time, it was a mystical experience. I had been in training to perceive reality 
multidimensionally. Hence, I could clearly see the third/fourth dimensional holographic 
projection, which the ship sometimes wore, as well as the fifth dimensional over-glow of 
that hologram, the sixth dimensional light matrix and the seventh dimensional emanation 
of Pure Spirit and All Knowing. 

I also felt the eighth through tenth dimensional energy patterns of the Mothership, 
as well as patterns of the Arcturians and other beings of that resonance. I KNEW that 
there were energy patterns beyond the tenth dimensions, but could not perceive them with 
any clarity at that time. The Arcturian touched my High Heart, and I received a brief 
experience of those higher dimensions. 

Unfortunately, the resonant frequency of my mental processing was too low to 
retain any details of that experience. Nonetheless, I stored that FEELING in my High 
Heart, exactly where the Arcturian touched me. I vowed that soon I would be able to fully 
experience this cherished moment. 

I will skip now to the point at which I had been studying in the Mothership for a 
while. I cannot give an exact length of time, as time does not really exist at this level of 
consciousness. Conversely, those of us who were new to the Inter-Galactic Training 
Program were given quarters in which a period of day would be followed by a period of 
night. 

We were to remain in these quarters until we were able to focus our primary 
consciousness on our fifth dimensional SELF. Our fifth dimensional expression of SELF 
no longer needed the illusion of the passage of time, the fatigue that that illusion created 
or the sleep that was necessary to release the illusion of fatigue. 

I quickly made friends with my roommates but found myself constantly missing 
the Arcturian. One day I caught myself being impatient with my roommates. This upset 
me greatly, as I knew it was a sign that my consciousness was slipping into the lower 
frequencies rather than expanding into the higher frequency. I excused myself and went 
to the nature area. 
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There is a huge section of the Mothership that is dedicated to nature areas. These 
areas were holographic, but you absolutely could not tell that when you were there. Once, 
when I asked the Arcturian why the 3/4D nature area was holographic, it said, 
 “All reality in the third and fourth dimension is holographic projections from the higher 
dimensions of reality.” 

I started to ask my Arcturian friend to explain that concept to me but It 
disappeared in front of my eyes. Then, where the Arcturian had just been 
standing/floating, was a huge tree with birds, squirrels and other animals living off of the 
bio-system of that one tree. I moved forward to touch the tree, but there was a flash of 
light and the Arcturian stood where there was once a tree. 
  “Do you see how I projected the hologram of nature?” 

The Arcturians are very good at “one picture is worth a thousand words.” At the 
same time, I realized that my consciousness had become so low in frequency that I had 
forgotten the basic premises that I had been taught. 

 “I have to leave the rookie quarters,” I blurted out. “My consciousness is 
dropping because I am entraining with the new-comers, rather than with you or the ship.” 

 “We are happy that you realize that,” the Arcturian said, as It vanished. 
OK, I knew the drill now; I had to figure it out for myself. If I wanted to move 

beyond my present quarters I would have to prove—to myself—that I was ready.  I had 
become so overcome by the mere vision of the Mothership that I had allowed my 
consciousness to drop back down to a familiar resonance. 
I discovered that the rookie quarters, as we had named them, were no longer comfortable 
because I had grown beyond it. I had needed more of the illusion of time to figure that 
out. Since I was on my own, I had to figure out how to convince myself that I was ready 
to release all the familiar markers of reality and fully embrace my new life.  

Since leaving time had gotten me to the Mothership, and being placed in a time-
bound area for new students was so frustrating, the solution was for me to release time 
again. However, I had to remember how I had released time in the first place. 

What I had unconsciously done, I now had to do consciously and intentionally. 
What if I went back in time to when I first saw the Mothership from the scout ship? What 
if I could go back in time and perceive the Mothership with love and acceptance rather 
than the fear of being overwhelmed? 

That sounded like a good idea, but I had no idea how to do it. Then, I thought of 
the glowing energy around the Mothership that the Arcturian had called the Oversoul. 
The Arcturian had said that the Oversoul holds the codes and patterns of all the soul 
records of everyone who was living on or visiting the ship. These soul records contain all 
the multidimensional experiences that each soul had ever experienced. 

Within my present body, I was clearly Pleiadian. However, I had suspected for 
quite a while that there was a large element of Arcturian nature within my being. I even 
had a dim memory of being Arcturian, but I could not recover any details of that 
expression of my Multidimensional SELF. 

Yes, my Multidimensional SELF could pull my resonance into the higher 
expressions of my being; that is if I could trust my experience. I had just experienced 
how easily I could lose trust in myself, and I was not going to do so again. I would ask 
my Multidimensional SELF how to leave time, as I had done before, by reading my soul 
records in the Oversoul of the Mothership. 
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I was alone in the holosuite, so I sat down to mediate and quickly moved into a 
deep trance. The first thing I realized was that I had prepared all my life, in fact, for many 
of my lives, for this opportunity to assist with the ascension of our community on our 
chosen planet in the Pleiades. With that realization I began to consciously feel all that I 
would need to release in order to move into the expression of my SELF that could fulfill 
the task of conscious ascension. 

The Arcturians had seen this ability, but I still could not. I had remembered and 
visited many of my multidimensional realities while studying with the Arcturian on the 
other starship. Then the Arcturian had chosen me for this special training, but all I could 
feel was what I would have to release. In order to continue my training I would have to 
release my ties to my old world and move into the unknown. 

With this realization, myriad doubts were uncovered from their hiding places. 
How could I assist my community to go into the unknown of the fifth dimension when I 
could not even go into the unknown of my own mind? I would have to confront the part 
of myself that was afraid to move into the unknown and was quietly holding me back. I 
had learned to control most of my life. 

However, would I be able to continually surrender to the higher worlds as the 
Arcturian was teaching me? Or would I tenaciously hold onto what remained of the life I 
had previously lived? There it was, the life I had lived. What life had I lived that needed 
my attention before I could go forward and release the need for TIME, once and for all? 

With that question, I felt the Pure Spirit and All Knowing of the Mothership’s 
Oversoul wrap around me like a warm cloud. Within this safety and comfort I could 
release my hidden fears of what I would have to release, what I would have to do and 
who I would have to become in order to be good enough to fulfill the honored task for 
which the Arcturians had chosen me. 

With the Oversoul around me, I could hear my higher expressions of SELF 
cheering me on, but I could not move forward yet. I had to release the burden of my 
hidden insecurities, fears and confusions. I could feel that I was leaving time, so I could 
not release them later, nor could I release them in my future. There was only NOW. 
Therefore, I allowed them to come to the surface of my awareness so that I could love 
them free, once and for all. 

I found that my heaviest burden was the need to do it right, the need to be good 
enough in the eyes of others. But who were these others? Where were they now? Why 
was I still carrying them in my consciousness? In response to these questions the 
Oversoul embraced me more tightly and time was gone. I could feel the difference in my 
thinking, my emotions and within whatever connection I still had to my body. 

Free of time, I began to float through memory bands of myriad incarnations. Brief 
pictures and emotions floated through my mind as I passed by each reality, as my journey 
continued. I knew that the Oversoul was taking me to a certain reality, the reality that still 
held a sense of failure. I could feel that sense of failure growing stronger, but I was 
strangely detached from it. 

I was out of time, so I had no idea how long I traveled through the files of the 
Oversoul, but as I continued I became calmer and more detached from the passing 
realties. Then suddenly, a reality moved towards me like a beaming sun. I could not float 
past it, even though I wanted to. There was unfinished business in that life that I had to 
complete in order to free my consciousness from some invisible burden. 
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Suddenly the “sun” was before me and pulled me in with such force that I almost 
passed out. However, I reminded myself that I AM the Master of my MIND. This sentence 
opened a portal into a planet in chaos and I heard, “The Ascension of Arcturus.” 
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Book Two of Pleiadian Perspective on Ascension   
 

LIFE ON THE MOTHERSHIP– Section I 
 

Mytre and the Arcturian Mothership 
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The Ascension of Arcturus – Part 1 

 
MYTRE SPEAKS: 

As the file of the Oversoul opened, it pulled me into a scene from before all 
counting of time. At first, I could hear only words I did not understand and feel a sense of 
panic. Eventually, I regained my vision enough to see a scene before me that struck my 
heart as it reminded me of my Homeworld in the Pleiades. 

Beings who looked vaguely humanoid were rushing around in a state of near 
panic. Something was happening to their planet that they could not understand. My first 
thought was, “How could these frightened beings be Arcturians?” An instant response, 
seemingly from the Oversoul was, “They are no longer Arcturians. There are some 
among them who will remember to return to being Arcturian.” 

The Oversoul then told me how formless beings had come from a distant universe 
to visit the young Milky Way Galaxy. These beings had never known form, nor had they 
ever lived on a planet. The name of these beings is impossible to translate into any 
sequential language, such as the one I am using to share my story. Therefore, I will call 
them “Pre-Arcturians”. 

These Pre-Arcturians decided to have the experience of “being a planet,” since 
being an individual was far below their conception. For millions of cycles they attached 
their great consciousness to the orb and the atmosphere of a planet. Eventually, they 
desired the experience of having forms that could move around on the planet.  

They decided that in this manner they could have the different perspective of 
being on the planet, rather than being the planet. For countless cycles of the planet, some 
of them lived within their somewhat humanoid forms. Throughout the course of these 
cycles, the Oneness held the form of the planet and its atmosphere, so that it could be 
protected and maintained.  

Eventually the planet lowered in frequency enough to have a vague relationship 
with time. With the new development of time, which was a unique experience for the 
Arcturians, things began to happen that were not initiated by the Arcturians who were the 
planetary holders of form.  
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Having less than infinite creative control of all reality was also a new adventure, 
and they surrendered to this next experience, never thinking that they could become lost 
in their own quest. They had never known time, so they had no idea how it could create 
aging and decay.  

At first, they thought that the aging and decay were merely changes. Hence, they 
embraced it. Too late, after many thousands of cycles of the turn of their planet, they 
realized that the humanoid encasements began to decay. Having never worn a form, this 
was quite a surprise to them.  

To their even greater surprise, they realized that as they began to decay, they also 
began to forget. Some of them forgot that the planet was alive with their own Arcturian 
family. Some of them forgot about their true, formless state, and some of them forgot that 
they were all one being wearing somewhat separate forms. 

Unique thoughts began to enter their consciousness such as separation, time and 
even age. At first these previously unknown concepts were exciting. This manner of 
thought was so different from anything they had ever known. The truth is that they had 
become somewhat bored in their infinite, formless state of all knowing and all being.  

In fact, some of them became so excited by this adventure that they scorned their 
innate beingness and judged those who remained in their pure, formless state. Judgment 
was an entirely unique concept, as well as a very dangerous idea. Before they knew it, 
they began to divide into those who judged and those who did not judge.  

Those who did not judge remained in the higher frequencies of their new reality. 
On the other hand, those who judged began to shift their attention away from the 
unconditional love and unity with all Arcturians and embraced a growing perception of 
separation from those who chose not to judge.  
 Judgment became an important tool for them, as it pulled them into a denser 
reality than they had ever recognized. This group began to feel that they were better than 
the others. After all, they were the brave ones. They were the ones who could enter into a 
novel version of reality, which was unknown in their universe.  

They never saw the consequences of their judgment coming. In fact, the notion of 
consequences was unknown to them. They had not identified that a thought could be 
separate from the whole. Hence, when some of them began to branch out from the 
concept of judgment into the concept of comparison, they were unprepared for the 
separation that occurred. 

The separation first began with a differential between those who wore a form and 
those who remained in the planetary atmosphere as pure beings of light. Then the 
separation expanded to divide into those who were the holders of the planetary form and 
those who were the holders of humanoid form.  

The problems escalated greatly when the holders of humanoid form began to 
separate from each other. At first, the energy patterns that connected all the humanoids 
were visible. However, over the cycles of the spinning planet, the perception of the 
connecting energy field began to lessen.  

Consequently, the separation between those in humanoid form increased, as did 
the judgment. The humanoid Arcturians did not realize that their resonance was steadily 
dropping, as it occurred very gradually. Furthermore, they had “time” to unconsciously 
adapt to these versions of their new reality. 
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The Arcturians who remained in the atmosphere and the holders of planetary form 
never left their unity consciousness. Therefore, they remained at a high frequency of 
resonance and were free of time, separation and the judgment that had created the lower 
frequency concepts and experiences. 

These Arcturians tried to warn those who had chosen forms, but the humanoids 
were so enjoying their new adventure that they would not listen. In fact, the humanoids 
accused their formless family of being afraid to try a new kind of reality. “Afraid?” The 
formless Arcturians could not even understand that concept.  

Once fear was invited into the picture, the formless Arcturians could no longer 
unite with their family in humanoid form. Something blocked them from full unity. Was 
this something the concept of being afraid? Unable to intervene, the formless Arcturians 
gradually discovered that, indeed, fear was the barrier to their reunification with their 
family in form.  

From their higher resonance they could not feel fear, but when they tried to bond 
with the formed ones they could feel the fear within the humanoids. Why were the 
humanoids afraid, they pondered? They finally realized that the fear was an end result of 
what had begun as judgment.  

The formless Arcturians were learning a great deal from their humanoid family, 
but were unable to assist them. Helplessly, they watched as the formed ones became more 
and more separate. Finally the humanoids became individuals who were totally separated 
from their formless family, separated from their planet and separated from each other. 

The growing fear made the situation go from what was once positive into 
something that had become very negative. Fortunately, some of the individuals found a 
new kind of courage—the courage to remember. As these brave humanoids allowed 
themselves to remember their roots, they remembered their Arcturian family who had 
never taken humanoid form.  

Finally, the formless Arcturians could communicate with their family members 
who had become lost in their own judgment.  
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The Ascension of Arcturus - Part 2 

 
MYTRE CONTINUES: 
The First Ones to Awaken 

When the Arcturians who had become lost in form began to remember their roots, 
they wanted to re-join with their Arcturian family. Unfortunately, this re-joining would 
not be as simple as they desired.  

Much had occurred in their consciousness since they had forgotten who they 
were. For hundreds of thousands of turns of their planet, they believed they were 
separate. Within that belief in separation, grievous actions were committed, and the 
Awakening Ones had also created injury to the others and to the planet.   

To fully awaken, the Awakening Ones would have to heal the injury they had 
caused. Perhaps then they could reunite with their family who had remained in a formless 
state.  

First, the Awakening Ones would have to forgive themselves for doing harm to 
others. Then they would have to forgive themselves for falling into such a low state of 
consciousness that they believed they were separate from their Arcturian family. 
Believing that they were separate from their family had caused a deep loneliness, which 
had festered into fear. This fear gave them permission to do harm to others.  

Only the healing force of love could heal the scars that their fear had created. But, 
where would they begin? What and/or who were they supposed to love? They were 
stumped by this question for a long time before they realized that any permanent solution 
must begin at the source of the problem.  

However, what was that source? Oh yes, judgment is where it all began. Since 
judgment had begun this cycle of fear—hurt—more fear, only the opposite of judgment 
could complete this cycle. But, what was the opposite of judgment? They pondered this 
question for more cycles of the illusion of time.  
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Finally, after many attempts to find the opposite of judgment, they found the 
answer. Forgiveness would heal judgment. In fact, to truly clear all judgment, forgiveness 
must be unconditional. They also remembered that the ones they had to forgive were not 
just the ones they had judged but also themselves, the ones who had made the judgments.  

However, they did not know how to forgive themselves. They believed that first 
they would need to be forgiven by a being higher and grander than them. Since they held 
that belief, they made this true. They believed this higher being was the collective of the 
formless Arcturians.  

The important part of this belief was that it encouraged them to communicate with 
their formless Arcturian family. But, how would they communicate with a being that they 
could not perceive? Perhaps they could open a kind of portal through which they could 
transmit their need for assistance.  

They were surprised by the word “portal,” as it seemed to arise from a deep inner 
memory. But, fortunately, they also remembered that a portal is a multidimensional 
tunnel through which they could connect with increasingly higher octaves of their reality.   
 
The Merging of the Portal Openers 

The Awakened Ones were persistent and very determined. Hence, they became 
the Portal Openers, and portals into the higher dimensions began to open. When the 
Portal Openers sent their consciousness through the higher dimensional portals, they 
became aware of their own multidimensional nature. In this manner the Awakened Ones 
commenced their journey back to their Multidimensional SELF. 

As the Portal Openers connected with higher and higher frequencies of their 
expression of SELF, they developed a deeper and deeper connection with their Formless 
Family of Light. They eventually came to understand that their Formless Family was 
indeed their SELF at a higher frequency of reality. 

With this new awareness about the nature of their true SELF, they could more 
readily accept unconditional love, which had always been flowing from the Formless 
Ones. Since unconditional love carries the gift of personal and planetary transmutation, 
the Formless Ones became known as the Transmuters.   

The first, and most obvious, advantage of the acceptance of unconditional love 
was that it allowed the Portal Openers to love all of life, free of any judgment. Another 
important consequence of accepting the unconditional love was that it transmuted the 
Portal Opener’s judgment into forgiveness.  

Because the Portal Openers accepted this unconditional love and allowed it to 
transmute their judgment into forgiveness, their myriad fears were transmuted into love. 
The return of the feel of love urged the Portal Openers to deeply believe in their SELF.  

Hence, the Portal Openers found the courage to open more and more portals into 
the unknown. As they opened these portals, they increasingly cleared fear from 
themselves and from their planet. Thus, as they healed themselves they healed their 
Arcturian Family who was holding the form of the planet.  

As fear was cleared from their consciousness, they no longer reacted to the fear of 
others or the judgment that arose from that fear. Also, as the fear was cleared from the 
Awakened Arcturians, they could begin to heal the many wounds that had been created 
by the fearful Arcturians.  
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Knowing that the creators of fear were driven by fear allowed the Portal Openers 
to unconditionally love those who were still lost in their judgment of others. With the 
release of all judgment for the Lost Ones, the Portal Openers began to unite with each 
other in a very intimate manner.  

In fact, the Portal Openers were moving into a state of unity consciousness with 
each other, which felt vaguely familiar. Gradually they began to remember that once they 
were all one. This memory planted the first seed of unity consciousness with the planet 
itself.  
 
The Expansion of Unity Consciousness 

Unity consciousness with the planet included unity with the Arcturians who were 
holding the form of the planet. Unity with the planet had to occur because the Arcturians 
were the planet. Just as some Arcturians (actually pre-Arcturians) had chosen to be 
humanoids, others had chosen to be the planet. In fact, these Arcturians who had chosen 
to be the planet had taken on a denser matter than they had ever known. Thus, they too 
were lost in form.  

If the Portal Openers were to have unity consciousness with their planet, they 
would have to be in unity consciousness with ALL humanoids. In other words, they 
would need to include the Lost Ones in their unity consciousness. In this manner, the 
Portal Openers would know that they had totally released their judgment.  

Meanwhile, there were still many humanoids lost in their own judgment. 
Therefore, they lived in the fear and separation that judgment created. However, they did 
not want to change. They had experienced power over the others, and enjoyed that 
sensation. It had been so long since they had experienced unity that they believed only in 
separation. Hence, they continued to create separation by desiring the sensation of power 
over others that they judged as inferior to them. 

On the other hand, the Portal Openers were finding many portals into the planet, 
but they did not know how to open them. They imagined they would be opened in the 
same manner as the higher dimensional portals were opened; however, they did not really 
understand how they had opened the higher dimensional portals.  

They suspected that it had something to do with accepting the unconditional love 
sent to them by the Formless Ones, now known as he Transmuters. Since the Portal 
Openers had established a line of communication with the Transmuters, they asked them 
how the higher dimensional portals had been so easily opened.  

The Transmuters, replied, “Our dear Portal Openers. The higher dimensional 
portals opened so easily because we are ONE Being. We are YOU in the form of a 
humanoid, and you are us in a formless state of multidimensional light and unconditional 
love.” 

This answer was all they could receive. Some of the Portal Openers were so 
confused by this answer that they did not give it any thought. However, other Portal 
Openers allowed this answer to live in their heart, where they did not need to think about 
it, but they could always feel it.  

The Arcturians who were the holders of the form of the planet had largely lost all 
unity consciousness with their Arcturian family who lived in a formless state in the 
higher frequencies around the planet. Fortunately, some Formless Ones had taken 
residence in the deepest core of the planet.  
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These Formless Ones could feel the Portal Opener’s desire to open the planetary 
portals, but living in the planetary core had made them forget how to send unconditional 
love. Perhaps they too could accept the unconditional love from the Transmuters.  

When they accepted that unconditional love, they found they could open the 
planetary portals form the core. Then, these Formless Ones returned to unity 
consciousness with the Transmuters, as well as with the Portal Openers.  
 
A Problem With The Lost Ones  

At the same time, the Lost Ones who had not become Portal Openers still 
believed in separation and judgment. Fortunately the flow of unconditional love that the 
Portal Openers had accepted was so strong that the Lost Ones could vaguely feel it, but 
wondered if they were “good enough” to receive it.  

This judgment of themselves and of unconditional love created fear. Then their 
fear created even more judgment, which created more separation. In response to their 
growing fear, the Lost Ones who believed in separation created a separate “God.” 

They could not believe in unconditional love, so they believed in a God who sent 
love to only the chosen ones. Hence, the Lost Ones developed rituals and tests to make 
them good enough to receive love from the separate God high above them in a separate 
world. The Lost Ones had no idea that their God was their own SELF in its original, 
formless state of multidimensional light and unconditional love.  

The formless Arcturians realized that they had to assist the Lost Ones before they 
created even more judgment, fear and separation. Thus the formless Arcturians realized 
that they had to transmute every molecule of matter back into light. 

For this reason they created the Arcturian Corridor. 
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The Arcturian Ascension  - Part 3 

 
MYTRE CONTINUES: 

The Formless Ones in both the planetary atmosphere and the planetary core, as 
well as the Portal Openers, knew that the time was nigh for the completion of the 
planetary cycle. The plants and animals did not need to understand what was happening, 
as they lived in unity with the planet and accepted whatever planetary event occurred. 
Only the Lost Ones were left uninformed that the transmutation of every molecule of 
form was imminent.  

However, the Lost Ones could FEEL that a great change was commencing. Since 
their separate God had told them that there was a beginning, there would need to be an 
ending. Hence, the only possible scenario they could believe was that the END was nigh. 
Since the Lost Ones were incapable of accepting an unknown event, they could only 
believe that the end of the world was near. 

Concurrently, the Portal Openers were in steady communication with the 
Formless Ones. Therefore, they realized that since the Formless Ones could create a 
planet, they could assist them to safely transmute their reality back into the Oneness of 
multidimensional light and unconditional love. 

Since the Portal Openers had expanded their consciousness enough to directly and 
personally experience the Formless Ones, they believed that ascension into a higher 
frequency was real. They could feel the transmutation of energy within the planetary 
core, as well as within their own personal core.  

Once they fully integrated this expansive energy into their being, they began to 
radiate their own multidimensional energy beyond their core and into their surrounding 
world. In other words, the Portal Openers became the very portals that they had once had 
to locate and request assistance to open. 
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Meanwhile, the Formless Ones were busily creating their Arcturian Corridor. This 
corridor was much like a huge birth canal through which planets, solar systems, galaxies 
and universes could be protected and cared for during their intense transformation into 
higher frequencies of expression.  

However, only the Portal Openers would know they were within a huge cosmic 
portal. They would know this because they were those who had had enough trust in the 
Formless Ones to totally surrender into a state of consciousness completely unique to all 
of their past, present and future experiences of reality.  

Their surrender encompassed past, present and future because once they entered 
the corridor they slowly lost all concept of time. Hence, memory would no longer be 
limited to the past, as there was only NOW. Furthermore, within the corridor there was 
no illusion of inside vs. outside  

Therefore, they could no longer distinguish between internal and external events. 
They could directly experience their beingness only within the constant state of the 
HERE and NOW. At first, this direct expression of being life was unique and therefore, 
challenging. However, as they became accustomed to this manner of “being,” they soon 
forgot any other expression of reality.  

While in this state of being, they could consciously experience their form 
transmuting without the necessity of “death.” In fact, they began to experience, and 
simultaneously forget, their myriad third/fourth dimensional lives in form. They retained 
all that they had learned, but once they began to return to that true SELF, they were in 
such joy that memories of their past challenges transmuted into the victories of the NOW. 

When they first entered the Arcturian Corridor, they had to release every person, 
place, situation and thing that had not chosen to enter the corridor. Some of these releases 
were quite difficult, as some physical relationships were made that would not carry forth 
into the corridor.   

The Portal Openers were sad to leave behind some of their friends who had 
become lost in the illusions that they believed were real. However, the Portal Openers 
knew that there was no time. Consequently, their friends and family would eventually 
join them. 

Without question the fully awakened Portal Openers entered the corridor with 
absolute surrender and total release of all that could not, or would not, join them. They 
entered the corridor knowing that they had to trust the feel within their heart and 
discharge anything that cluttered their mind. 

But how did they enter the corridor? Was it visible and discrete, such as a 
physical bridge? No, that was the primary challenge of entering the corridor. It was not a 
Bridge, and it was not physical. In fact, it was not in front of or around them. The 
corridor was within them. But, how could they enter something that was within them? 

The Portal Openers had to collapse into their SELF. In other words, they had to 
deny all attachments to that which appeared to be around them and bond fully with that 
which they found within their High Heart. To their surprise, when they entered their High 
Heart, they discovered that all they had loved unconditionally in their myriad 
incarnations was awaiting their reunion. 

The Formless Ones had told them that unconditional love was the bonding force 
of the Universe. However, how could they know that unconditional love would bond all 
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they loved within a higher frequency of reality that they could enter only by surrendering 
into their own High Heart? 

The Portal Openers did not know that they had collected within their own High 
Heart every reality that they had ever experienced in all of their excursions into form. 
Every person, place, situation or thing that they had loved unconditionally was awaiting 
them within the “NOW” of this great reunion. 

The Portal Openers collected ALL these past, present and future realities and 
merged them into the “NOW” of their ascension. In this manner, every experience of 
unconditional love that they had ever enjoyed was gathered into the corridor.  

Since the Portal Openers so dearly and unconditionally loved their planet, they 
gathered everything they loved about their planet into the corridor, as well. 
Unfortunately, this gathering of planetary experiences into the corridor would play havoc 
with the Lost Ones who were still planet-bound. 
             The Lost Ones still held tight to the fear, victimization and/or power-over others. 
Thus, their quotient of love and light was quite small. They could not even find their 
High Heart, much less collapse into it. Furthermore, surrender felt like failure to them. 
They would not surrender their long-held beliefs, nor would they surrender that which 
they had worked so hard to acquire. 

Unfortunately for the Lost Ones, the Arcturians who were the holders of planetary 
form were happy to join the Portal Openers and the Formless Ones in the corridor. 
Hence, portions of the matrix of the planet were disappearing from the perception of the 
Lost Ones.  

Those who had believed in a disastrous ending were playing out that storyline, 
while others continued with their selfish or weak behaviors. On the other hand, some of 
the Lost Ones were finding great courage and assisting others as they sought a safe place. 
How surprised they were when they discovered that the safe place was actually within the 
corridor. 

Unfortunately, other Lost Ones were holding on to their power-over others and/or 
their self-pity and lack of control over their own lives. These Lost Ones raged or called 
desperately to their separate God because they could not find their own Arcturian core. It 
was at this juncture where the holographic story had begun. 

*** 
To my surprise, at this point in the story an immense range of emotions overtook 

me, and I angrily turned off the hologram. Why? Why had I been shown this? Was I 
shown this story to remind me that, rather than selfishly advancing my own abilities, I 
should be home in the Pleiades on my own planet?  

I bolted from the holosuite in confusion and sorrow. What about my own people? 
What were they facing now? I was sworn to be a protector of my people, and I was off on 
my own selfish advancement when I should be home protecting and helping them. I was 
almost running when I bumped into the Arcturian.  

The mere touch of Its body and mind calmed my emotions and centered my 
thinking. The Arcturian looked deeply into my eyes, and we met soul to soul. I felt 
answers to many unasked question flow into my consciousness. My breath slowed, my 
heart calmed and my mind stilled.  

“We have a guest we want you to greet and take on a tour of the Mothership,” the 
Arcturian telepathically informed me. I started to speak, but it telepathically interrupted 
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to say, “Speak only with your heart.” Thus, I had to fully center myself enough to ask the 
telepathic questions of where I should go and for who I should look. 

I felt the Arcturian’s smile inside my heart as I heard, “Follow me.” I followed the 
Arcturian to the main entry area and saw a lovely being of unknown gender and planetary 
origin. The Arcturian responded to my unspoken question by telepathically saying, 
“She/It is a hybrid of human and Arcturian whose name is Kepier.” 
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Book Two of Pleiadian Perspective on Ascension  
 

LIFE ON THE MOTHERSHIP– Section II 
 

Mytre and Kepier 
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Mytre Meets Kepier 

 
MYTRE CONTINUES:  

As soon as my eyes met Kepier’s I felt as though we knew each other in a very 
deep way. However, as I quickly searched my memory, I found none to match my 
feelings. I decided to let my first impressions go, as I was concerned I was not giving her 
enough of my attention. I say “her” as Kepier seemed to be more her than him or it, as I 
refer to the Arcturian. 

Kepier looked at me with a similar look of recognition but also said nothing. The 
Arcturian introduced us, and then quickly left to attend to other business. After a moment 
of discomfort, I finally admitted to Kepier that she seemed to be very familiar and asked 
if we had ever met. She smiled in a knowing way and said, “Not recently.” 

Kepier changed the subject before I could question her response and said that she 
was quite anxious to see the ship. As I led the way to the main corridor, she told me about 
her service on the Arcturian Starship Athena.  When I took her to the visitor’s section she 
said, “I think the Arcturian wanted me to have a multidimensional tour of the ship.” 

 I was surprised that Kepier knew about the multidimensional component of the 
Mothership. I was also honored that the Arcturian had chosen me to be the guide for this 
obviously well informed visitor.   

“I am not just a visitor. I will be serving here,” I heard in my heart. When I looked 
at her with a questioning expression on my face she smiled. “Yes, we are telepathically 
linked,” she said with her voice. 

I could see that this guided tour would be much more than I expected. I have to 
admit that I did not respond to her comment about our telepathic link, as I needed a few 
moments to pull my thoughts together. 
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Finally, I said, in a too formal voice, “Would you prefer to speak with voice or 
telepathy. I know it would be beneficial for me to practice my telepathic communication. 
I have communicated in that manner with only my Arcturian friend.” 

“Yes, the Arcturians are grand friends, aren’t they,” she spoke telepathically, “I 
would enjoy the practice of telepathic communication myself. I am a counselor on the 
Starship Athena and find telepathy quite useful.  

Actually, I was a counselor. I am not sure yet what my duties will be here. 
However, I believe that we, that is you and I, are meant to be part of the landing party to 
assist a planet on the verge of Ascension.”  

With such joy that I forgot the telepathy I said, “Oh, do you mean my planet in 
the Pleiades System?” 

“Oh, no,” Kepier also spoke with her voice, “that occurred long, long ago.” 
“I don’t understand. Allow me to take you to one of my favorite places on the 

Ship where we can talk. It appears that you are to be my guide, as well.” 
Of course I took her to my special holosuite and set it for my nature program. We 

sat down on small wooden chairs next to the waterfall and looked out over the nearby 
cliff. Before us was the landscape of a world that I had never seen but one that had been 
haunting my imagination. 

As soon as we sat down, Kepier said with a reverence in her voice, “Oh my, this 
is Earth.” 

“Earth!” I said, “Where is that? Also, when is that? It appears that you and I have 
been living on different time streams. It also appears that I am to adjust to your time 
stream.” 

“Yes,” Kepier responded. “The many streams of time can be quite confusing. 
However, I am noticing that all of the timelines seem to merge here in the Mothership. Is 
that because it is fifth dimensional?” 

“I think it is the total multidimensional quality of this ship that creates the 
convergence of ALL timelines. The Arcturian told me about this time convergence, but I 
did not put it together with my life until just now. Of course the Arcturian would, once 
again, offer me a lesson in the form of an experience,” I answered. 

“But, before we continue, Kepier, could you tell me about the ascension of our 
community on my Homeworld?” 

“Yes Mytre, it ascended long ago. In fact, you were there with Mytria and your 
lovely daughter. The ascension of your planet was known around the Galaxy. You have 
not yet opened that file in your multidimensional consciousness as it would interrupt your 
current flow of reality.” 

“But, I have been haunted with guilt that I did not help my people. How could I 
forget that?” 

“You did not forget it. It has not happened yet within your knowing. Even though 
the ascension of your Pleiadian reality occurred long before the ascension of Earth, you 
were brought here to assist with the ascension of Earth because of what you learned on 
your Homeworld.” 

“How can I use what I learned on my Homeworld when I don’t remember it?” 
“Because you must complete this mission in order to remember how to ascend 

your own world.” Kepier continued in response to my look of puzzlement. “Yes, I too 
have difficulty understanding the nature of timeless time.”  
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“However, it is much easier to see the matrix of timelines within another than it is 
to see it within yourself.  I think that is part of the reason why we have been put together. 
That and because we are both part of the landing party.” 

I had no response to her second mention of being on a landing party. First, I had 
to digest the information about the ascension of my Homeworld. Also, the mention of 
Mytria and Alycia sent me into a wave of reverie. I had not realized how much I had 
pushed away from my heart my longing for my beloved family. 

As we each became involved in our own lives, my nightly astral meetings with 
Alycia had become less frequent. Also, I had not contacted Mytria since she entered the 
Core of the Mother. Realizing that I was on a totally different time stream than my 
beloved ones made me miss them even more. 

I wondered if another version of myself was with them in that timeline? That 
thought brought me such comfort that I did not want to explore it further in case it was 
incorrect. Therefore, I allowed the concept of our living together to settle into my High 
Heart. 

The Arcturian had told me that anything we stored in our High Hearts would be 
infinitely accessible to our multidimensional consciousness. Therefore, I relaxed into my 
small wooden chair and felt the time stream of our togetherness take root in my High 
Heart. As I did so, I felt a warm presence where there had once been longing and regret.  

As the setting of the sun shot rays of red and gold light into my being, this healing 
slowly spread through my body. Simultaneously, I felt a peace and calm move into 
Kepier, which seemed to be healing some wound of which I was unaware.  

With a feeling of deep camaraderie, we simultaneously took deep breaths and 
focused on the simple pleasure of watching a sunset. As our environment grew darker, we 
relaxed more and more into the knowing of the unknown. Within the same moment we 
both thought, “As I live in the NOW, I flow with the ONE.” 
 

On the distant planet of Earth, millions went about their daily life with no concept 
of the immense change that was occurring in a frequency of reality just beyond their 
perception. Paying bills, getting the kids to school, caring for an elderly parent, going to 
work, having fun and finding love filled their reality. They were free of the immense 
burden of planetary ascension.  

They wanted it that way; they did not want to know. They wanted to do life. 
Nothing in their reality guided them to even imagine that the planet was a living being. 
Nothing in their reality led them to even consider that their life was multidimensional or 
that they had higher frequency versions of their SELF. Some went to church and others 
did not. Either way, spirit and religion was the same thing to them and God lived far off 
in Heaven.  

They felt safe living within a familiar reality that had existed for many millennia. 
They were too busy to ponder something that was different from all that they had known. 
Some of these people were loving and kind. Others were fearful and mean. These two 
groups were locked in the game of polarity, totally oblivious to even a possibility that 
their lives could undergo a quantum change. 

Therefore, in some time stream their lives would continue the same as always. 
The possible reality of ascension would move into their world like a low cloud, and they 
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would never notice it. The skies would fill with unidentified objects, and they would 
never notice. They were NOT complete with the 3D game of polarity and separation.  

They did not want to know, change or alter their perception of reality. For them 
the game would continue. They did not know that they are the creators of their reality. 
Since they were unwilling to allow a new concept into their awareness, they would 
continue to live life in the same manner as they had always lived it.  

On the other hand, there were some who wanted to live life in a new fashion. In 
fact, some had prepared for this shift in reality for many incarnations. They somehow 
found a way to connect with their Multidimensional SELF and were ready and willing to 
return to their higher expression of SELF. Would they, however, be willing to release the 
illusion of TIME?  
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Return To The Restoration Chambers 

 
MYTRE SPEAKS: 
 As Kepier and I sat in the dimming light, I found a great comfort in the illusion of 
being on a planet and experiencing time. The Mothership ran on 24-hour cycles, mostly 
for the sake of those who were coming from Earth. It turns out that, now, one of the 
Mothership’s primary focuses is the ascension of Earth. 
 The Arcturians have had a special affection for Gaia, the being who became 
Earth. In fact, they are so involved with this planetary ascension that many of them have 
placed a spark of their life force within those humans who have prepared their 
consciousness enough, in their myriad incarnations, that they can accept the frequency of 
Arcturian light. 
 The Arcturians were among the first to answer Gaia’s call at the fall of Atlantis, 
and then again about 70 Earth years ago when the testing for the nuclear bomb began. 
Therefore, they are quite accustomed to assisting planet Earth by placing their spark into 
a living earth vessel.  I am told that many of the ascended Pleiadians have also been 
sending their spark into humans. 
 It would take me awhile to adjust to the concept that I was in a different timeline 
than when I first came to the Mothership. However, I was also beginning to realize that 
both timelines exist simultaneously within my consciousness. All of these thoughts ran 
through my mind within the few moments of the sunset. 
 When it became dark, I called for the end of the hologram program, and Kepier 
and I began our tour of the Mothership. It turns out that we did not discuss much while in 
the holosuite, but we bonded at a very deep level. In fact, we moved into a state of deep 
knowing of each other.  
 However, there was still something about Kepier that I could not quite figure out. 
I decided to relax into that question and allow the answer to be revealed. As we walked 
out of the holosuite, it felt as if we had known each other forever. Maybe we had. 
 “Where would you like to go first?” I asked Kepier once we left the holosuite.  
 She pondered my question and said, “I know I may be jumping ahead a bit, but I 
would really like to go to the seventh dimensional area and visit the Oversoul.” 
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 I had not thought in terms of visiting the Oversoul, but I liked that idea. Since I 
had allowed myself to join into a relationship with the Oversoul, I was happy to have that 
opportunity.   
 “How do we begin our journey to the Oversoul?” Kepier asked telepathically. “I 
have heard so much about the multidimensional nature of this Mothership that I cannot 
wait to experience it firsthand. I am happy to go through all the portals until we get to the 
Oversoul.” 
 “I can see that you have done your research,” I said. “Yes, let’s start with the 
beginning.” 
 The beginning for me was the restoration chamber, which I had not visited since 
that very first time. “I must admit,” I said, “I would like to go into the chamber again 
myself.” 
 “Lead the way,” said Kepier with obvious excitement. 
 We were so excited to get there that we were almost running. The restoration 
chamber was a long way away from where we were. At the same moment, Kepier and I 
looked at each other and telepathically said, “Let’s beam there.” 
 We simultaneously reached out to grab each other’s hand as we both entered our 
higher state of consciousness. I had done this with only the Arcturian, so I did not know 
for sure if it would work. 
  “Of course it will work,” Kepier smiled. 
 We both took three breaths to calibrate our consciousness to our higher 
expression, as well as to each other. For some reason we both trusted each other 
completely and enough to translate our particles from where we were standing to our 
chosen destination—the restoration chamber. In an instant, we were there. I had not even 
had time to worry, as the transition was instant. We looked at each other with surprised 
and happy faces. 
 “We are a good team,” I said, and Kepier continued, “That is why the Arcturians 
put us together.” 
 There were several restoration chambers that had more than one chair in the room, 
and we went to one of those. We each got into our own chair and quickly went into a 
state of deep meditation. While I was in meditation, I perceived myself in my best flight 
uniform standing outside our shuttlecraft.  
 There were several shuttlecrafts from different representatives of the Mothership 
standing in front of their shuttlecraft. The humans in front of us had been invited to meet 
us because they had requested to be present at one of our landings. They had made their 
requests by asking their higher expressions in the Galactic Federation to tell them where 
to be and when to be there. 
 Many of these people had been waiting for several days, as they did not want to 
miss out on this most momentous event in their planetary history. We could feel that 
there was a force field of fifth dimensional energy that was surrounding us. We could see 
through this shield, but it was obvious that those outside of the shield could not see us. 
 We were in a relatively remote place, but some people and cars moved into the 
shield and then disappeared until they came out the other side. They had remained in their 
third dimensional frequency of reality and were totally unaware of our higher 
dimensional reality. Because of the force field, we could answer the questions of our 
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awakened and ascending family in human disguise without frightening those who still 
lived within the illusion. 
 The humans within the shield seemed totally relaxed with our meeting and 
completely prepared to alter their lives in any manner necessary to bring in the new 
frequency of reality. They were aware of those who passed through our meeting within 
the lower frequencies, and were not surprised or concerned. 
 Our human friends were fully ready to hear what we had to say. Many of them 
could recognize their higher expressions and moved forward to respectfully greet them. 
To my surprise, I saw that the same person greeted Kepier and me.  
 “You didn’t know?” questioned Kepier. 
 I smiled.  Yes I had suspected, but could not totally believe it. Our human 
representative was bursting with joy to meet us and wondered when she could come on 
the ship. Kepier and I smiled.  
 Simultaneously, our eyes opened, and we sat up in our chairs. We both knew that 
we had shared the same experience. Because I had adapted to my reality in the higher 
frequencies, the rejuvenation chair did not exhaust me as it had the first time I sat in it. 
Instead, it gave me the information that was upfront in my heart/mind and ready for 
resolution.  
 When I looked over at Kepier, she smiled because now we both recognized the 
streams of higher frequency energies connecting us. 
 “How did I miss these energetic connections before?” asked Kepier.  
 “I guess we were not ready to see them until we returned to the restoration 
chamber,” I said. “Let’s go to the 6D viewing room to get more information about our 
impending mission.”  
 After being in the rejuvenation chairs, we did not need to hold hands when we 
beamed ourselves to the sixth dimensional “Door to Nowhere.” We opened the door with 
the power of our joint thought and entered the sixth dimensional energy field. 
 I felt the electrical charges fill my body as they began to alter the resonance of my 
form. For comfort, we held hands again while the sixth dimensional energy moved 
methodically through our bodies. Because we had both experienced the chairs, and 
because we were holding hands, we felt each other’s body as if it were our own. 
 The energy field moved up, down and around our bodies, slowly escalating our 
vibration. We could hear a “whishing” noise and felt our bodies tingle and shift. 
Suddenly, our bodies seemed to disappear, but our consciousness was there and totally 
aware.  
 Instantly, a rush of higher energy came into the small room filling our 
consciousness with a higher frequency that molded itself into the exact appearance we 
each held before our process of transmutation began. 
 When the process was concluded, the room cleared to reveal our enhanced sixth 
dimensional bodies. These bodies were somewhat similar to our fifth dimensional forms 
but resonated at a far more mutable, higher frequency. Our minds were completely clear 
and our hearts fully opened. 
 We both smiled as we walked toward the 6D viewing room. However, walking, is 
not how sixth dimensional bodies move. Therefore, we thought about going to the 6D 
viewing room and suddenly found ourselves standing in front of the viewing screen.  
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 We simultaneously thought about our joint vision of the landing party and were 
instantly pulled into the sixth dimensional viewing screen. 
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The Sixth Dimensional Viewing Screen 

 
MYTRE CONTINUES: 
 As we were pulled into the sixth dimensional viewing screen our bodies merged 
into one being. We could also feel other versions of our SELF who were gathered around 
us in a state of pure consciousness. As one being, we wondered how many versions of 
consciousness were within our Multidimensional SELF.  
 The answer to our question came in a flash of sixth dimensional light. We, Kepier 
and I, saw our Multidimensional SELF before us with more expressions of being than we 
could count. I say “being” as not all of our expressions of SELF were humanoid. 
However, before I could interact with any of our versions of SELF, the picture quickly 
changed. 
 Now we were within a void of nothingness that felt much like a womb. This void 
was quite pleasant and felt very safe. Gradually, the void began to take on the vague form 
of a portal, or a corridor. Instantly, the Arcturian story of ascension returned to my mind, 
and I thought of the Arcturian Corridor. 
 I remembered that this corridor, which appeared to be external, was actually 
within the High Heart. Unfortunately, I had not given much consideration to anything 
spiritual lately. I had been so involved in learning how to adapt to my new 
multidimensional world, that thoughts of my High Heart were forgotten. 
 In fact, since leaving Mytria and Alycia, I had closed my heart and lived primarily 
in my mind. I had learned mastery of my mind far beyond what I had ever thought was 
possible. However, love had been pushed from my reality as something that I had given 
up.  
 No wonder that Mytria and Alycia had become so involved with their own lives.  
I had cut off my emotions so that I would not be overcome with my longing and grief. 
However that action hurt the ones who had loved me much more than I was willing to 
admit. 
 As I pondered these thoughts, I felt the presence of Kepier within me trying to 
give me comfort and compassion. I also felt how I was trying to push away her 
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comforting. Therefore, I decided to stop pushing away that which felt like love and to 
embrace it with my long-forgotten High Heart. 
 Within that exact moment I felt and observed how the vague form of a portal 
encompassed the joint consciousness of Kepier and me. Instantly, we were within a huge 
corridor that appeared to be infinite. To our surprise, we began to return to our individual 
forms, but our bodies were translucent and transparent. In fact our bodies were comprised 
of light. 
 We smiled at each other, which was not the usual physical smile, but a smile that 
was an emotional experience. In fact, my emotions had returned and were completely 
overwhelming. Fortunately, the experience of being in a warm womb allowed me the 
safety to feel and release the emotions that had been pent-up for longer than I could 
recall. 
 I could see that Kepier was having the same experience, except that her emotions 
appeared to be quite blissful. On the other hand, my emotions felt like sorrow. 
Interestingly enough, as I released the sorrow I began to feel the bliss, as well. This 
sensation of bliss was stronger than my former body could hold. However, my lightbody 
could fully embrace the bliss and absorb it into its essence. 
 As the bliss absorbed into my lightbody, I began to remember. It is too difficult to 
put into words what I remembered, as I did not remember it in words. Instead, my 
consciousness began to open files in my heart/mind that were files in a language that was 
not based on thoughts. Instead, this language was based on love—unconditional love. 
 This new language was multidimensional in that I could collect and understand 
myriad levels of information that were intertwined into a light network of data. Somehow 
I had opened my heart/mind, which was a heart-centered plexus that gathered 
multidimensional thoughts and emotions and interconnected them into a tapestry of 
knowing. 
 This knowing did not need to be expressed, or even understood. It simply was. 
Just as I never needed to understand or modulate the beating of my heart, I did not need 
to interact with my heart/mind in a purposeful manner. It simply was there and filled with 
ALL that I could ever wish to know, feel, use and/or share. 
 I looked toward Kepier’s lightbody and understood that she was undergoing the 
same transformation. In fact, as I looked around me I could see that there were many 
lightbodies in the corridor who all had a similar expression of knowing, bliss and full 
enlightenment. So, is this what happens within the Arcturian Corridor? 
 My unasked question was answered by the instant appearance of the Arcturian. 
The smile I felt emanating from it was all the answer I needed. The Arcturian looked at 
both Kepier and me and telepathically said, “We are happy that you have both been able 
to open your heart/mind. You will need it for what you are being called to do. Please, we 
must leave here now, as you are needed in our meeting.” 
 
 In a flash, we were in the main meeting room where the Galactic Federation had 
its meetings. Was I about to be allowed the immense honor of observing one of these 
meetings? Again, the Arcturian telepathically answered my unasked question.  
 “You will not just be observing the meeting. You, meaning you and Kepier, will 
be taking part in it.” 
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 The Arcturian directed us to chairs directly in front of the semi-circular meeting 
table. We were in the first row. Kepier and I looked at each other with nervous, and 
simultaneously calm, expressions.  
 We both felt our heart/mind fully operational, which calmed our thoughts and 
filled them with love. Together we watched in awe as the most powerful galactic leaders 
of the federation entered the room and took their seats. 
 First there were the usual rituals and meditations that initiated these meetings so 
that everyone in the room could calibrate their consciousness to the same frequency. In 
this manner, both spoken and unspoken messages could be relayed within the NOW of 
our connection to the ONE. 
 I found that for the first time I was able to follow these multidimensional 
conversations through my newly opened heart/mind. I was now understanding why the 
Arcturian always told me to listen with my heart, which is what I was doing while each 
member of the Galactic Federation spoke. 
 I heard what each member said at the same time that I heard/felt the mental and 
emotional reactions and interactions of the other members. If we had not been calibrated 
to the same mental frequency, I would not have been able to receive these multiple 
messages within the NOW. 
 I will attempt to put what was said into linear words so that our friends on Earth 
can understand what was discussed. First, I would like to address the reason why so many 
of you cannot remember what you experience on the ship during your nightly visits. 
 Primarily, there are certain security issues that must be protected. We know that 
your governments and secret societies have many of our human representatives under 
surveillance and have retro-engineered some of our mental communication devices. We 
use these devices so that we can communicate with new species or groups when mental 
calibration is not feasible. 
 The dark ones of your physical world have used these devises to “read the minds” 
of some of our grounded ones. They do so without the permission or the knowledge of 
the one whom they are reading. Therefore, it is best that many of our visitors do not 
remember their time on the ship, especially if they are attending certain meetings. 
 Do not be concerned though, as these tactics of the dark ones are greatly 
diminished and will soon be completely eradicated. Every day, more dark ones are either 
returning to the light or being taken to another frequency or timeline of reality. As your 
timeline progresses, those who wish to thwart the process of planetary ascension will not 
be allowed to stay on Earth. 
 Now to return to my story, Kepier and I sat in rapt attention taking in everything 
that was said. Some of this information was classified, but the overall message was one 
of imminent change on the ascending planet Earth. The Galactics have over-lit that planet 
for the last 12,000 years since its near demise, which was caused because the darkness 
had become stronger than the light. 
 The pre-ordained time of planetary ascension was near and many alterations 
needed to be made within the consciousness of the masses of that planet. This 
consciousness shift was vital so that the beings of Earth could calibrate their 
consciousness with the ascending frequency of their planet.  
 Fortunately there were beings, not all of who were human, who had been assisting 
the planetary soul, Gaia, to expand and maintain a higher frequency of manifestation. 
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Once this higher frequency of manifestation was stabilized, Earth would move out of 
being a planetary society and into being a galactic society. 
 Personal contact had already been made with many of the Earth beings. This 
contact was quite simple with the cetacean beings, but much more complicated with the 
human beings. The humans who had calibrated their consciousness, and hence their 
attention and perceptions, to the higher frequencies were more than ready for Earth to 
become a galactic civilization. 
 However, there were still many who feared change because they enjoyed, and did 
not want to lose, the power they had attained over others. It was this split in the realities 
of the populace that was the primary concern of the Galactic Federation.  
 The Federation was totally prepared to begin its landings. However, it was 
concerned that the dark ones of Earth, who still maintained a high degree of power, 
would harm those who were ready to ascend their consciousness into the frequency in 
which they could perceive our landings. 
 Of course, the dark ones were unable to calibrate their consciousness to a higher 
frequency because of their need to dominate others. Therefore polarities, and the resulting 
separation, still existed among Gaia’s human residents. This polarity/separation was 
hindering Gaia’s ability to fully expand her resonance into the fifth dimensional 
frequency of reality. 
 Furthermore there were many humans who were still fully asleep or undecided; 
hence, their ability to embrace the concepts that were necessary to expand their 
consciousness into the fifth dimension was greatly limited. Because of the humans who 
remained in a limited state of consciousness, the landings of the Galactics could create 
more harm than good.  
 This meeting had been called to determine the best course of action. Gaia, the 
planetary being, was already in the process of ascension and would soon need to shed 
those who could not follow her acceleration of frequency. These dark and undecided ones 
were creating a “drag” on her escalation of matter.  
 The fourth dimensional elementals were working diligently to transmute planetary 
matter, as well as the matter of willing humans. However, humans still had free will. 
Hence, without their permission, the elementals could not assist those who refused 
change. 
 Fortunately, certain changes had been taking place within the governments of the 
planet that could facilitate the process of planetary ascension. Also, many of the dark 
ones had been contained. Consequently, the humans who could not change were the 
primary population of concern.  
 If the Galactics were to reveal their presence to this population, it would likely 
cause great fear. Then this frequency of fear would greatly hinder Gaia’s ascension 
process. They had to find a way to reveal themselves to those who were ready without 
frightening those who were unable to accept a new reality. 
 They had been increasingly revealing their ships, which gave hope to the ones 
who were ready. However, those who were not ready were stubbornly finding excuses for 
these “fantasy aberrations.” Also, many of them simply refused to participate in any 
information or visual experience that was different from what they already knew. 
 It was time for the landings to begin. They had been revealing themselves and 
meeting with more and more humans who were ready. However, now it was important to 
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step up the landing process. Those who had awakened needed to be considered. They had 
been calling for the landings and had bravely spoken up about their experiences to a 
society that largely scorned them. 
 The Galactics decided that they could no longer hold back the needs of the brave 
leaders for the sake of those who were still afraid. 
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Book Two of Pleiadian Perspective on Ascension   
 

LIFE ON THE MOTHERSHIP– Section III 
 

Galactic Meetings 
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Communications With Earth 

 
MYTRE SPEAKS: 
 Kepier and I were so intently paying attention to every word that was said that we 
did not notice that the rows of seats behind us were silently being filled. It was not until 
my Arcturian friend went to the podium and said, “Welcome beings from Earth,” that we 
turned to see how much the room had filled.  
 There were not just humans in this group. There were also those who appeared to 
be whale and dolphin beings, fourth dimensional elemental beings and majestic devic 
beings who supervised the elementals. Many of the different races, and even timelines, 
were included.  
 There was an ancient Mayan leader next to a leader from the 21st century. There 
were Lemurians sitting next to Atlantians and representatives of the animal kingdom in 
bi-pedal forms of their usual four-legged appearance. There were world leaders, 
scientists, religious leaders, and citizens from every culture and area of Earth.  
 Since this room was multidimensional like the rest of the ship, it expanded in size, 
as more room was needed for the incoming guests. It appeared that the humans were 
ushered in after the opening meditations were complete. Likely because of the humans, 
the Arcturian spoke in sequential human language when it introduced the members of the 
Federation.  
 Also, a universal translator made it possible for everyone to understand what was 
being said. When the Arcturian presented a regal-looking Draconian who stood up to 
reveal well over 10 feet of height, the humans fell into a hushed silence.  
 “Dear humans of Earth, we gather here today to release old conflicts that have 
arisen from the separation consciousness that has invaded your planet. Within this 
separation consciousness, your society devolved into the polarities of “power-over 
others” and “power-within SELF.” The power-over model creates a reality based on 
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victim and victimizer, conqueror and conquered.  On the other hand, the power-within 
mode creates a reality of unconditional love and unity consciousness. 

“We have much to tell you about the nature of humanity and how it is interrelated 
with us, the Galactic Federation of your the Milky Way Galaxy. Your planet Earth has 
asked to become a member of our Galactic Community. Gaia, the soul of Earth, has 
served many fledgling species from many planets and solar systems in our Milky Way 
Galaxy.  

“Now, Earth is ready to ascend into her fifth dimensional expression. She wishes 
to take her inhabitants with her, and all are ready except for humanity. Your present day 
human is a genetic mix of all the members of the Galactic Federation whom you see 
seated before you. This genetic mix includes the DNA of those you have considered your 
enemy, namely the Zetas and the Draconians.  

“In this meeting, we will speak about your long relationship with the many 
different species of the Draconian race. For millions of years many members of your 
world have battled for the right to have either power-over others or power-within SELF. 
These two battles have been waged for millennia. However, once a being has found its 
power-within, it is no longer interested in gaining power-over others.  

“Power-over others stemmed from a powerless, loveless childhood where survival 
was constantly a challenge, and some one or some thing created a constant threat of 
suffering, injury and/or annihilation. The Draconian Society, which is a Reptilian world, 
was and is based on the challenge of the strong surviving and the weak dying. There was 
a constant culling of their society so that only the very strong would live to adulthood.   

“They were birthed from an egg external to their mother’s womb and left in the 
sand to hatch. The first ones to hatch fed on the later ones that hatched. Hence, they 
became strong enough to dominate others.  As soon as they had enough strength from 
feeding on their siblings, they left the danger of their hatching area. Then they sought a 
safer place to hide and feed until they were big enough to survive outside of their hiding 
place. 

“Because of this beginning they cared only for themselves, and they lived their 
lives in domination of others with no sympathy or concern for the weak. Some of the 
Dracs prospered and continued living via the means of dominating others. However, 
something very usual began to happen. Some of the last eggs to hatch were very 
resourceful. The stronger ones had left, and the baby Dracs and animals that fed on the 
eggs had had their fill.  

“These last ones to hatch were born to a scene of carnage and destruction. Some 
were so weakened by this vision that they died. However, others were filled with a kind 
of compassion for their dead siblings. The eggs of this group of Dracs, the first ones laid 
and the last ones hatched, had remained buried in the earth longer and had had more time 
to mature within the shell. Hence, they were stronger and less fearful when they hatched 
and left their shell. 

“These Draconians eventually banded together and established a secret society in 
which they could explore their great scientific, metaphysical minds and sense of humor. 
When this sub-specie of Draconians took to the skies in their starships, they did not do so 
with the intention of conquering, but with the intention of learning. However, because of 
their appearance, they created fear wherever they went.  
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“Their plight caught the attention of we Arcturians. We could easily see into the 
thoughts and feelings of these Dracs and knew that they were the key to curing the 
dynamic of fear and conquest in this galaxy.  The Galactic War had raged on and off for 
many millennia with the power-over Dracs seeking conquest of all they explored. On the 
other hand, we Arcturians had been mentoring the gentle Dracs and providing them with 
a safe environment in which they could come into their full power-within.  

“Because these Dracs looked like the conquering Dracs, they could infiltrate the 
warrior ranks to send us information and assist us in ending the Galactic War. They were 
not happy spying on their own kind, but they did not like to see this devolution of the 
great intelligence and wisdom of their species.   

“Eventually, these Draconians ascended. They have returned to their 
multidimensional nature and serve within the Galactic Federation. However, they must 
constantly face the pressure of prejudice because of the violence of their species.  We tell 
you this story now because it is the key to reaching the many humans who are still 
influenced and/or ruled by the instinct of their own Draconian DNA located in their 
lowest ‘lizard brain.’ 

“The humans ruled by this DNA live in terror, fearing for their own survival. 
Hence, they give themselves permission to harm others for the sake of their own safety. 
Some of these Drac/Humans are the victims of more dominant Drac/Humans. They have 
become subservient because they have not sufficiently connected with their higher 
cortical functions that could provide the solution to their problems. Furthermore, they 
have become entrenched in the third dimensional illusions and dogma that have been 
distributed to control the masses. 

“This segment of the population of Earth is not ready for ascension, as they have 
not been able to move beyond the basic instincts of survival consciousness. The ascended 
Draconians, who have become members of our Galactic Federation, have learned to care 
for others in the same manner they care for themselves. In other words, they have learned 
to embrace love. All beings that can embrace love can accept ascension.  

“Unfortunately, WHO humans have been so trapped in fear that they cannot 
recognize love, much less embrace it. When fear becomes the master, the source of 
power becomes external rather than internal. When the source of power is external, 
humans listen only to those who wish to dominate others. These humans cannot love 
themselves enough to allow their higher expressions of SELF to speak into their 
heart/mind. 

“The ascended Dracs can work within the ranks of the remaining power-over 
others group, as well as within their enslaved population. Since these Dracs have 
ascended, they can create any form that is necessary to infiltrate the remaining segments 
of Earth’s conquer-or-be-conquered societies. These conquerors and the conquered have 
been locked in mortal combat for millennia and have traded places in many incarnations.  

“Once they have been the conqueror, they must take on a lifetime as the 
conquered to experience the return of their energy field. If the conquered are unable to 
find power within, they become fearful again. If they die in fear, they return to the loop of 
conquered or conqueror. In other words, they must find their power-within while they are 
incarnated in an earth body. These ascended Dracs can be a powerful influence on Gaia’s 
humans who are trapped in the old story of survival as they can teach them power-within 
while they still hold their human form.                  
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“As you know, just as many of you are direct descendants of the Pleiadians, 
Sirians and/or Arcturians, myriad dark ones who remain in power are direct descendants 
of the Draconians. Now, many of the Draconian descendants are ready to seek the light, 
but they do not know how. Who can better assist them than fellow Draconians who have 
found their power-within? Furthermore, who can better heal the victims of the Draconian 
rule than the Dracs themselves?  

“No one knows that these Dracs are different from the ones who have dominated 
them. Hence, they think that since the victimizers can change, then they, the victims, can 
change too. In fact, there are many Dracs hiding in human form that are controlling the 
media. If the ascended Dracs can convince the power-over Dracs to tell the truth, the 
Earth masses will have an opportunity to expand their minds and feel safe enough to open 
their hearts.  

“Just as there are many Pleiadians, Sirians, and Arcturians wearing a human form, 
there are many Dracs in human disguise, just as there are many Pleiadians, Sirians, and 
Arcturians wearing a human form. We wish all humans to feel free to reveal the lineage 
of their Multidimensional SELF. The Draconians were once mighty beings before they 
descended into the third dimension and smelled the scent of conquest that caused them to 
devolve into their animal nature.  

“Dear members of Gaia’s Earth, before we close our message, we ask that you 
feel our presence within your earth vessel. Feel our presence move deeply into your 
heart/mind. Sense how our connection with you is flowing up from your heart/mind and 
into your brain to activate your Third Eye.  

“Now, allow your Third Eye to perceive us within yourself as the unconditional 
love of pure unity consciousness. As the Dracs clear the way by assisting the victims and 
victimizers we, your other galactic ancestors, will be able to commune with you in a 
manner that is more vivid than you have ever experienced.  

“Of course, we could have always communed with you in this manner, but it 
would have put our ascending ones into an energy pattern that would have made it too 
difficult to remain within your earth vessel. Your physical form is your deepest 
connection to Gaia, and critical for the process of planetary ascension. 

“The calibration of the ascending ones with the body of Gaia is essential in order 
to reunite with the being called New Earth. Of course, all possible realities are already 
created within your fifth dimensional NOW. However, you need to open a portal/corridor 
into the ascended realities that already exists. This corridor is best created by your 
multidimensional consciousness.  

“Then as you expand your consciousness into its higher dimensional expressions, 
you also expand your portal/corridor. In this manner you will transmute your reality into 
higher and higher dimensions as you move through your ascension process. You will not 
be alone during your journey for you will be united with the great mass of Gaia’s Earth 
and the unity consciousness of the other ascending humans.  

“You, the Portal Openers, are creating passageways from your physical reality 
into our Arcturian Corridor. All of you are fully dedicated to your mission of personal 
and planetary ascension. Hence, you are able to release your physical form to “die” to 
your physical world and instantly be “reborn” on the already existing New Earth.  

“Those who shed their earth vessel will go ahead to prepare New Earth for further 
inhabitants. Some of them will move into the higher planes beyond New Earth because 
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their mission has been completed. These members of our ascension team took forms to 
serve as “booster rockets” to open the first portals. When they have completed their 
mission they will move into whichever reality fulfills their great multidimensional 
consciousness. 

“On the other hand, there are those of you who have come to deeply love your 
Mother Gaia. You have volunteered to stay with Gaia throughout the entire planetary 
ascension, as well as during the process in which you unite with New Earth. Just as you 
have myriad expressions of your multidimensional human SELF, Gaia has uncountable 
expressions of her multidimensional planetary SELF.  

“Hence, as you connect to your higher expressions of SELF, you assist Gaia in 
connecting to her higher planetary expression. Furthermore, as you assist Gaia, Gaia is 
assisting you. Also, as you are re-connecting your individuated consciousness with your 
multidimensional consciousness of Galactics, Celestials, Ascended Masters and Elohim, 
Gaia is connecting herself with her myriad expressions of star, solar system, galaxy and 
universe.  

“You are not creating these higher personal and planetary expressions, as they 
infinitely exist within the NOW of the ONE. You are re-connecting your consciousness 
within the great vastness of your pure multidimensional nature. Every birth must be 
preceded by a death, such as the death of the amniotic sac which preceded your first 
breath outside of the womb. The death that you must accept is the loss of those needs you 
believe you must fulfill before you can focus on your ascension.  

“Your personal unfulfilled needs are extremely minute in comparison to the 
universal shift into higher expressions of being. Any unfulfilled needs distract you from 
your mission of being your Multidimensional SELF and tie you to a third-dimensional 
reality that is ending. Hence, you are denying yourself entrance into the reality in which 
you can experience complete fulfillment.   

“Your choice of attending to the needs of your wounded ego rather than choosing 
to attend to transmuting your planet will lower your resonance to a frequency that cannot 
perceive the portals into New Earth. In order to release these old ‘needs,’ you will need to 
realize that you are very important for the process of planetary ascension! As you return 
to your higher expressions of SELF, you assist Gaia to return to her higher expressions of 
SELF. 

“There are still those humans on your planet who are working against planetary 
ascension. These humans have become lost in their small minds and smaller hearts. 
Hence, they can think only that their desire to control a reality of a very low resonance is 
more important than returning to a reality based on unconditional love.  

“These lost ones are totally unaware that in order to hold on to their sense of 
control and power over others, they are denying their ability to experience unconditional 
love, bliss and joy. In the same manner, those who limit their powerful heart/mind to the 
desires for third dimensional possession, fame and wealth are restricting their reality to a 
mere spec of the very SELF who can instantly fulfill their every need within a flash of the 
NOW.  

 “All that resonates to a frequency below that of unconditional love is best 
released so that you can set free your attachments to your physical reality. Once you are 
free of the illusions of the third/fourth dimensional world, you can attach your 
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consciousness to the ongoing process of planetary ascension. In other words, we ask that 
the needs of your personal self take the back seat to the needs of your planetary self.  

“Your planetary self lives in unity consciousness with all those who have chosen 
this commitment and who are focusing their attention on the unconditional love and joy 
of creating New Earth. We, the members of the Galactic Federation salute you for your 
great courage and sacrifice. We are infinitely with you whether you are in the most 
mundane physical task or visiting us here on the Mothership.” 
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States of Consciousness and Adherence to Reality 

 
MYTRE SPEAKS: 

Just after the Arcturian spoke, the meeting ended for the day. A day was 
determined by planet Earth’s 24-hour cycle to which the Mothership was adjusted. This 
adjustment was made to accommodate the many Earth beings on board the ship. Kepier 
and I had had enough adventure and information and were ready to go to our quarters to 
get some sleep.  

We both chose to eat alone in our quarters, as we needed to integrate what the 
Arcturian had said. After I ate the food I had prepared in the replicator, I took a sonic 
shower and went to bed. To my surprise, I instantly fell asleep. However, it did not feel 
like a normal sleep, as I immediately went into a vivid dream in which the Arcturian was 
standing before me. 

“I have come to you in your dream state, as it will be easier for you to understand 
my message while in this state of consciousness,” said the Arcturian.  

When I was about to respond, I found that I could only communicate 
telepathically. I felt as though my vocal cords would not work.  In fact, my every thought 
was projected telepathically, even if that had not been my intention. 

The Arcturian smiled. “While you are in your dream body your astral 
consciousness is much stronger than your physical intention. It is for this reason that I am 
communicating with you in your dream state. I wish to connect with you in the imagistic 
fashion of higher dimensional communications. In this manner, many concepts can be 
explored within the same moment of the NOW.” 

I understood what the Arcturian was saying, so I was quiet and waited to see what 
he was about to communicate. 

“Mytre, I want to tell you about states of consciousness and adherence to reality. 
Your state of consciousness will hold you to a reality of a correlate frequency of 
operation. Every reality is multidimensional, and certain frequencies are best for 
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habitation by intelligent beings. As you become more conscious of your inter-
dimensional travels, you will realize this fact.  

“Of course, you have been traveling inter-dimensionally since your Oversoul 
created your specific spark. Your spark of creation occurs when you take your first form. 
You, that is the multidimensional essence of you, are much more expansive than you can 
imagine. Your first forms were of lightbody, in which you traveled the multiverse 
seeking experience.  

“Experience is defined as movement through myriad varieties of interactions. 
When your primary consciousness is in your highest frequency of form, you can 
simultaneously observe countless expressions of reality. Of course, you never leave this 
highest expression of your Multidimensional SELF. Therefore, when you travel inter-
dimensionally, you are actually expanding your range of consciousness to encompass 
lower frequencies of reality.  

“In this manner, you can experience that which you are observing from the 
perspective of your spark of creation, while you simultaneously experience it from the 
perspective of being within that frequency of beingness. Your highest expression of 
‘observer self’ is infinite and a component of the NOW of the ONE. Hence, you never 
leave it; instead you expand your consciousness to experience other expressions of 
reality.  

“A visual image, which can be correlated to what we are saying, is that of a huge 
cloud. This cloud releases rain. The rain touches the ground and directly interacts with it. 
Some of this rain falls into water, some falls onto rock, and some falls into the earth. All 
of the rain that originates from the same cloud is related via the same heritage.  

“Some of the rain will fall into the lowest depths of the planet, such as the desert, 
and other rain will fall onto the peaks of the highest mountains, as well as everywhere in 
between. As each raindrop falls into a different area, it gathers many different 
experiences. All of these experiences are simultaneously perceivable within the NOW of 
your ‘cloud.’  

“Hence, your cloud sends down raindrops so that it can intimately experience 
myriad lower dimensional realities via its raindrops. Some of these experiences are very 
enjoyable and some are not, but all of them are educational. From the perspective of your 
spark of creation, you are infinitely alive within the comfort of the ONE and are virtually 
visiting myriad dimensions of reality.  

“On the other hand, each raindrop takes on its own life spark, which initiates its 
own timeline for existence and inter-dimensional travel. All the life sparks that originate 
from the same cloud are related. Furthermore, every cloud is related, as they are all 
representatives of the ONE.  

“Thus, all of you who are inter-dimensionally traveling the multiverse are related 
because all clouds are related. However, you are most intimately linked to those 
raindrops which fell from the same cloud. But, since all the clouds are related, every 
raindrop/life spark is connected in the higher frequencies of reality.  

“We use the metaphor of clouds and life sparks because they create an image. If 
we were to say Elohim, Oversouls and multidimensional life streams, your mind would 
become engaged, but you might miss the heart feeling. We speak in an imagistic manner 
so that you can better live the message. When a message is lived rather than understood 
or remembered, it is stored in your heart/mind, as well as your brain. 
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“We are training you to converse in this manner, as this is how the galactics 
communicate with each other. Also, this imagistic mode of communication allows you to 
talk to beings of many different realities, because you are relaying an image rather than 
communicating with separate words and sentences. Therefore, please relax while we take 
you on an inter-dimensional journey.” 

Relaxing was good for me, as I was supposedly sleeping. However, since the 
Arcturian needs no sleep I guess it didn’t understand how important sleep was for me. 

“On the contrary,” the Arcturian was responding to my thoughts, “you always go 
on journeys when you sleep. However, your third dimensional thinking tells you that life 
makes you tired, and you need to turn off your mind by sleeping. Physical life in the 
lower dimensions makes you tired because you have been trained to believe that concept. 
Life also makes you tired because your lower frequency life appears separate from your 
higher expressions of SELF. 

“When you sleep, you are actually re-connecting with your higher expressions. 
These expressions of your SELF are never tired because no time passes and no work is 
done to cause fatigue. Your higher expressions of SELF do not experience polarities, 
separation or conflict. Furthermore, they do not experience fear, which is one of the main 
causes of fatigue. Fear fills your body with chemicals, which make your body race out of 
synchronization with your breath and heartbeat. Fear also separates your body from your 
true, inner thoughts and emotions, as you believe you must only focus on survival.  

“We ask that you relax into the image of being a cloud. Your cloud form shifts 
and changes as you interact with atmospheric conditions. Sometimes the atmosphere 
seems dark and in transition. This condition is caused when the clouds/Oversouls are full 
and seem to hang low in the atmosphere. The clouds are lower because they are ready to 
empty their raindrops/sparks of creation, into the lower frequencies.  

“Hence, these clouds are resonating to a slightly lower frequency because soul 
families are seeking to leave their cloud/Oversoul in order to interact with lower realities. 
On the other hand, sometimes the skies seem clear, and the clouds are further away and 
difficult to perceive, which means that your soul family wishes to perceive reality from a 
higher perspective.  

“There are also times when there are many wispy clouds that seem to be creating 
pathways into the higher realms. This condition occurs when the Oversoul is free of 
rain/life sparks, but it realizes that many life sparks are ready to begin their long return 
back to their cloud/Oversoul.  

“There is a very special occurrence on the planet Earth now, in that the entire 
planet is ready to commence its return to Oversoul. Hence, many clouds/Oversouls are 
sending down wispy passages to guide their life sparks home. This visual message is 
informing all the related planets, solar systems and galaxies that myriad beings, including 
a planetary being, are seeking support. They are calling for assistance because they are 
preparing to return to their higher expressions. 

“We, the members of the Galactic Federation, have received this message and are 
here to assist. This particular planet is of great interest to us for it has long been a 
Mystery School created for developing civilizations to visit and learn about states of 
consciousness and adherence to reality. Within Mystery School Earth, there are myriad 
realities that exist, layered in a multidimensional manner, much like clouds in the sky.  
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“Differing states of consciousness will adhere to differing frequencies of Earth 
reality. To enter this Mystery School, a being and/or group of beings has to petition their 
Oversoul to experience a multidimensional reality based on polarities. If they also want to 
learn about individuality, they usually choose to enter Mystery School Earth.  

“The fine print of the entry contracts into Mystery School Earth reads that they 
will forget everything once they enter this school. Therefore, many beings become 
trapped in the earth school because they forget who they are and why they went there. 
Mystery School Earth is now closing, but it has more students there than ever. Hence, all 
the graduates of this school have come to assist the ascending members of Earth to return 
home to their Oversoul. 

“Many members of Mystery School Earth are fully aware that the lower 
dimensions of Earth’s mystery school are closing and they are prepared to begin their 
return to Oversoul. However, most of them will not make the leap from a third/fourth 
dimensional reality directly into their seventh dimensional Oversoul. Instead, they will 
return to their Oversoul dimension by dimension.  

“The first reality that they will return to is the fifth dimension, then the sixth 
dimension and, eventually, the seventh dimensional Oversoul. Most of the beings who 
have taken a form on third/fourth dimensional Earth during this time of planetary 
ascension have experienced many incarnations in the polarized realities of Mystery 
School Earth.  

“We will, now, return to our metaphor of the Oversoul being a cloud and the life 
sparks being the rain. Just as the rain first touches the highest peaks to become snow and 
eventually finds its way to the ocean, life sparks must go through many transitions in 
order to find their way down into the third/fourth dimensions of planet Earth.   

“The oceans create great expanses of water, so that the rain can be pulled back 
into the clouds. Many life sparks on Earth hear the call of their Oversoul and are ready to 
begin their long journey home. In fact, the planetary being known as Earth is also ready 
to return to her higher expressions. If the life sparks and the planet can join together as an 
ocean of planetary consciousness, their call for assistance will be greatly amplified.  

“Earth will begin her long journey back to Oversoul by being her fifth 
dimensional expression of New Earth, and many of her life sparks will join her there. 
Many of the members of the Galactic Federation, including you, Mytre, have taken 
countless incarnations on Gaia’s body of Earth. Hence, we have returned in answer to 
Gaia’s call for assistance. Do you understand what we are saying, Mytre?”   

I was a bit taken aback by the Arcturian’s question, as I simultaneously realized 
that I was now awake. I understood that this question was an invitation, as well as a 
challenge. Then I remembered that this journey began with my trying to assist our 
community on my Homeworld to ascend.  

I also remembered that Kepier said that in order to help my Pleiadian community, 
I would need to assist Gaia to ascend. I was also aware that I could not have the hidden 
agenda of assisting Gaia’s Earth in order to assist my Homeworld. I could feel the 
Arcturian reading my thoughts, as it patiently waited for me to move through them.  

It was then that I realized that I was considering my thoughts in isolation from my 
heart. I was not using my heart/mind. No wonder I was confused. If I were to decide 
whether or not to take part in the immense responsibility of assisting an entire world to 
ascend, I would need to surrender to the knowing of my heart/mind. 
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I thought of the members of Earth receiving the same invitation to assist with 
planetary ascension. When I realized that they, too, would need to confront their hidden 
agendas, I felt great compassion for them. Did they even know that they had a 
heart/mind?  

“Perhaps it is your privilege to tell them,” spoke the Arcturian. 
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Nightly Visits 

 
MYTRE SPEAKS: 
My next day began very early, as I received a message to meet with the Arcturian as soon 
as I was able. The communication seemed important, so I instantly dressed and went to 
our meeting. We met as usual, at the holosuite, as it was such a great place to learn by 
doing. When I arrived, the Arcturian had the nature program running and was sitting by 
the waterfall inviting me to join It. My instruction began as soon as I sat down. 

“Dear Mytre, in preparation for your communicating with many different peoples 
and civilizations, we wish to talk to you about expanding your telepathic abilities. You 
are doing wonderfully with your telepathic communication with us and with Kepier. 
However, when you are the only one who can communicate telepathically, it will be a 
more difficult task.  

“Therefore, we wish to go over some of what we have already taught you in order 
to laydown a firm foundation for a more advanced discussion on inter-dimensional 
communication. All telepathy will not be inter-dimensional, but much of your ensuing 
communications will be with beings of either higher or lower dimensions of resonances.  

“We will begin our instruction by giving you more information regarding 
communing with your heart/mind. Yes, your heart/mind is a combination of your heart 
and mind, but it is much more. Actually, your heart/mind is your High Heart and your 
Third Eye working in unison.  

“Your opened Third Eye has the ability to receive the patterns and codes of all 
frequencies of light. Then, your High Heart can translate these codes and light patterns 
into any of the many forms of language. Your High Heart makes these translations 
through its power of unconditional love. Since unconditional love is the highest 
frequency of light, it can understand and translate every pattern and code of light. 

“Your incarnations in the lower worlds have led you to believing that your 
thoughts and emotions are separate. This belief is false, as both thoughts and emotions 
are patterns of light that are interpreted in a different manner.  
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“Thoughts are interpreted by perceiving how the patterns of light interact with 
each other. Conversely, emotions are interpreted by understanding how the patterns of 
light interact with your form. If one is free of form, there is truly no difference between 
thoughts and emotions; they are all patterns of light.  

Our formless Arcturian resonance is the carrier wave for the light patterns that we 
send. We send our light messages, known as Light Language, into your consciousness by 
blending our resonance with yours. Thus you can recognize our feel and know that we are 
the sender. The feeling of the resonance of the sender of the Light Language is much like 
the “signature” in your human messages. 

“Once we blend our resonance with yours to transmit our message, the carrier 
wave of our Light Language enters your earth vessel through your pineal gland. The 
pineal gland then sends the light message to your High Heart to be translated. The 
informational component is what you perceive as thoughts, whereas the imagistic 
component is what you perceive as emotions.  

“However, when you separate thoughts from emotions in that manner, you lose 
much of the information. On the other hand, your heart/mind is able to maintain the 
interaction of information and images to create a more expanded message. It is for this 
reason that we ask you to release all fearful memories, as fear distorts our messages.  

“The low frequency of any form of fear restricts your band of reception, cutting 
off the high and low peaks of information. For example, we may send you an image of a 
tree. However, if you have fear when you receive that image, the top of the tree would be 
cut off, as well as the deep root systems. Hence, any information about the life force of 
the tree’s new growth or the health of its roots would not be transmitted.   

“If you surrender into fearful emotions, rather than blocking or being limiting by 
them, you can perceive the unification of thoughts and emotions with your heart/mind. In 
the same manner, if you do not think about your emotions, your heart/mind easily 
translate the Light Language that has been received via the thoughts of your mind and the 
images of your emotions.  

“Remember, emotions are merely a form of communication. Fearful emotions tell 
you that it is not safe to be receptive to an incoming energy fields. However, you do not 
want to limit your ability to receive full communications from your SELF because of 
events that are no longer in your life. These ‘past’ emotional events remain as ‘scar 
tissue’ in your receptive neural net.  

“Therefore, even when there is a message filled with love, the scar tissue will 
distort the loving message. This distortion can cause you to misinterpret a loving message 
as a fearful message. Therefore it is vital that you release these memories, as well as the 
scar tissue that they have created, so that you can clearly receive the Light Language sent 
to you from the higher dimensions of reality.  

“Since you are the creator of your reality, you have the ability to choose to release 
these old memories and call for your thymus gland, which is ruled by your High Heart, to 
heal your neural net of fearful memories. In this manner old fears are released, and you 
are able to receive a broader frequency band of the messages that we send you. 

“You will be communicating with galactics and celestials who do not use any 
form of language other than telepathic communication, as well as humans who have little 
or no experience with either imagistic or telepathic communication. Therefore, you will 
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be called upon to expand your communication skills to embrace both higher and lower 
dimensional forms of communication. 

“Your ability to remain confident and calm is important when you are assisting 
those who are unaccustomed to telepathic communication. Telepathic communications 
are received by matching your state of consciousness with the state of consciousness of 
one with whom you are communicating. Hence, you may need to maintain higher or 
lower states of consciousness for longer than you are accustomed. 

“There are many who visit us in their dream state. We would like you to practice 
your telepathy skills with these visitors. This experience will assist you while you are 
also assisting them.  Kepier will be joining you shortly. If you have any questions, please 
give us a telepathic call.”  

The Arcturian instantly beamed away, as if It had something important to attend 
to and left me to turn off the hologram. Afterward, I went to the mess hall to get some 
breakfast before I began my new assignment. I was not surprised to see that Kepier was 
there with a cup of hot tea waiting for me.  

“I see you knew I was coming.” I said with a grin. “You were speaking with the 
Arcturian in the same moment that I was, weren’t you?” 

“Yes,” she replied. “Again, we are learning through experience. I think we are 
ready to participate in more than one reality at a time. What do you think?” 

“That does appear to be the lesson,” I agreed. “Do you think we are meant to 
remain in this version of our SELF while we go into the fourth dimensional astral realm 
to assist the ones in dream state?” 

“I was wondering the same thing. The visitors are experiencing the two realities 
of sleeping in their bed and visiting the ship. It would make sense that we should also live 
two realities.” 

Kepier and I continued our discussion while we ate our breakfast, then we walked 
together to the visitors’ center. The visitors who came to us in dream state often came to 
the fourth dimensional counterpart of the visitors’ center. This center resonated to a 
frequency lower than the ship; hence, it was located in the ship’s aura.  

The visitors came to this area until they learned how to expand their 
consciousness into the fifth dimension so that they could visit the actual body of the ship. 
One of Kepier’s and my assignments would be to assist these visitors to release their 
attachment to their lower resonance and raise their consciousness to the fifth dimension. 
Once their consciousness resonated to that frequency, we would assist them to create a 
form in which they could visit the higher frequencies of the ship.  

This expansion of their consciousness was exactly like ascension. Therefore, they 
came not just to visit the ship, but also to practice transferring their consciousness into a 
higher frequency container/body. Once they were wearing the fifth dimensional 
frequency form, they could perceive the ship around them. Some visitors entered the 
rejuvenation room, but that transition of consciousness was not the same as it was via the 
rejuvenation chair, which was more intense and longer lasting. 

Meeting in the fourth dimension to learn how to raise their own resonance was a 
vital lesson for their process of ascension. It was also important to be able to raise their 
own resonance so that they could more clearly experience our landings. The only 
correlation between “time” on the ship and Earth time was that the Mothership could 
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correlate to Earth time. Therefore, we had no idea when these landings would begin from 
the perspective of Earth time.  

In our perception of reality, we are already in contact with the higher expressions 
of many Earth beings. It is up to those beings to find a way to awaken their lower 
dimensional selves and their reality. We can easily perceive the wave of ascension 
energy, and we are assisting the ascending ones to sense it as well. 
            Of course, there are myriad possible realities, and many of the ascending ones 
will choose different ascension realities. Also, as the ascending ones remember how to 
live simultaneously in more than one reality, they could have several experiences of 
ascension. Since Earth time is out of sync with the NOW of the ship, we can welcome 
visitors from many different realities and timelines. 

Kepier and I left the mess hall and beamed directly to the fourth dimensional 
visitors’ center, which is where humans visited our ship in their fourth dimensional 
astral/night bodies. Once we arrived, we went our own way in search of those in need of 
assistance.  

As I walked through the somewhat ghostly forms of night bodies, I understood 
why the Arcturian had so completely briefed me about telepathy. As I telepathically 
projected that I was there to assist them, I realized that many of these sleeping forms 
were not ready for communication.  

However, there were a few who came toward me. Unlike the others, they seemed 
to be able to see me and realized that I might be able to help them. After a few of these 
“awake sleepers” gathered around me, more came into our circle, then even more. These 
visitors were primarily from Earth, and they came from every country, culture, age and 
social status.  

Of course, the children were the first to understand my telepathy, and they began 
to assist the adults. I could see that I would greatly enjoy this assignment. I had never met 
earthlings before. That is, I could not remember meeting earthlings. On the other hand, I 
was still unaware of many of the experiences of my Multidimensional SELF.  

The earthlings who were ready to change their world were eager to learn what we 
had to teach them. However, I could not sufficiently answer the most asked question,  
“Will I remember this meeting when I wake up?” 
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A Visitor’s Conversation with the Arcturian 

 
One of the many night body visitors awakes with a vague memory of being on the 

starship and decides to ask the Arcturian for assistance in remembering the visit to the 
starship. 

 
A VISITOR SPEAKS: 

Dearest Arcturians, I surround my SELF in your great light so that you can assist 
me in remembering my dream/visit to your starship. 

 
THE ARCTURIAN REPLIES: 
  Our dear ascending one, you have asked us before to assist you in remembering 
your ‘dreams’ of your nightly visits to our ship. Hence, we will now assist you to 
remember them. “Will I remember my dream?” is the code message you have given 
yourself to remember your dream/visit. 

First, know that you will remember your visit in imagistic, dream pictures and 
sensations. If you need to continue to call it remembering your dream, allow yourself to 
do so. Using the word remembering calms whatever remaining ego might be frightened 
by the concept of visiting our ship in your dream body. Whatever gimmick you need to 
fool the remnants of your frightened ego is fine. Soon, these gimmicks will be 
unnecessary. 

You awoke with the question, “Will I remember my dream?” This question was 
the carrier message that translated you from your dream experience on the ship into the 
memory of your physical body.  

 
To capture your dream experience within your physical memory: 
• Begin your remembering with the feeling of your dream images. 
• Allow this feeling to shift from your night body into that of your physical body. 
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• See your environment in the foggy fashion of the astral world. 
• Hear as if you are listening to a distant message. 
• Feel how your sense of touch is very different, as you no longer experience the 

sensations of something against your form. 
For example, your physical body is sitting in a chair writing your experience. Your 

physical body has a border, which interfaces with the border of the chair, and there is a 
sensation where the two dissimilar substances meet, yet remain discrete.  

Now: 
• Feel the night body you wore during your visit to our ship. 
• Experience a glimmer of coldness, as you are no longer in possession of your 

physical form with its sensation of heat.  
• Without your physical form, feel how you have the sensation of being a cloud. 

 
You have this sensation because your mind is trying to find a connection to some 

feeling of form. Your mind wants to find a correlation to having a form because it is 
attempting to do its job of keeping you safe in your physical world.  

Your mind has had many experiences within this life that would have been 
considered crazy by those in your childhood environment. Therefore, you have adapted 
by creating correlate versions of your inner reality that do not interfere with your ability 
to remain functional in your physical life. It is these mental adaptations that have made it 
so difficult for you to remember what has been happening in your night body.  

These mental adaptations made you forget your nightly visits to the ship. Had you 
remembered being on the ship, it would have disallowed your ability to successfully 
function in a society that would have labeled you as crazy. Therefore, we ask you now to 
lovingly address this mental adaptation, which has taken a persona of its own in order to 
protect you. 
 
THE VISITOR SPEAKS: 

Thank you, Arcturian. I will do as you ask. Dear mental adaptation, thank you so 
very much for the many years that you have protected me, during which time I was not 
ready to know what was happening in my dream body. Because you have been so vital in 
my life, I give you the privilege of being one of the first components of my 
Multidimensional SELF to ascend/go home.  

In other words, I no longer need you to wake up with me. You can remain on the 
ship. Before now, being on the ship would have been frightening, but now I am ready to 
remember that experience. I am also ready to practice living in two worlds at once.  

Therefore you, my protector, will remain on the Arcturian Mothership, the home 
planet of the Arcturians, to be my greeter. Then you will greet me when I enter the ship, 
and you can assist me to adapt to my true form on the ship. Just as I might move into a 
new home bit-by-bit, I will gradually move more and more of my grounded self into my 
true home on the ship. 
 
THE ARCTURIAN REPLIES: 

We wish you to recognize, now that you are hearing the name and feeling the 
being who you said you would meet on the ship. This agreement to meet a friend on the 
ship is another gimmick to fool your protective ego.  
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Allow the feel of that person into your awareness. Finding the emotional feeling 
of the person you have agreed to meet will connect you with that person, as well as the 
other visitors. Some of these visitors are not human, and none are third dimensional. 

You see a person now who is undergoing his own process of remembering. He is 
across the room, which means that your auras are not yet in connection. Each of you must 
go through your own process of remembering your dream before you can connect in this 
state of consciousness. Therefore, please return to your process of remembering. 
 
THE VISITOR SPEAKS 

I feel myself in my astral night body, which is more like a cloud than a physical 
form. Everyone around me is in his or her astral body as well. We have all chosen to 
remember our visits so that we can better assist others in remembering theirs. I can feel 
that we are from many different areas of from Earth, but there are some Venusians as 
well.  

The earthlings are from many different walks of life. Some are very old, some 
middle aged or young and some are children. They are in their night bodies, which are the 
same age and appearance as their earth vessel but at a slightly higher frequency. We are 
all very happy to be here.  

In fact, as I look around, I see that many of us are in the same state of trying to 
carry this experience back to into our 3D life. I was going to say, back into our waking 
life, but I realize now that our 3D life is our sleeping life, and this reality is our true, 
waking life.  

I suddenly feel as though I am losing my lucid connection.  Can you assist me? 
 
THE ARCTURIAN SPEAKS: 

We are standing directly in front of you to better assist you to stay present with 
this experience. We want to remind you to share your process with others who are also 
ready to remember. We further remind you to remember this feeling, emotion and 
sensation of resonating to a different frequency of awareness. Please take a moment to 
focus on these sensations.  
 
THE VISITOR SPEAKS: 

As I re-focus my attention, I remember that this intimate experience of my 4D 
night body while in my 3D form is a precursor to the intimate experience of feeling my 
5D light body while I am still holding an earth form. Was that the main message that we 
received last night? 
 
THE ARCTURIAN ANSWERS:  

Our message was that you, meaning all of the visitors, are beginning to BE your 
Multidimensional SELF while still holding your earth vessel. You will keep your earth 
vessel throughout the ascension process so that you can move back and forth between 
worlds. Just as you may choose to move into your new home while you are still living in 
your old home, you will move into your new form while maintaining your old form.  

This process of ascension will not be for everyone, but the portal openers who 
visit our ship are ready for ascension. However, you will need to keep your old form, as 
that body will serve to assist you in keeping the portals open while others move through 
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them. Most of you who are of Arcturian and/or Pleiadian descent are portal openers. 
Hence, you will maintain your roots in both worlds until your personal and planetary 
ascension process is complete.  

Since time is an illusion, which will morph even more as you continue your 
ascension, there is no need to know how long the process will continue. Your ascension 
process will continue until it is complete for ascension occurs within this NOW.  

You are beginning to consciously experience two or more realities with a 
continuous state of consciousness. This continuous state of consciousness begins with 
remembering the many excursions of your Multidimensional SELF. 
 
THE VISITOR SPEAKS: 

Thank you, Arcturian. Your words assisted me to recapture the feelings of last 
night’s dream. I am standing in an astral, fourth dimensional room. I feel the cloud of 
consciousness that connects us all. Some of us are unable to connect with any of the other 
astral bodies, but most of us can connect with the greeters.  

The greeters are members of the Mothership who have lowered their resonance to 
greet us and assist us in gradually stepping up our energy into the fifth dimension. Once 
we can maintain our fifth dimensional resonance, while our 3D form sleeps, we can 
intimately experience the ship in a fully awakened manner. 

I have been able to remember my visits in a story-telling way, but not in such a 
direct experience as I am feeling now. Therefore, I will remain here in this fourth 
dimensional area to fully anchor my physical consciousness within my astral 
consciousness. My astral consciousness is remaining on the ship even though my dream 
has ended.  

 
THE ARCTURIAN CONCLUDES:  

By allowing yourself to gradually remember your nightly visitations, you are 
creating the reality in which your ascension proceeds slowly but surely. This process of 
ascension is similar to moving into a new house room-by-room. Your decision to create 
this type of ascension was made before you took your present body.  

There were many pre-embodiment choices that were made, all of which were 
directly related to your mission. The most beautiful part of the ascension of Gaia and her 
many beings is that each and every ONE has gained a sense of individuality. You will 
then use your great individual creativity to create your personal and planetary ascension. 
We, your galactic and celestial family, are greatly enjoying watching and assisting you 
with your process.  

This is enough remembering for now. Allow what you have remembered to 
deeply embed into your consciousness. In this manner, you will not forget what you have 
recovered and learned. Allow the puzzle of your process to come together piece-by-piece.  

Remember that we Arcturians are here to help whenever you call. We bless you 
on your journey and await your return home to the fifth dimension with joy and 
unconditional love. 
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Book Two of Pleiadian Perspective on Ascension   
 

LIFE ON THE MOTHERSHIP– Section IV 
 

Learning About Time 
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Ascending Beyond Time 

 
MYTRE SPEAKS: 

Kepier and I had been working with the same 4D visitors for quite a while when 
something very special occurred. Without ceremony or introduction, the Arcturian came 
to speak with the visitors in Its usual loving way. We were all a bit surprised when the 
Arcturian said, 

“The fifth dimensional reality to which you believe you are ascending already 
exists. Therefore, there is no chance of your failure. In fact, we see no separation between 
that reality and the one you believe you are living. Therefore, all you need do is shift your 
perception into the frequency of your Multidimensional SELF who is already aligned 
with that ascended reality.  

“The step-by-step manner of ascension exists only because you believe that you 
must take time to become a better person so that you can ascend. We have come to you in 
your NOW to inform you that you can simply shift your attention to the ascended reality 
in which you already live.  

“It is not your challenge to change your world. Your challenge is to change your 
own beliefs. Your long journey through the physical realm has taught you that change is 
an extended, sequential process. However, all change into the higher worlds is 
immediate.  

“We, your galactic ancestors, have also taken physical incarnations. Therefore, we 
understand that shifting back into the fifth dimension is not easy. We did not wish to take 
an earth vessel during this ‘Earth time,’ as we knew that we could be more helpful from 
our true expression. However, we wanted to intimately participate in Gaia’s ascension. 
Therefore, we have implanted our galactic and/or celestial essence within the core of 
many human expressions.  
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“During our experience of physical incarnations, we were also ‘trapped in time.’ 
Because of our experience, we know how difficult it is to escape that illusion. The secret 
is: instead of focusing on the step-by-step shift of your sequential world, focus on 
changing your mind and your beliefs. 

“We realize that your measured ascension process has allowed you to gradually 
adjust your thinking out of the ‘3D time-trap’ and into a new way of perceiving reality. 
We tell you NOW to release that prop. During your myriad earthly incarnations you 
formed the habit of believing that which you told yourself to avoid being afraid. 
Unfortunately, this meant that you were not telling yourself the truth.   

“In order to re-align your consciousness with your SELF who is already ascended, 
you believed that you needed to live the ‘time’ it would take for you to ‘deserve’ and/or 
‘achieve’ this re-alignment. We tell you NOW that you already deserve and have 
achieved that which you seek. Thus, you no longer need to give yourself time to be good 
enough to ascend. 

“How can you fail at something which you have already done? You do not need 
to create a ladder into the fifth dimension, which you can slowly climb, rung-by-rung. Of 
course, you can choose to retain that third dimensional thinking. However, as with all 
third dimensional, sequential thinking, the ladder is an illusion you created that is 
consistent with third dimensional thinking.  

“Therefore, your greatest challenge is not to change your reality. Your greatest 
challenge is to change your thinking!  In order to change your thinking, you will have to 
find your way out of the ‘trap of time.’ Through all your third/fourth dimensional realities 
you have been trapped in time. It took time to grow into an adult. It took time to learn 
what you needed to know. And, it took time to get where you were going. 

“Third dimensional time and space are intertwined. Hence, it takes time to move 
across space. Therefore, you have the habit of believing that you have to wait for 
something to come to its conclusion. This habit has been exacerbated by your lengthy 
wait for this long-prophesized ‘time of ascension.’ 

“Since you have waited such a long time for this opportunity of personal and 
planetary ascension, you might think that ascension will take time to occur. In fact, the 
realization that you could have instantly shifted into your fifth dimensional SELF might 
make you angry. Why have you been waiting so long for something that has always been 
there? 

“You have not been waiting for the ascension, because that reality has always 
existed. You have been waiting because you have been trapped in time. In fact, what you 
have actually been waiting for is the current energy field that is greatly facilitating your 
ability to leave the trap of time.  

“Once your consciousness has fully absorbed and integrated the high frequencies 
of light that have been gradually entering your earth vessel, your consciousness will 
expand beyond the belief in time. Of course, to our galactic perspective, your infusion of 
light has not been slow, nor has it been sequential. It has been constant and perpetual.  

“In fact, to our perception, this higher frequency of light that is bathing your 
reality and your consciousness is the portal of which we have so often spoken. This light 
is the portal out of time. Your test is not just to enter this portal and accept this light but 
to also allow this frequency of light to ‘recode’ your consciousness.  
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“This recoding of your consciousness will expand your consciousness beyond the 
limitations of past, present and future and into the NOW. As your consciousness fully 
expands beyond the limitations of time, you will regain your innate ability to 
simultaneously perceive and interact with more than one reality.  

“In other words, you can live your time-bound, gradual ‘ascension’ life 
concurrently with one or more of your expressions of SELF who are already ascended. 
You can also share your experience of ascension with the expressions of your SELF who 
have never lowered their frequency into the worlds of polarity. 

“Within this NOW, there are many of your higher expressions who are 
contributing to your ascension by channeling their higher light through you and into Gaia. 
In other words, even if you are just standing still or involved in a mundane task, your 
ever-expanding consciousness provides an open portal through which your higher 
expressions can contribute their great light to Gaia.  

“You do not need to do anything to become a portal of light. The mere fact that 
you are wearing an earth vessel connects you with Gaia. Furthermore, because you have 
been expanding your consciousness into the higher expressions of your Multidimensional 
SELF, you are inviting your higher expressions to assist both you and Gaia.  

“Meanwhile, we see our ascending ones patiently, or impatiently, waiting for the 
time to come in which they can ascend. We see you all preparing and getting ready for 
your future event. We are saying to you, there is no future. Future is a time-trap. There is 
only NOW. There is only frequency and resonance.  

“However, the most popular choice of ascension process is the gradual and 
sequential change into fifth dimensional New Earth. We understand why this is the most 
popular choice. You have been trapped in third dimensional time for myriad incarnations. 
Then, when you ‘died,’ you were trapped in fourth dimensional time. Fourth dimensional 
time is more mutable than time in the third dimension, but it is still sequential. 

“In order to confront your innate 3D fear of a timeless unknown, you have 
developed the belief that ascension takes time. Then you can gradually accustom yourself 
to a new way of thinking. Since what you think will happen is what you will create, you 
will create a slow, gradual ascension. However, since ascension into the fifth dimension 
and beyond takes you beyond all confines of time, the actual ascension can only be 
instant. 

“We do not want to interfere with your choice of ascension. In fact, we greatly 
admire and support your logical manner of creating ascension. Choosing to slowly and 
sequentially transition out of a life that you have always believed was real and into 
another life, which you were told was NOT real, keeps your consciousness above fear.  

“You are choosing your manner of ascension. Leaving time will be your greatest 
adjustment. Therefore, choosing to ‘take time’ to ascend affords you an opportunity to 
‘take time’ to change your beliefs. Once your belief is changed, you will instantly ascend. 
Therefore, you may think that it is taking time to ascend. However, ascension is not about 
time.  

“Ascension is about shifting your dominant state of consciousness into a higher 
frequency of your Multidimensional SELF. This shift will be instant. However, it may 
take you time to release your belief in time. You have long survived on your belief 
systems. Through myriad incarnations you sought a belief that would bring you comfort 
in a reality that was fearful and constantly fraught with danger.  
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“Dear ascending ones, we support whatever form of ascension you choose to 
create. We are here within your NOW to inform you of your ability to choose an instant 
ascension. On the other hand, changing your belief systems about ascension can take 
time. Once you have released your beliefs in the separation and limitation that time 
represents, your ascension can be an instant return to the frequency of your 
Multidimensional SELF with whom you wish to resonate.  

“This choice will expand instantly into how many expressions of your SELF are 
you going to simultaneously resonate? In fact, you can choose to retain your connection 
with your earth vessel while you also expand your consciousness into one or more higher 
expressions of your SELF. Your choice may take time, but your ascension will be 
instant.” 

With that final sentence the Arcturian beamed away. I was surprised and happy to 
see that a few of the visitors beamed away with the Arcturian. Then a few more beamed 
off, and then even more decided that they were ready to release their belief in time! 
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Leaving the Hologram and Releasing Time 

 
KEPIER SPEAKS:   

After Mytre and I listened to the Arcturian’s message, our meeting with the 4D 
visitors automatically ended. Some of the visitors went with the Arcturian, and the rest 
re-entered their physical form (woke up). Without speaking a word, Mytre and I went our 
separate ways. I saw that look on his face again that meant he was thinking about and 
missing his family.  

On the other hand, I heard the collective call from you, my students on ascending 
Earth, who had attended the meeting in your night bodies. Many of you had a brief 
memory upon waking, but quickly forgot everything but a vague image. Hence, I went to 
my quarters to respond to you calls.  

I realize that to some of you, several days have passed before I answered you, but 
time on the ship is not sequential. Our time is preferential, which means we can visit any 
time zone that we wish to experience. Many of you had a dream just before you awoke. 
This dream was an energy package, much like a syllabus of a lecture that was placed in 
your consciousness. I will now translate this energy package into a third dimensional 
language.  

Most of you had a dream of a woman, me, taking your hand and asking you if you 
were ready to leave the hologram. Before you could answer, I informed you that you 
would leave your holographic reality on ‘automatic run’, which means that in the 3D 
hologram it would appear that you were still there.  Then you would return a few seconds 
before your left. Hence, you would leave the hologram by leaving time and returning 
seconds after you had left. 

Once you left the 3/4D limitation of time, your resonance returned to your innate 
fifth dimensional Lightbody. You then had many images of walking through your daily 
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life. However, you could walk through all forms of matter. To your perception, when you 
walked through matter the molecules of matter would temporarily disperse. Then the 
molecules would return to their prior form once you had moved through that object.  

This phenomenon occurred because you were out-of-sync with your 3D, 
holographic reality. Since you were resonating to a higher frequency than the matter of 
your environment, you were not limited by any physical structures. To the perception of 
those resonating to the 3D hologram nothing unusual was occurring. In fact, they 
believed that they saw you walking around the obstacles. Since third dimensional belief 
creates the illusion of 3D reality, that is what they saw.  

I will now guide you into an expanded version of this exercise. I say exercise 
because this experience was merely a lesson for you to realize that you could leave time 
and return without ever appearing to have left. In this manner, you will begin to 
remember how to bi-locate from 3D Earth to your higher frequency realities. When you 
bi-locate you appear to be in both realities at once, but you have shifted your dominant 
state of consciousness from one reality to another.  

To leave the time-hologram and bi-locate to a higher dimension of reality,  
• Place you earth vessel in a safe place. In other words, make sure you are sitting in 

a safe place and not walking or driving.  
• Believe that you can leave time to travel inter-dimensionally.  
• Trust that you imagination is real. 
• Step out of time as simply as you may step out of your shoes.  
As you step out of time, you step out of your earth vessel. Therefore, turn around and 

look at your earth vessel. Tell your body that you will be back one second before you left, 
which you will. This experience is not the same as astral travel. You are not in your 
fourth dimensional astral body, for that is a component of the hologram. Instead, you are 
out of time, and thus out of the hologram.  

You are now experiencing reality via your multidimensional consciousness. Your 
body is in a safe place, and you will return one second before you left. Hence, your earth 
vessel can easily maintain life support while you are away. When you release the illusion 
of time, you remember that your multidimensional consciousness can travel throughout 
any time or space of any of your incarnations that you have experienced.  

At first you may appear to be limited to visiting your own incarnations. However, 
after you have accustomed yourself to this type of travel, you will no longer need the 
‘marker’ of one of your own earth vessels. These markers/incarnations are similar to 
video games. The player must have an avatar self (your earth vessel) in order to login to 
that game, as well as a programmer self (your Higher SELF) to take charge of creating 
your own life.  

Many of you ascending ones have created very difficult video game lives. You 
created this life because you realized it was the life in which you would have the 
opportunity to leave the hologram and return home to your Multidimensional SELF. 
Consequently, you wanted to clear up any unfinished business.  

If you can remember that you created your life before you were born, it will assist 
you in releasing any remnants of feeling like a victim. Once you expand your 
consciousness from the avatar within the game to the programmer of the game, you can 
create the game in which you ascend.  
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You were all very brave to choose such difficult earthly challenges. Also, from the 
perspective of your Higher SELF it was easy to forget how very challenging life could be 
in a third dimensional reality. Fortunately, as you continue to remember more of your 
Multidimensional SELF, it becomes increasingly natural to remember that you are 
visiting your time-bound 3D Earth, but you are a multidimensional being who 
simultaneously lives in myriad realities.  

We see that many of you are remembering multiple expressions of your 
Multidimensional SELF. Therefore, I will assist you to remember your SELF in a higher 
dimensional reality. In this case, it will be the reality of fifth dimensional New Earth. 

• Direct your intention and attention to the higher frequency expression of your 
Multidimensional SELF living on New Earth. 

• This fifth dimensional experience of SELF is very similar to the SELF that you 
are in your present incarnation.  

• Allow yourself to imagine that you are visiting and/or living on the New Earth.  
• Surrender into your imagination so that you can believe that this fifth dimensional 

person is YOU.  
• You do not need to follow a sequential process, as you are merely shifting your 

dominant state of consciousness into a higher frequency of your Multidimensional 
SELF.  

• Once you have shifted your perception of SELF to your fifth dimensional 
expression, you have automatically left time. Time, as you know it, does not exist 
in a fifth dimensional resonance of reality.   

• All you need do is believe that you are that SELF.  
• See that SELF before you and transfer the primary focus of your consciousness to 

your SELF on New Earth.  
• Think that you are in the fifth dimension, and use your loving emotions to merge 

into your SELF within that reality. 
• Trust that your imagination is your fifth dimensional thought, and remember that 

your thoughts and emotions create your reality.  
Know that it may take a while for your third dimensional thinking to remember how 

to perceive this frequency of reality. Therefore, surrender into this “imaginary 
experience” so that it can take form within your consciousness.  

Many of you have already left the hologram of 3D Earth and have transitioned into 
this higher expression of your SELF, but you are not aware of this shift because your 
thinking is still third dimensional. Hence, your consciousness is actually fifth 
dimensional, but your thinking is still third dimensional. However, you are quite happy 
about the myriad ways in which your world is changing.  

Those of you who are the openers of the portals into the higher expressions of Gaia 
are conscious of your transition. You remember your meditations and purposeful 
intentions toward aligning your consciousness with the higher frequencies of energy in 
order to assist Gaia in her transition.  

Therefore, you are actively awaiting the release of the many restricted patents. You 
are aware of the great increase in UFO sightings and actively wait for the landings to 
begin. You also know that these landings will be perceivable only to those who can 
accept and believe that the landings are real.  
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Many people walk along side you who are completely unaware of these changes. 
Their body was resonating to the expanding frequencies of Gaia, but their thinking is still 
locked in the limitations of the third dimension. These ones need your help.  

If they cannot align their consciousness with the higher frequencies of New Earth, 
they will not be able to remain in this frequency of Earth. These people are loving and 
kind. Otherwise, they could not resonate to this reality. However, their thinking is still 
trapped in the beliefs of a reality that has ended. You can kindly talk to these people and 
tell them what is happening.  

**** 
Now, holding this timeline in your consciousness, return to the remnants of your 

third dimensional reality. Feel how exhausted you are with that low frequency of third 
dimensional reality. Remember that you are ready to return (and have already returned) to 
a higher expression of your SELF. Yet, you still wonder how that will occur, and your 
wondering creates doubt. This doubt lowers your consciousness, and you are no longer 
able to perceive New Earth around you.  

Therefore, release the concept of time from your awareness and live only in the 
NOW. Within the NOW there is no future to move into and no past that has hindered 
your way. Within the NOW, you are your SELF in your daily life. Hence, remember to 
relax into each moment that you are experiencing while you continue to release your third 
dimensional thinking.  

Release the concepts of how, when and where. Surrender to your confusion. 
Surrender to your desires. Surrender to your fatigue, and surrender to your thinking. 
Release the time-bound, cause-and-effect reality that has become too small for you. Feel 
your SELF and BE your true, Multidimensional SELF NOW.  
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Book Two of Pleiadian Perspective on Ascension   
 

LIFE ON THE MOTHERSHIP– Section V 
 

Remembering Bi-location 
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There Is Only NOW 

 
MYTRE SPEAKS:   

After the meeting closed, Kepier and I went to our own quarters, supposedly to 
sleep. However, as I walked through the corridor to my quarters, I knew that I could not 
sleep. Too many questions were floating through my mind. I wanted desperately to see 
my family, but I felt that I could not yet leave my post. 

“You could bi-locate,” said an inner voice. 
I then realized that I had never believed that I could bi-locate, so I never thought 

of it. Why had the Arcturian not told me that I could bi-locate? I guess this was one of 
those things that I had to find out for myself.  

I had created such an emotional wall around my abandonment of my family that I 
was unable to believe bi-location was a solution for this problem. If I could bi-locate I 
could stay here and also be with them. Why had I never considered it?  

“Perhaps that was because you still judge yourself.” I heard.  
Was that my inner voice or a message from the Arcturian? 
“Is there a difference?” 
Again, the inner voice originated from what appeared to be my own thoughts, but 

it appeared to also be coming from the Arcturian. The Arcturian had spoken of higher 
frequencies and parallel reality expressions of our Multidimensional SELF. Kepier and I 
had discovered that we were parallel expressions of our greater SELF. Was that greater 
SELF the Arcturian? 

“What do you think?” spoke the voice within. 
Instinctively, I headed for the holosuite so that I could meditate. I was tired and 

my energy was low. I needed to raise my consciousness to more completely understand 
what was happening inside my mind. 

“Is it just inside your mind?” 
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Whomever I heard, it was a valid question.  Of course, it was not just my mind. It 
was my heart and my entire form. Perhaps this new perspective of reality that the 
Arcturian had shared was infusing into my being. Am I awakening to a new way of being 
or have I always been this way and have forgotten?  However, when did I forget and 
why?  

I think I forgot during my many years of being a warrior during the Galactic 
Wars. The Galactic Wars have been raging for my entire life, but I am beginning to 
understand that life has a much greater meaning than I had previously thought. 

My pondering was interrupted by my arrival at the holosuite. I entered to find my 
program already playing. Did the Arcturian start the program or was it started with my 
mind control that had been steadily increasing? 

“Is there a difference?” 
OK, I think that I can no longer ignore the message. Obviously, the Arcturian is a 

higher expression of my SELF, but why is it telling me now? 
“There is only NOW.” 
Yes, that is true. I am beginning to understand there is only NOW. I think. Sounds 

good, but how does only NOW work? If there is only NOW, then what are all the 
memories of my past? 

“The past is an illusion.” 
Of course, the NOW is infinite and illusion is created for a reason. I am 

wondering if I can determine the reason why I have created the illusion of a past. 
“Try it.” 
Is this me talking to the greater ME an illusion? 
“The me is an illusion, but the greater ME is infinity.” 
Yes, and truth is infinite, whereas illusion is created to suit a certain timeline. 

Therefore, I created the illusion of being Mytre. I created all the illusions that I believe 
were my real life when in fact that “life” was just an illusion. 

“How do you feel about that conclusion?” 
Glad you asked. I think I am a little angry that I created such a difficult life. Why 

would I choose to do that? 
“Did you learn very much?” 
Well, yes, I guess I learned a lot. But I only started learning when I met Mytria. 

Before that my life was a cycle of repeats. 
“How did Mytria influence your life?” 
I do not know why I was so attracted to Mytria, except that it felt as if I could not 

live without her. It felt as though Mytria completed me in some way. I also knew I 
completed her. But now we were are apart, and I miss her every minute of our separation.  

I wondered if I could I bi-locate to be with her. Then I could complete my studies 
here on the ship and also assist my family and my people to ascend. 

“Can you remember how to bi-locate?” spoke the inner Arcturian ME. 
  Yes, I think I can. I mean if I can believe I can bi-locate; I can remember how to 
do it. That is how it works, right? First you have to believe, and then you can remember?  

“Try it.” 
How do I believe that I can do something when I can’t remember ever doing it?  
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No answer!  I was on my own for this one. Well, I do remember the rule of: If you 
can’t remember something, raise your state of consciousness to the frequency of your 
SELF that can remember. 

I sat down in the wooden chair by the waterfall, overlooking the valley. However, 
this time I wanted an ocean, so that is what I saw. If it was that easy to change the 
hologram with my mind, then how difficult could it be to remember the frequency of my 
SELF that knew how to bi-locate? 

I released all thoughts and focused on my breathing. Shortly, I felt my resonance 
expand. My essence began to move out beyond the boundaries of my form. I realized that 
I already had a fifth dimensional form with the ability to experience multiple realities 
within the NOW. Why was I not using all my capabilities? 

It was as if I got a new computer and did not bother to learn all the advanced 
programs because I was so accustomed to doing everything the same way. Moreover, I 
was allowing the Arcturian to guide me in every way and had not used my own intention. 
I could see that this was why I was not going to receive assistance with this issue. 

Obviously, bi-location was one of those things that I had to learn for myself. But I 
was using the term learn, which limited my thinking. I already know how to bi-locate at a 
higher frequency of my SELF. Hence, I went back into meditation to connect with a more 
expanded version of my SELF. At first I saw only the familiar fog and blinking lights of 

myriad colors. Then the colors began to move into the 
outline of a form that looked much like a Merkaba.  
 Yes, our Merkaba is our Inter-dimensional Chariot. 
Instantly, the form of a Merkaba became very clear. I 
focused all my attention on the form of the Merkaba and 
released all thinking so that I could feel myself moving into 
the Merkaba.  
 As I relaxed into the image of the Merkaba I began 
to feel a strong sensation brewing from within me like steam 
rising from boiling water. This energy was my own, but it 
wanted to escape my form. This component of my SELF 
wanted to be free of all containment, including the Merkaba.  

I felt as if this inner energy field wanted to burst 
forth beyond whomever I had conceived of as myself. I 
harbored a small fear that wondered if I could ever again be 

just Mytre. Thus, I firmly implanted a remnant of my Soul SELF deep inside the 
Merkaba.  

Once I anchored an element of my life force into the Merkaba, it expanded to fill 
the entire holosuite. Instinctively, I knew that the Merkaba was beckoning all of my 
multidimensional consciousness to move into its form. At first, I balked at this idea, but 
then I remembered that the Merkaba is an inter-dimensional chariot.  

As my surging consciousness entered the Merkaba, I realized that I had been 
feeling limited my entire life. My Merkaba SELF was urging me to use my full potential. 
Once I realized that I had chosen to limit my true SELF, my multidimensional 
consciousness filled the Merkaba. Suddenly, the Merkaba no longer appeared to be 
separate from me or out of my control. 
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It was then that I realized I could feel the Merkaba around me, as well as within 
me. Could I return to the persona of Mytre and still contain the essence of this Merkaba? 
I expanded my heart-mind to encompass my beingness of Mytre. To my surprise I 
realized how much I loved being that person. In fact, I realized that I loved myself.  

Instantly, I was within my form of Mytre. This form felt very comfortable, like a 
pair of well-worn shoes. Simultaneously, I was within my Merkaba form. I was bi-
located into two places, or forms. These forms were very similar, but each one had a 
reality of their own.  

Through the perceptions of my Mytre form, I looked around the hologram. I saw 
the waterfall, the distant ocean, and the Sun lowering in the sky. I felt the floor beneath 
me, squeezed my arm ‘til it hurt and stamped my foot. Within that exact NOW I also felt 
the Merkaba form around me.  

When I looked around the holosuite through my Merkaba form, I saw photons 
traveling on matrixes and lights blinking to pre-programmed codes to create the illusion 
of concrete objects. My Merkaba self could easily see that the objects were holographic 
projections. In fact the holographic projections were much clearer than the images they 
created. Within my Merkaba self I perceived my Mytre self as a projection of photonic 
energy.  

At the same time, my Mytre self saw the projection of energy from my Merkaba 
self ready to blink off to the co-ordinates of any given reality. However, I knew that my 
Mytre self did not feel ready for that experience of bi-location as it appeared to represent 
a degree of separation. My humanoid self heard my Merkaba self say, “When will Mytre 
remember that separation is the biggest illusion of all?” 
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Releasing the Illusion of Separation 

 
MYTRE CONTINUES: 

I AM ready NOW to release the illusion of separation. I had no idea that this 
illusion was still hiding in my subconscious. Old limitations can hide in the subconscious 
until they are flushed out by novel experiences. Of course, my bi-location is only novel to 
this version of my Multidimensional SELF. With that said, I am ready to bi-locate.  

For my initial experience, I knew that I needed to bi-locate to a place or person to 
which I have an emotional attachment. Hence, I joyously chose to bi-locate to Mytria. I 
decided to hold my beloved in my heart-mind as I went about my daily duties. I shouldn’t 
say this, but there were things I needed to finish up, just in case. 

I spent my day going about my business with the knowing that I would see Mytria 
and Alycia at the end of my day. This calm acceptance of my impending adventure 
helped me stabilize my thoughts and emotions and build my confidence. That day, I was 
sure to look into the eyes of each of my crewmates and give them a moment of my 
attention and appreciation.  

I walked through every moment of my day with gratitude and joy. I had been so 
very blessed to be a member of this wonderful Mothership. I arranged to have dinner with 
Kepier to tell her of my plans. However, before I could tell her, she gave me her blessings 
and full support regarding my bi-location. I thanked her and we spoke casually as if bi-
location were commonplace.  

After dinner with Kepier, I wanted to tell the Arcturian. However I was pretty 
sure It already knew. I had not seen the Arcturian all day, which was quite unusual, but I 
thought nothing of that. However when I could not contact the It, I became concerned. I 
had always been able to merely feel the Arcturian’s essence beside me. Perhaps this was 
another thing that I had to do on my own. 
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Pushing my disappointment aside, I went to my quarters, left a note about my 
endeavor, made sure everything was neat and organized and sat down to meditate. 
Instantly, the Arcturian filled my heart-mind. 

“Were you looking for me outside of you again?” 
I smiled and sent the Arcturian my deepest gratitude and unconditional love. 
“Thank you,” It whispered into my Soul. 
Then I set my intentions on the FEEL of Mytria. This was a simple task as she 

had been eternally in my heart since I had left her. However, now I felt joy whereas 
before I felt sadness.  

I relaxed deeply into my meditation and allowed the inner lights to gradually 
create the outline of the Merkaba. I sent down a grounding cord through my Mytre self 
and projected my consciousness into my Merkaba self. My Merkaba energy field was 
much calmer now and filled with my intention to be with Mytria.  

I took a long moment to perceive my room from both perspectives of my Mytre 
self and my Merkaba self. I sent a quick request out to the Arcturian to guard my Mytre 
form and focused my attention inside of the Merkaba. With most of my attention focused 
on my Merkaba I could fully sense myself in a unique way.  

I had always thought of myself as my form, but as I envisioned myself inside the 
Merkaba I experienced myself as energy. At first I felt the Merkaba as big as my body, 
but then I allowed the Merkaba to expand until it filled my quarters. I then pulled it back 
into the size of my body and then projected the Merkaba again to fill the room. After 
practicing controlling my Merkaba, I focused my attention on the FEEL of Mytria. 

Instantly, I felt a deep love, as well as a feeling of welcoming. Did she know I 
was on my way to see her? “Of course; I think of you daily, just as you think of me,” I 
heard her sweet voice echo throughout the Merkaba. I was fully calibrated to my 
destination. Now, I had to completely trust my SELF and totally surrender – to what? 
What should I surrender to? 

“Surrender to your soul,” came the inner direction of the Arcturian. 
I had not thought of the concept of my soul for quite a while, but I could instantly 

feel that energy. Since my soul had all the wisdom, power and love of all my myriad 
incarnations in form, it knew exactly what I was doing and why. Therefore, I let go into 
the feel of my soul with the destination of Mytria inside my heart-mind. 

As I totally surrendered to my soul, my energy field inside the Merkaba became 
alert and centered. It had coordinates and permission. I tried to split my attention between 
my Mytre and Merkaba selves, but as I felt an unusual sense of moving while also staying 
still, I could only focus on the Merkaba.  

With all my attention on the Merkaba, the slow movement shifted into high gear. I 
sensed a sudden movement that felt faster than light, but my perception stayed focused 
only on the energy field around me. I felt as though I was moving, but my sense of sight 
and hearing did not register a shift. On the other hand, I did feel intense movement both 
kinesthetically and emotionally. However, my thoughts were on my destination only and 
registered no change. 

Then, almost instantly, I was at the lake in the wilderness where I first met 
Mytria. I remember that the first time we met there I had been sent to find her because 
her friends were concerned about her disappearance. It was almost dark, just like the first 
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time. However, that time I was quite upset that she had alluded me for so long. But this 
time my heart burst with joy to see her beautiful body swimming in the cool lake. 

I felt like two people, actually three people. One person was in my quarters in the 
ship, one was the person I had been when I first met Mytria, and the third was the one 
who was bi-locating. My presence on the ship felt as if it was a person in a dream. At the 
same time, I could feel the old version of me as if it were an echo of the bi-locating 
version. 

With all the myriad experiences of myself, I almost forgot about Mytria. That is, 
until she came to me and said, ‘Mytre? Is that you?’ The sound of her voice pulled me 
out of my analysis and into the emotional moment of our reunion. I instantly pulled her 
into my arms and hugged her so tight that we became one person.  

Mytria began to cry and I joined in. We had not known if we would ever see each 
other again. It seemed like forever that we stood frozen to that spot holding each other as 
tightly as we could. After a long while we pushed away just a bit, to see each other’s face 
in the fading light. We kissed and held each other again.  

Finally we sat down on the rocks by the lake and talked until the moons rose high 
in the sky. We had so much to say, and neither one of us knew how long I could stay 
there. Mytria also told me that she had to open the portal to the core of the Mother where 
we first met in spirit. Then we each looked at the other with the same look of surprise.  

“Have we met like this before?” we said simultaneously.  
We then laughed and hugged again.  Mytria looked the same age, and she said I 

did too. However, I was simultaneously experiencing being the one I was long ago and 
the one I was in the NOW. Mytria said that she felt the same way. We were both quite 
confused but did not care because we were so happy to be together again. 

“How is our daughter, Alycia?” I asked  
“Oh, she is wonderful,” replied Mytria. “Do you think you can stay until 

tomorrow to see her?” 
“I do not know. This is my maiden voyage, but if I cannot stay, I will return.”  
“I have to open the portal now,” said Mytria. “Will you come with me?” 

  
I told her that of course I would, and we walked to the Sacred Rock hand-in-hand. 

As we walked, I was not sure if she was in the same timeline as when we met before, or if 
she too had moved into another version of her SELF in a distant future. I did not want to 
say too much for fear I would negatively affect her timeline.  

All I knew was that she remembered my assisting her before, but I did not know if 
that memory was a déjà vu experience or another version of her life. I decided to release 
my thinking and focus totally on how wonderful it felt to be with her again. When we 
arrived at the Sacred Rock, I felt myself fading away, just like the first time.  

I pulled Mytria to me once more and told her that I felt myself leaving. I was able 
to kiss her once more and promise her that I would return, and then I faded away. 

My eyes flew open, and I was in my quarters. I looked at the clock and found that 
no time had passed. Had that been real? Had I experienced a very vivid meditation, or 
had I actually bi-located? If I had been meditating, time would have passed, right? Since 
no time had passed, and I had appeared to be there quite a while, does that mean that I 
really bi-located?  
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I was extremely cold. So I stood up to get my jacket; however my legs would not 
hold me, and I fell to the ground. I had to slowly stand and carefully walk around my 
room to accustom myself to this body. Perhaps I had bi-located, but I could only hold my 
consciousness in one version of my SELF. 

“That was a good start,” said the Arcturian as it appeared before me. “Now follow 
me. There is something you need to see.” 
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Book Two of Pleiadian Perspective on Ascension   
 

LIFE ON THE MOTHERSHIP– Section VI 
 

 Mytre’s Experience of Ascension 
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Accepting the Light 

 
MYTRE CONTINUES: 

When the Arcturian said, “Follow me, there is something you need to see,” there 
was actually a feeling of excitement and even wonder that radiated from it’s being. Was 
there anything that was a novel experience for an Arcturian? 

“This is!” the Arcturian responded to my unasked question. 
When we walked through the corridor, which was unusual as we normally 

beamed to our location, I saw that the entire ship was filled with excited crewmembers. 
Those who could leave their posts were rushing to the main viewing room. In fact, those 
who had clearance were even going to the view screen on the bridge.  

To my great surprise, the Arcturian guided me to the bridge. What had I done to 
deserve such an honor?  

“You have done more than you can imagine. You have honestly shared your story 
with many, and your example encourages them to continue their journey,” the Arcturian 
responded to my thoughts. 

I was not sure what he was talking about. I had just started talking with the 4D 
visitors to the ship, and Kepier was always there with me. However, I was not going to 
question this privilege. When I allowed myself to accept praise, I could feel the release of 
my old habit of self-doubt. What a blessing to release that old adversary.  With the 
release of my doubt, the feeling of excitement and joy increased exponentially. I 
wondered how many of my fantastic experiences were muted by that doubt.  

Then, I quickly released that regret along with the doubt and sent them off into a 
cloud of unconditional love. The cloud seemed to rise up through the ceiling of the 
corridor. Perhaps, the love was taking my old fearful thoughts to the higher frequencies 
of the ship to be transmuted. 
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However, before I could continue that line of thought, the Arcturian actually 
pulled me along more quickly with the force of Its intention. What a joy to feel 
movement in the same manner as the Arcturian. There was no resistance of foot against 
ground. In fact, there was no movement. There was a sense of continual being where we 
were NOW. I was pondering this sense of moving without movement, when I bumped 
into the Arcturian.  

“Stop thinking!” It said in a firm, yet loving manner. 
I struggled a while with the concept of no thought until I remembered that fifth 

dimensional interaction with reality is to totally surrender to every situation. Instantly 
everything was calmer, clearer and deeply experiential. I felt the emotions of every 
person within the deepest unity consciousness I had ever known.  The unity was so 
complete that I stopped thinking in terms of me and began to think in terms of we, just 
like the Arcturian thinks.  

And so I will continue my story in this manner of Oneness with ALL That Is. We 
were calmly excited and proudly joyous. Something very special had happened within 
our family of ONE, and we wanted to contribute our consciousness to this event. 
Quickly, yet reverently, those of us who had clearance entered the bridge.  

The Mothership had expanded her bridge to accommodate all of us, so there was 
plenty of room. Those who were taller moved to the back of the bridge to create an easy 
view of the ship’s screen for those who were shorter. As ONE being we looked at the 
Solar System of Sol. The Sun was glowing so brightly that we could only see it by raising 
our consciousness into the sixth dimension.  

Since we were so united, we all instantly resonated to our sixth dimensional 
expression. Within this frequency of perception, we could see every detail of the Sun’s 
escalating coronal mass ejections. We saw how those ejections seemed to be focusing on 
the third planet, Earth. Hence, we all directed our attention to that planet. 
   In fact, within our state of unity consciousness, we all focused on the third 
dimensional expression of our SELF who currently inhabited that small world. In other 
words, each expression of our united SELF that was still wearing an individual earth 
vessel received the sixth dimensional energy field of our collective unity consciousness.  

With great joy we watched as individual after individual joined our unity. From 
our perspective, we could see how each earth vessel of our ascending ones remained 
merged with the planetary body of Gaia, while their consciousness expanded to accept 
and embrace our gift of sixth-dimensional unity consciousness.  

As each connection was made, the body of Gaia glowed brighter and brighter, and 
the unity consciousness of our ship expanded deeper and deeper into the form of planet 
Earth. We felt the reunion of our grounded expressions as they returned to the 
knowingness of their true SELF. We also felt the great love and compassion of the 
beautiful being Gaia and Her planetary form of Earth.  

We could clearly see that there were areas of Gaia’s body that needed special 
attention, as well as earth vessels that were still trapped in ignorance and fear. Hence, we 
took a moment to focus our unconditional love into these areas and persons. Conversely, 
other areas and people hungrily soaked up our love and light, sharing it with all who 
would accept it. 

And then, as quickly as the experience began, it ceased. We all knew that Gaia 
and her peoples would need to deeply integrate the higher frequency that was our 
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privilege to share. Without a word, we maintained our sixth dimensional resonance as we 
beamed off the bridge.  

Since I was still in unity with the Arcturian, I was not surprised to find myself in 
the Mothership’s Oversoul, standing in front of the holoprojector. 

“Now you will continue with the story of our Arcturian Ascension,” spoke the 
Arcturian as it beamed away.  

I instructed the program to continue, and found myself within the holoprogram of:  
 

The Ascension of Arcturus - Part 4 
 

I realized that I had entered the program about where I had left off: 
The Arcturians who were the holders of planetary form were happy to join the Portal 
Openers and the Formless Ones in the Corridor to raise the frequency of their reality. 
Unfortunately for the Lost Ones, portions of the 3D matrix of the planet were 
disappearing from the perception of the third dimensional Lost Ones.  

Those who had believed in a disastrous ending were playing out that storyline, 
while others continued with their selfish or victimized behaviors. On the other hand, 
some of the Lost Ones where finding great courage and were assisting others to seek a 
safe place. How surprised they were when they discovered that their safe place was 
actually within the Corridor. 

Unfortunately, other Lost Ones were holding on to their power-over others and/or 
their self-pity and lack of control of their own lives. Because they could not find their 
own Arcturian Core, these Lost Ones raged or desperately called to their separate God. It 
was at this juncture I had left the holographic story before. 

I stood inside this scene of the Arcturian Ascension that occurred farther back that 
in time that I could imagine. In fact, my own concept of time had been greatly altered. I 
had experienced bi-location into my past, while also experiencing my present. And now I 
was experiencing an ancient ascension of a planet, which I knew was a component of my 
lineage.  
 

Why had the Arcturian brought me here to see the completion of the Arcturian 
ascension story? Was this really the story of the Arcturian’s ascension or was it a 
metaphor? Also, since all reality is a metaphor, does it make a difference? Then I was 
suddenly pulled into the mind and body of a Lost One, and all my questions stopped.  

This was not a pleasant place to be. I could feel myself filled with fear of survival 
and a rage to succeed. I was not clear what I wanted to succeed in, although I wanted, I 
needed, and I had to have it.  However, I did not know what it was that I must have. I was 
confused and felt like a hungry animal that would devour whatever I could capture.  

Rather than give up my search for more, I allowed my desperation to consume my 
entire being. In stark contrast to the beautiful experience of sixth dimensional unity 
consciousness I had just shared, I was now totally alone. I saw everything and everyone 
as a potential enemy. My body and mind raced out of my control, and the only emotion I 
felt was anger. Any other emotions were a sign of my weakness and would make me the 
prey rather than the predator. 

I had learned this defense mechanism, or maybe it was taught to me. Either way, 
this thinking was all I could remember. And now, my world was changing. I imagined 
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that it was the prophesied end of the world. But, I was not ready for the world to end. I 
would take control of those who quivered in fear, and we would not allow our world to 
end. 

Simultaneously with the thoughts of anger and desperation, I felt my Mytre fifth 
dimensional SELF and my sixth dimensional SELF I still held inside of Mytre. Who was 
this person, and why was I put inside of this being? No, I will not ask more questions. I 
did not have time to ponder this.  

I had to communicate with this body that appeared to contain me. He appeared to 
be a leader. Perhaps I could assist him to take in the glowing light I could see all around 
us. 

 
As if he had heard me, the Lost One growled like a wild animal. “I will not have 

such weak thoughts of giving in. I am a leader of my people, and we need to fight for our 
right to live on this world.” 

“Has your fight worked for you so far?” I replied, much as the Arcturian would. 
“What are these phantom thoughts?” raged the Lost One. “I will not surrender. I 

will fight to the end.” 
I calmly asked, “For what are you fighting?”  
“I will not have doubt. What is this voice that appears to come from within me? I 

will not listen to such weakness. I must fight!”  
“Why?” I asked.  
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The Ascension of Arcturus – Part 5  

 
MYTRE CONTINUES: 

As I asked the Lost One why he had to fight, I had to also ask myself why I found 
myself inside of a Lost One. Obviously, some part of me was lost in the fight for survival. 
I had spent most of my life as a warrior. I told myself that I was protecting my people and 
tried to ignore that part of me that enjoyed fighting.  

Now I was asking this Lost One why he thought he had to fight, which means that 
I had to ask myself the same question. Yes, fighting was a vital component of my earlier 
life. We fought to protect our land, and then we fought to be able to leave our land. Next, 
we fought to protect the land we had claimed as our new home. Can fighting ever be a 
solution for fighting? How can I answer this Lost One when I do not have the answer 
myself? 

Well, actually, I do have the answer. The answer is no. In fact, fighting just begets 
more fighting. Fighting is based on fear and fear creates more fear. Fear and fighting are 
vital components of the third-fourth dimensional worlds, which arise from separation and 
polarity. Unfortunately, fighting traps us in the very separation that created fear in the 
first place.  

I remained separate from this Lost One, just as I had remained separate from my 
past as a warrior in which I was like him. He believed that he was a leader. He believed 
that he was protecting his people. I remained disconnected from this Lost One because he 
represented the part of me from whom I had remained separate.  

I needed to have compassion to assist this Lost One, but first I needed to have 
compassion for myself. However, the longer I remained within this hologram, the more 
immersed I was becoming in it. I was beginning to feel like the Lost One rather than like 
my self. 

Perhaps this man was a component of my Multidimensional SELF. Since my 
roots are Arcturian, perhaps I actually was this Lost One in another reality? I was 
expecting this Lost One to surrender to the transition and release the fight, but I was 
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fighting surrendering into him. I took a few deep breaths to relax into my core, my spark 
of spirit, to align with the ONE.  

I felt the ONE within me and remembered that I was the creator of my reality. I 
could say that the Arcturian put me in this hologram, but then I would not be the creator. 
In fact, the Arcturian only took me to the holosuite in which this hologram was playing, 
but this was a hologram coming from the Mothership’s Oversoul.  

I was the one to initially activate this hologram could easily access my seventh 
dimensional consciousness to leave it. However, once in the hologram, I became so swept 
up with the fight that I could not leave it. I felt the emotional rush of the call to battle that 
had been my primary response for myriad lives.  

The Arcturian had taught me to surrender into every situation with unconditional 
love. Therefore, I finally remembered not to respond or react with fear and anger. Instead, 
I chose to bravely step into the battleground and fill it with unconditional love. I 
unconditionally loved, unconditionally forgave and unconditionally accepted the warrior 
that I had been.  

It was then that higher frequencies of energies began flow into myself, into the 
Lost One I inhabited, as well as into all the other Lost Ones. The warriors slowly released 
their unconscious reaction of fear of the unknown and looked around with curiosity and 
even hope. They did not know how to identify unconditional love, but it calmed them and 
made them feel safe.  

The fear of death was gradually replaced by a feeling of acceptance. Meanwhile, I 
was experiencing these same reactions inside myself. It did not matter if I sent 
unconditional love to another or to myself. Unconditional love travels a circular path and 
returns to the sender.  

The Lost Ones were putting down their weapons and looking for the source of the 
unconditional love. On the other hand, some tried to run away, likely because they could 
not believe they deserved this feeling. It was toward them that I focused my 
unconditional forgiveness. This forgiveness is what they needed to accept, so that they 
would not run from the love. The energy field of unconditional forgiveness moved 
through them.  

Gradually they began to forgive themselves, which encouraged them to forgive 
others, as well. But there were those who could not accept the unconditional love or the 
unconditional forgiveness. It was to these ones that I focused my unconditional 
acceptance. This energy field allowed them to understand and accept that they were not 
ready to forgive or love themselves because they could not forgive or love others.  
 

Because I had become was fully merged with the Lost One I had entered I was 
able to accept into his/my consciousness much of what I knew. Hence, as one person, we 
walked to each of the ones who could not accept the love or forgiveness and told them we 
accepted their choice. We then addressed the entire group and the One I inhabited said,  

“We have become lost in our battle and have forgotten what we were fighting for. 
We were fighting for a chance to be happy. This chance is right HERE NOW! All we 
need to do is stop fighting and accept the unconditional love. If we can forgive ourselves, 
we can forgive everyone and everything that we have perceived as an enemy. Also, if we 
can accept ourselves, we can accept everyone who makes a choice that is different from 
our own.”  
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This message swirled on an energy form of expanding light that moved through 
the hearts and minds of all who could accept it. The light grew so strong that even the 
ones who could not love and forgive themselves began to waver in their decision to 
remain separate and in fear. We, the Lost One’s leader, spoke again,  

“You do not need to deserve this light. You do not need to improve yourself or 
become better to receive this light. This light is the frequency of unconditional love. 
Hence, there are no conditions. This unconditional love is here for you to receive or 
reject. It is your choice. I tell you this now because this reality is closing.  

“There will no longer be a world in which you can participate in this frequency of 
reality. Therefore, let go of what you have believed is real and surrender to the sensation 
of unconditional love. You do not need to understand what is happening, but you do have 
the right to make a conscious choice. You also have the right to allow a higher expression 
of your SELF to make this choice.  

“I know you all, and I know how we became lost in fear and anger. We all have 
free entrance into a possible reality in which the fear that stole our inner love does not 
exist. Darkness does not exist in these higher worlds. Hence, when we move through 
these energy fields, the parts of our self that we have deemed as dark will fall away.  

 “We are not the pain that created the fear and darkness. We are the unconditional 
love that still remains hidden in the core of our true SELF. You don’t have to believe me. 
Just surrender to the light and love, and it will encompass your being. I hope you make 
that choice, for if you do, you can remain conscious of your true SELF and be your core 
SELF who became hidden in the fear.”  

With his final words, more and more people surrendered to the energy field of 
unconditional love. As they surrendered, their bodies began to expand and take on more 
light. The leader with whom I had totally merged went to each person still lost in fear and 
reassured them that they could change. They could surrender, not to the enemy of fear, 
but to the love of life.  

Thus, more and more of them took the risk of believing that they, too, could 
surrender to the energy of unconditional love. When the rest ran away, persistently 
holding onto their fear and mistrust, the leader of the Lost Ones surrendered to the light, 
and I was released from the hologram.  

Arcturus had ascended and so had my inner warrior. 
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Many Oversouls 

 
MYTRE CONTINUES: 

As I was released from the hologram at the conclusion of the Arcturian 
Ascension, I realized that my inner wounded warrior was finally healed. Furthermore, I 
felt my energy field expand far beyond the holosuite and into the core of the 
Mothership’s seventh dimensional Oversoul.  

When I had first entered the Oversoul, a feeling of bliss and unconditional love 
overwhelmed me. However, I could perceive only a sparkling cloud around me and hear 
only silence. Yes, the silence did have a sound, but it was not experienced through the 
sense of hearing or even clairaudience.   

This silence was experienced as a vibration of total harmony and unity. In fact, as 
I began to calibrate my perceptions to this frequency of reality, I realized that I sensed 
that I was surrounded by every experience of being in a form that I had ever had. In fact, 
I saw every body that my Multidimensional SELF had worn in any incarnation.  

First, I experienced my seventh-dimensional Oversoul SELF in a wavering, ever-
changing form of glistening light. Then, I saw the myriad offshoots of light originating 
from within my Oversoul and descending into the lower dimensions. These lights were 
the life force of myriad embodiments of my Multidimensional SELF.  

*** 
Each of these countless offshoots of life force from my seventh dimensional 
Oversoul traveled down into the sixth dimension to become light matrixes for the 
progenitors of that line of incarnations.  

The descendants of each sixth-dimensional progenitor progressively 
multiplied, as they traveled into the fifth dimension to become the myriad 
Lightbody appearances for each lineage.  
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Then the myriad descendants of each fifth dimensional Lightbody 
multiplied as they entered the fourth dimension to become the 
astral bodies for that lineage. 

These fourth dimensional astral bodies then took physical 
forms within the specific lineage that began with their 
seventh dimensional progenitor. 

By the third dimension there were uncountable 
descendants from of the myriad lineages of each of 
the original offshoots from my Oversouls.  
 

All of these countless members of my seventh dimensional Oversoul were 
members of my Soul Family. And I had always thought I was alone. In reality, I likely 
interacted with at least one member of my Soul Family everyday! 

Furthermore, I saw that I have many Oversouls. I saw the lineage from my 
Pleiadian Oversoul lineage, my Arcturian Oversoul lineage, my Earthling Oversoul 
lineage, my Tau Ceti Oversoul lineage, my Sirian Oversoul lineage and my Antarian 
Oversoul lineage. In fact, there were likely other Oversouls of which I was not yet 
familiar.  

The countless descendants from each Oversoul line for each different Star System 
became intertwined as they expanded down into the lower dimensional realities. For 
example, within my current expression of Mytre, I could perceive the essence of 
Pleiadian, Arcturian, Sirius, Antarian and Earthling. I was just beginning to recognize my 
many other expressions of Oversoul.  

Suddenly I experienced a huge rush of energy, as if I were shifting into faster-
than-light speed without any sense of movement. It was a very unique experience. I knew 
that I was greatly accelerating, but there was no time or space to serve as a marker of how 
fast, or where. Therefore, I just relaxed into the glorious feeling. 

Then, just as quickly as that feeling began, it ceased. Instinctively, I knew that I 
had merged with the ONE of the NOW in the group consciousness of the eighth through 
tenth dimensions. I felt the Arcturians welcome me to their section of the Mothership. I 
was in total unity with the limitless expressions of Arcturian consciousness. I knew, that 
they were reminding me there were other energy life-streams within this frequency 
besides that of the Arcturians. 

Similar to several instruments blending within an orchestra, I could feel the 
orchestra of differing energy patterns inter-twined with the eighth dimensional energy-
patterns. Each energy pattern was distinct, yet totally intermingled within the whole. 
Being totally free of any form and experiencing complete unity with this cosmic 
consciousness was almost more than my consciousness could absorb. 

On the other hand, extracting myself from this energy field seemed impossible, 
which indeed, it was. In other words, I was NOT extracted from it. I knew that I could 
alter the focus of my perception into the lower frequencies of reality when I was ready; 
however, I could not imagine ever being ready to leave this experience. 

“Once you have remembered this expression of SELF, you need never forget it,” 
spoke my inner Arcturian. “That is unless you re-enter a third-fourth dimensional world. 
The electromagnetic field around that frequency of reality instantly mutes your access to 
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these higher memories. This electromagnetic firewall protects the lower worlds from 
information that would literally short circuit their brains.” 

Yes, now I understood why I had to release my warrior self before I could 
resonate to this frequency of reality.  

“Are you ready to visit the eleventh-twelfth dimensional expression of the 
Mothership?” continued the inner Arcturian. “We say visit, as your energy field is not 
ready to do more than merely peek into this frequency.” 

“Yes,” I said, a bit too confidently. 
Instantly I was inside of the beginning, as that is the only word that I can imagine. 

I felt pulled into millions, billions of segments of anti-matter swirling in unity and 
simultaneously exploding into each other. With each explosion a universe was born.  

Whatever reality I was visiting was inside of me, above me, behind me, but yet I 
had no form. I had no substance, no knowing. I was an existence that was not yet created 
and the beginning of the ending that was yet initiated. All these sensations were 
overwhelming, and my consciousness was unidentifiable. I was in awe of this experience, 
but I was losing all sense of self. 

Suddenly, I felt the Arcturian inside of me, while I was also inside of it. 
Everything began to spin faster and faster. The silence became so loud that I was 
deafened and the light so bright that I could not see. I was expanding and contracting, 
while remaining totally still. I could feel myself blinking out of all reality; then I was 
gone.  

*** 
I slowly opened my eyes to find myself in my quarters. The Arcturian and Mytria 

were guarding my body. I blinked a few times, smiled and said, “I am still alive!” 
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Book Two of Pleiadian Perspective on Ascension   
 

LIFE ON THE MOTHERSHIP– Section VII 
 

Preparing for the Landings 
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Mytria and Mytre 

 
MYTRE CONTINUES: 

I took a day off my schedule to integrate my experience of the higher worlds of 
the Mothership. I was in and out of meditation most of the day. Then as the day came to a 
close, I had a special visitor enter my quarters. At first, I thought I was dreaming, but I 
didn’t care because the visitor was Mytria.  

When I saw her, I jumped up from my chair and rushed to greet her. I 
spontaneously embraced her and was surprised to feel her as a solid form.  

“Mytria, I said. Are you really here?” 
“No beloved, I have bi-located, just like you. Are you proud of me?’ 
“I am always proud of you, no matter what you do. But this is wonderful. Since 

we can both bi-locate we can be together whenever we want.” 
An unreadable look crossed Mytria’s face and she disappeared. I was so happy to 

have held her, that I did not experience my former grief and guilt. Perhaps I had healed 
that portion of my dark side and am now able to experience life exactly as it is revealed to 
me. 

I was so happy to have made that breakthrough that I did not notice the Arcturian. 
Finally It said,  “We are happy that you have cleared your old grief and guilt. You 

are now ready for your most important work. Relax for the rest of this day, for there is an 
important meeting for you to attend first thing tomorrow.” 

“Will Kepier be my partner again? I have not seen her for a while,” I asked. 
“No, we have a new partner for you. Kepier is working with her human 

expression to form a deeper bond. In this manner, Kepier’s grounded one can better be a 
scribe for us.” 

“Who will be my partner?”  
“You just met her.” Said the Arcturian as it beamed from my quarters. 
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“What was it talking about? I had been in my quarters all day and had not met 
anyone. 

“Are you sure?” I heard the Arcturians voice within me. 
Was it talking about Mytria? She had just bi-located to me. How could we go on a 

mission together? There was no answer again. This was obviously something else for me 
to figure out. Perhaps I could bi-locate to be with her and I could ask her directly?  

I had been in meditation for much of the day, so bi-location was quite easy. 
However, when I went to the Sacred Rock, she was not there. When I walked to the lake, 
she was not there either. Perhaps I should just hold the feeling of her in my heart-mind 
and bi-locate directly to her. It was very simple to feel her within my heart-mind, as she 
was always there.  

I had never gone from one place of bi-location to another, so this was a new 
experience. First I felt the comfort of the lake around me. Then I sent a line of energy to 
my body in my quarters in the Mothership. Then I felt the great love I have for Mytria 
and focused my attention on that feeling. At first I felt nothing, but gradually I felt as 
though I was moving at a very fast pace.  

Somehow I knew to focus on the inside of me rather than my environment. I made 
sure that my essence by the lake joined my essence that appeared to be moving very 
quickly. I relaxed and allowed my perceptions to tell me where I was. I felt as though I 
had reached solid ground, but it was moving. Then I heard the familiar distant hum of a 
starship and heard the most wonderful sound ever. 

“Mytre! You have found me.” 
I opened my eyes to see Mytria and crossed the distance to her in two steps. We 

held each other again. We stood there in silence for what seemed like forever.  
Then Mytria said, “Have they told you that I will be on your ship?” 

“No,” I said. 
“I am to be your new partner.” Mytria said with a broad smile. 
I was so overcome with joy that I lost my focus and began to beam back into my 

body in my quarters.  
The last thing I experienced was Mytria saying, “Meet me at the landing dock.” 
Of course, I could not sleep the entire night. But I did enter into a very deep 

meditation to prepare for our impending assignment. The ability to partner with Mytria 
was the best experience I could imagine. 

When Mytria and I met at the landing dock we embraced, somewhat formally, but 
our hearts returned to ONE. I rushed her off to my quarters where we could greet each 
other more intimately. This meeting was more intense than ever before as we had both 
joined with our multidimensional expressions and experienced higher frequencies of 
reality. We journeyed together to share the myriad worlds we had each known.  

Fortunately, our inter-dimensional journey was outside of time, for as we 
returned, we realized that we had to instantly go to the briefing. We managed to calmly 
walk into the briefing room and find our seats toward the back of the room. Shortly 
thereafter, two Arcturians, a Pleiadian and a Sirian came into the room. One of the 
Arcturians was my friend and guide. It was the first one to speak. 
 
THE ARCTURIAN SPEAKS: 
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As you look around the room, you will see that everyone here is a couple. In fact, 
you are Divine Complements. At this juncture of the earthly human’s ascension process, 
Divine Complements will begin to recognize each other and connect either in form or in 
essence. Each of you, and your Divine Complement will be assisting Earth’s ascending 
ones to find and connect with their complements. In fact, you will first be assigned to 
your own third dimensional expressions now incarnated on ascending Earth. 

First, you will give your third dimensional selves education, information and 
support. Your initial task is to communicate with them telepathically and via other 
expanded perceptions. In this manner, the ascending will have an opportunity to practice 
their multidimensional communication. Once your assigned couple has found each other 
and regained connection with their Multidimensional SELF you will assist them to be 
liaisons between you, the Galactics, and the other humans.  

The landings are about to begin, but initially these landings will take place within 
the consciousness of the ascending ones who can be aware of our presence. We begin in 
this way because there are still many earthlings who are unable to accept the importance 
of this cosmic moment. 

As you know, for longer than the earthlings want to know, Gaia’s Earth has been 
separated into those who live in truth and those who live in illusion. To make the shift 
from living in illusion to living in truth demands a strong spiritual identity and a sense of 
spiritual guidance. Then, as the fearful versions of reality are exposed as an illusion, they 
can be replaced with loving versions of truth and freedom. 

Once you have established an intimate relationship with your earthly counterparts, 
your connection will serve as an inter-dimensional portal through which any ascending 
one can travel to have perceptual and experiential experiences of higher worlds. This 
portal also serves to assist the ascending ones to remain in constant contact with their 
higher dimensional expressions of SELF.  

You will also assist them to hold the Portal of TRUTH open for those who are 
slowly, or suddenly, coming into the awareness of their own multidimensionality. As you 
guide these ascending ones, you will counsel them that there is no right or wrong 
ascension, as ascension transcends all polarities. 

  
As you leave this meeting, we will give you your specific assignments regarding 

what scout ship to board and in which area you begin your service. Some of you will 
remain on the cloaked ship and bi-locate to your assigned areas. Others will remain on 
the ship and send telepathic messages.  

Finally, others will actually land on the planet, but in a frequency that is out of 
sync with third dimensional consciousness. Only those with multidimensional perception 
will be able to recognize your presence. You have all been specially chosen for this 
assignment. Therefore, even though it appears very challenging we know that you will be 
able to fulfill it.   

We send you our blessings and will let you know when you are to return to the 
Mothership to discuss your experiences. We are with you always.”  
 
MYTRE SPEAKS: 
 Mytria and I were just about to leave the briefing room when the Arcturian 
telepathically asked us to follow. Mytria and I heard the message as ONE person. 
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However, the Arcturian had beamed away. More advanced training, we thought.  
 We joined our intuitive forces and sought out the Arcturian's location with our 
heart-mind. With a mutual look of recognition, we held hands and beamed into my 
favorite holosuite. Sure enough, the Arcturian was in the Earth Holoprogram, waiting to 
prepare us for our mission on ascending Earth.  
 “We want to give you some specific information before you begin your mission as 
Pleiadian Emissaries to Earth,” spoke the Arcturian. “Since you have both learned to bi-
locate, you have been chosen to assist our Earth family in remembering how to 
experience multiple realities within the NOW. Furthermore, since you are Divine 
Complements, you will also be called upon to assist our Earth family in remembering 
how to merge with their Twin Flame/Divine Complement.   
 “Since you are both well trained and in full unity with your Multidimensional SELF, 
you will actually be consciously living multiple expressions of your blended 
multidimensional SELF: 

1.   You will remain here on the Mothership in your highest expression to guide your 
multiple other aspects of SELF.  

2.   You will be in the half-octave-up frequency of Earth's shifting base-line frequency. 
From this position you will be able to freely move around and assist our Earth 
family, but only those willing to expand their consciousness will be able to 
perceive you. 

3.    Simultaneously, you will time travel inter-dimensionally back to the NOW in 
which you are ascending your community on a small planet in the Pleiadian 
System. In this manner, you will directly experience your Pleiadian ascension in 
order to clearly remember what was most effective in your world. Once 
remembered, you can use these ascension strategies to assist the earthlings.  
 

“We stated in the briefing that you would all be getting your assignment after the meeting. 
You are, indeed, receiving your assignment, but more training will precede the initiation 
of your mission. Since you will be involved in assisting others to return to their higher 
expressions of SELF, it is best that you are fully informed regarding the Grand Cycle. 
Because this topic is so very vast, we will have to begin at the beginning, which is the 
twelfth dimensional Source.”  
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The Grand Cycle 

 
THE ARCTURIAN SPEAKS: 
Leaving and Returning to Source 
 For eons beyond time, your consciousness existed within the ONE of Source. 
Whenever Source desires to intimately experience Its myriad worlds and realities, It 
creates a portal of light through which It merges with Its creations. These portals of light 
(awareness within the form of a portal) are the highest evolution of consciousness within 
every reality. Within your Pleiadian Homeworld, the highest expression was in humanoid 
form. 
 Since there is a great deal of Pleiadian DNA in humans, they too are manifest in 
humanoid form. As you both know, there are many forms that Source uses to serve as a 
light portal through which It can experience Its creation. Some examples of Source’s 
portals of light encased in form are humanoids, insectoids, arachnoids, cetaceans and 
draconians. There are also portals of light in the fifth dimension and beyond with mutable 
forms of light and/or existing as pure consciousness with no form.  
 However, since we are now discussing the return of light portals that form planet 
Earth, we will discuss the creation of the Divine Child. A divine child is a being who will 
eventually take a form in one of Source’s worlds of form. Not all beings have a gender. 
But we are focusing on the human cycle of a light portal created to be the window 
through which Source can experience a third/fourth dimensional reality based on form 
and gender.  
 When Source in the twelfth dimension is moved to create a portal of light, It calls 
forth Its first ray of light of masculine, non-manifest essence to merge into Its second ray 
of light of feminine, potential form. As the masculine and feminine rays of light merge 
into Oneness, the highest frequency of light, unconditional love, a third ray of light, the 
Light of the Divine Child, is created from the creative powers of that love.   
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The First Three Rays of Creation 
• First Ray—(Masculine, Father God)—Power of Creation 
• Second Ray—(Feminine, Mother Goddess)—Infinite Wisdom 
• Third Ray—(Divine Child, Humanity)—Unconditional Love 

 The First Ray of the Masculine uses His Power of Creation to create a field of 
unconditional love into which He sends His Seed of Creation. 
 The Second Ray of the Feminine uses Her Infinite Wisdom to enter that field of 
unconditional love so that She may conceive their Divine Child. 
 The Third Ray of the Divine Child emerges from this field of unconditional love 
with all the qualities of both Father God and Mother Goddess.  
 The first ray expresses Source’s divine quality of the Power of Creation.  
 The second ray expresses Source’s divine quality of Infinite Wisdom.  
 The third ray is the result of the merging of Creative Power and Infinite Wisdom 
birthed into beingness by Source’s divine quality of unconditional love. 
 These divine qualities of the Power of Creation, Infinite Wisdom and Unconditional 
Love are implanted in the ATMA of the High Heart of every divine child. Once the 
divine child has learned to access and live via the divine qualities of the fourth through 
seventh rays, the High Heart opens and the divine child commences with his/her Return 
to Source. 
The Next Four Rays Spring from the Need of the Divine Child 
• Fourth Ray—Activates the Divine Quality of Purity  
• Fifth Ray--Activates the Divine Quality of Truth  
• Sixth Ray—Activates the Divine Quality of Invocation  
• Seventh Ray—Activates the Divine Quality of Transmutation 

 These four rays of light represent the divine qualities of Source, which were 
bequeathed unto Its divine child. The birthright of these qualities will assist the divine 
child to prosper within form and eventually return home to Source.  
 The Fourth Ray of Purity is the foundation for the expansion of consciousness. 
 The Fifth Ray of Truth is the foundation for the exploration of consciousness.  
 The Sixth Ray of Invocation is the foundation for unity consciousness. 
 The Seventh Ray of Transmutation is the foundation for the transmutation of 
consciousness. 
 The qualities of these inner rays of light activate humanity’s inner light portal so 
that the divine child can share his/her reality with the ONE. The activation of these 
qualities in daily life will light the way back to Source. When the qualities of Source are 
unveiled and utilized by the Child of Source, he/she can find the way back to his/her 
divinity by steadily expanding their consciousness. 
  
Using the Qualities in Human Life 
  The light portal/divine child/human can remember and master the qualities of the 
fourth through seventh rays, they can embrace their innate creative qualities of power, 
wisdom and unconditional love imbedded within their High Heart. 
 The Fourth Ray is the foundation for expansion of consciousness. 
 The Fourth Ray holds the Divine Quality of Purity and focuses on living in peace. 
 When you, the Manifest Portal of Light and Divine Child of Source, are centered 
within the divine quality of purity, you can more easily find peace in daily life. The 
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innate quality of purity is a “firewall” against any darkness that attempts to invade your 
form. Within the safety of this firewall, you can begin the expansion of your 
consciousness into the knowing that YOU are the Divine Child of Source, and hence, a 
portal of light.  
 This knowing develops a greater confidence in your innate purity. This confidence 
assists you in maintaining a state of consciousness that is above interaction with that 
which distracts you from your true purity of purpose. In this manner, a dedication to 
furthering your purity of purpose directs your attention and intention onto that which is 
loving and pure. This intention creates an increase of consciousness that expands your 
perceptions beyond the confines of third dimensional limitation and into the higher 
expressions of your own divinity. In this manner, you awaken your individual 
consciousness. 
 The Fifth Ray is the foundation for an exploration of consciousness. 

The Fifth Ray holds the Divine Quality of Truth and focuses on Healing and 
Science. 

 When centered within the divine quality of truth, your consciousness and 
perceptions expand beyond the myriad illusions of your polarized reality. You begin to 
remember your true, Multidimensional SELF, which activates your higher abilities. 
These higher abilities guide you to explore your reality through the higher perceptions of 
your expanded consciousness. This exploration of consciousness activates your innate 
creativity, and you long to improve the reality in which you live. Thus, you expand your 
consciousness into group consciousness. 
 With the activation of your creative exploration you remember higher expressions 
of your multidimensional SELF who consciously, or unconsciously, guide you to 
discover advanced ways in perceiving the world through new scientific methods. 
Furthermore, your exploring consciousness FEELS the unconditional love of your higher 
expressions and begins to notice how this unconditional love carries a remarkable ability 
to heal all life. On whatever path you take you become a leader in your world because 
you must find the truth. 
 The Sixth Ray is the foundation for unity consciousness. 

The Sixth Ray holds the Quality of Invocation and focuses on Reverence in Daily 
Life. 

 When you are centered on the divine quality of invocation, you remember to daily, 
if not hourly or even moment-to-moment, communicate with your higher expressions of 
SELF. Through this unity with your higher dimensional expressions of SELF, you 
remember the oneness of ALL life. Thus, you seek to join in unity consciousness with 
your fellow humanity, as well as with all planetary life. Hence, you have expanded your 
consciousness into planetary consciousness. 
 Unity with all life expands your consciousness into a deeper experience of your 
own Multidimensional SELF. Those who once appeared to be your guides are now 
realized as higher expressions of your own expanded SELF. Your ever-increasing unity 
with your Multidimensional SELF expands your perceptual field into higher and higher 
frequencies of reality. Hence, you become an inter-dimensional traveler. This traveling 
introduces you to members of your galactic and celestial SELF.  Thus you have expanded 
your consciousness into galactic consciousness. 
 The Seventh Ray is the foundation for transmutation of consciousness. 
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The Seventh Ray holds the Quality of Transmutation and focuses on the 
transmutation of all form into its higher frequencies of expression. 

 When you are centered on the seventh ray quality of transmutation, you begin your 
return to Source. It took you many eons to descend: 

• From the Twelfth Dimension of Source Consciousness,  
• Into the Tenth and Eleventh Dimensions of Cosmic Consciousness,  
• Then into the Eighth through Tenth Dimensions of Universal Consciousness,  
• Into the Seventh Dimension of Oversoul Consciousness,  
• The Sixth Dimension of Light Consciousness (consciousness as Light),  
• The Fifth Dimension of Planetary and Galactic Consciousness and  
• Finally into the Third/Fourth Dimensions of Individual Consciousness. 

 With the full awakening of the divine quality of transmutation, your physical form 
becomes cumbersome. Your consciousness is resonating to a frequency that is too high to 
be encased in such a dense form. Therefore, symptoms of transmutation begin to occur 
more and more frequently. This period of change can be quite uncomfortable, as you may 
feel ‘crammed into a box that is too small for you.’ Your third dimensional world has 
been based on resistance.  
 You have felt resistance against the earth with each footfall, as well as the 
resistance of your clothing against your skin. You knew you were YOU because you 
were separate from all that was NOT you. You spent your time doing work, which is 
resistance over time. However you are now agitated at the thought of work, and 
individuality is not needed to express yourself.  
 In fact, the YOU that you have come to know as your SELF lives in Unity with All 
Life. You tire of your human experience and are ready to return home. Of course this 
return will be beyond time, as it begins with your return to the timeless fifth dimension. 
Furthermore, since fifth dimensional consciousness is focused on unity, this return begins 
by unifying your consciousness with your divine complement. 
 Do you now understand the long journey to merging with your divine complement? 
Furthermore, can you better realize how the blending of the Masculine Power of Creation 
with the Feminine Ultimate Wisdom is vital for the conception of your higher expression 
of lightbody?  
 When your consciousness is trapped in the lower frequency humanoid form, the 
experiences sent to Source through your light portal are blurred by illusion. On the other 
hand, the light portal of your lightbody is free of illusion and can perceive Source while 
Source perceives you. Therefore, you can develop an interactive relationship.  
 Conversely, while wearing your fifth dimensional lightbody you can perceive your 
SELF as a component of the total unity of Source. Additionally, you are aware that there 
are millions of expressions of your SELF in myriad realities and dimensions with whom 
you are united within the ONE of Source.  
 

Dearest Divine Complements Mytre and Mytria, return to your joint quarters and 
prepare for your merging.  

“Dear Arcturian,” Mytria and I say in one voice. “How can we prepare for our 
merging?” 

When you have remembered how to prepare, you will be ready to merge. When 
that occurs, we will be here waiting for you. 
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“Did I see a twinkle in the Arcturian’s eyes before it beamed away?” Mytre whispers to 
Mytria as they leave the meeting. 
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Book Two of Pleiadian Perspective on Ascension   
 

LIFE ON THE MOTHERSHIP– Section VIII 
 

Transmissions to Earth 
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A Visit from St. Germain 

 
MYTRE SPEAKS: 

Mytria and I arrived early at our holoschool, which is the name we had given this 
holosuite, expecting to again find the Arcturian sending another transmission to Earth. To 
our surprise, It was patiently waiting for us, even though we were early. The Arcturian 
warmly greeted us and asked if we were ready for our bi-location into the timeline in 
which our Pleiadian society ascended.  

In sequential time that ascension occurred long, long ago. However, in the NOW 
of the fifth dimension and beyond, time flows like a great ocean. Hence, one can enter the 
flow of any timeline to participate in that reality. The Arcturian told us that the ascension 
of our Pleiadian society was quite similar to the ascension of Earth. Therefore, our bi-
location into that event would provide us with important information that would help us 
assist with Earth's ascension process.  

Since Mytria and I both had previous experiences of bi-location, we would be 
able to maintain our ascended state of consciousness while we bi-located into our 
third/fourth dimensional forms and levels of consciousness. In this manner we could 
more deeply understand the dynamics of pre- and post-ascension states of consciousness. 
On the other hand, the ascending ones from Earth would eventually bi-locate into their 
fifth dimensional SELF, allowing them to further expand their consciousness and learn 
more about ascension.  

“We are about to begin our Earth transmission,” spoke the Arcturian, actually 
using a voice. “Please watch and listen.” The Arcturian then turned towards some form of 
membrane, similar to the Akashic Membrane, and began Its transmission: 
 
ARCTURIAN TRANSMISSION: 

Dearest Ascending Ones of Planet Earth, 
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Today we are preparing you for your first experience of bi-location. Since bi-
location is a fifth dimensional and beyond endeavor, you will leave one area and return to 
it before your bi-located or within only seconds after you bi-located. Of course, "leave" is 
not the correct term.  

However, during your first few bi-locations it will be difficult for you to remain in 
constant contact with both of your realities. Therefore, you may feel as though you have 
left your body. Therefore, it will be important for you to check in on your body in order 
to train your thinking to encompass more than one location at a given time.  

Before we begin our transmission, please tune deeply into our FEEL of 
unconditional love and relax into that sensation. The secret to bi-location is to not want 
anything, but instead to enter into the flow of the ONE. In this manner, you are ensured 
that your lower frequencies of expression are "in the back seat." These aspects of your 
desire body are of a third/fourth dimensional resonance.  

Hence, as a safety mechanism set up by your own soul, desires of this resonance 
are limited to your physical expression. Therefore, in order to bi-locate, especially while 
one of your realities is still wearing an earth vessel, you must "turn off" ALL third 
dimensional thinking. Then, you can more easily surrender into the FEELING of the 
inner call that beckons you to bi-locate into a higher frequency of reality.  

In other words, all bi-location must be ego free. This rule is a protection to you, as 
the drag of your low resonance ego limits your bi-location to another site on 3D Earth. 
While you are first remembering this innate multidimensional ability, it is best that you 
only bi-locate to a fifth dimensional reality and beyond.   

Bi-locating to the fifth frequency of reality insures that you will be met with 
unconditional love. Your secret governments have often experimented with bi-location to 
another physical location, which has greatly harmed those who were their "test subjects." 
The fact is that one physical location, much less two, is almost too much ego involvement 
for you to maintain your connection with your higher expression.  

Consciously experiencing two physical locations at once creates the activation of 
too much ego. Furthermore, there are many physical locations that still hold dark energy. 
Hence, they are not safe. What we are saying is that to safely bi-locate it is best to allow 
your fifth dimensional expression, or higher SELF to guide you through out your bi-
location journey. 

Ascended Masters are "masters" at bi-location. Therefore, St. Germain will be 
working with many of the ascending ones as they gain their "bi-location wings." Since St. 
Germain is well known for his skills at bi-location, he is joining us now to further instruct 
you.  
 
ST. GERMAIN SPEAKS: 

My beloved ascending ones, I am quite pleased to assist you, the ascending ones 
of planet Earth, with your innate ability to bi-locate. As you may know, there are many 
rumors of my appearance on Earth in many different locations and centuries. These 
rumors are correct. In fact, I am currently wearing a form now on Earth.  

I am involved in certain projects that have been planned for many decades but 
could not manifest while Earth was enshrouded in darkness. Now that cosmic light 
surrounds Earth our plans are finally, yet slowly, moving forward.  
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I am with you now to assist you with the process of bi-location. Therefore I will 
concentrate my energies on that topic. If any of you dear ascending ones wish to know 
more about our great plans for Gaia, please feel free to call me. I am available for 
communication with as many ascending ones as wish to communicate with me.  

You see my primary resonance is far beyond even the fifth dimension. Thus I am 
not bound by the limitations of time or sequential thinking which time creates. Hence, I 
can easily commune with myriad Beings within the NOW of the ONE. However, allow 
me to return to the purpose of this communication, which is remembering your innate 
ability to bi-locate. I will begin by outlining a few important points: 

First, as the Arcturian said, make sure that you are desire-free and that you ego-
self remains in its present, physical location.  

Second, make sure that your physical body is in a safe place and totally protected.  
Third, remember that bi-location does not happen within 3D "time." 

Consequently, you can bi-locate to a higher dimensional reality, spend what may appear 
to be a lifetime there, and return mere seconds later in your earth-time. 

Fourth, bi-locate ONLY to a reality that welcomes you with the FEEL of 
unconditional love. We realize that many of you do "Rescue Work" just above the lower 
astral plane during your sleep.  

Bi-location is different. When you are volunteering to do Rescue Work with those 
trapped in the lower astral plane, you are under the direct protection of the Angelic 
Kingdom when you "take your shift" to assist those trapped in that dark world. When you 
take your first bi-location solo flights, it is important to go to the fifth dimension or 
beyond where a higher expression of your SELF is waiting to welcome and guide you. 
Remember dear ascending ones, that ALL of you are great Multidimensional Beings of 
Light.  

We are now speaking with the lowest frequency of your total expression, the 
YOU that is encased in your human form. Of course, YOU are not of a lower frequency, 
however the components of you that are still intermingled with your physical form, as 
well as your third dimensional reality, are "pulled into the drag" of that extremely low 
resonance. 

Our dear, sweet volunteers for ascension, we see the immense sacrifices that you 
have made in order to fulfill your mission of assisting Gaia with her ascension. 
Fortunately, many of you have expanded your consciousness enough to attach to the 
parallel reality that is in the process of returning Gaia into her true expression of her star 
SELF. However, there are still many mundane acts that now feel like trudging through 
mud.  

It is for this reason that we of the ONE are here to assist you with bi-location. 
Through bi-location you are able to "take a vacation" from the toils of a third dimensional 
reality. However, as the Arcturians have recently said, if you can fill those toils with 
unconditional love they will become much less burdensome.  

We also wish to remind you that there are aspects of your physical life that you 
will greatly miss. In fact, many of you will maintain a body on Gaia's physical 
expression, just as I have done. In this manner, you can easily step into that form to assist 
those still trapped in illusion. 

Now, with the completion of our introduction we wish to move into the details of 
bi-location. We will do this by taking you on a trial run. This trial will be a journey in 
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your imagination. However, remember that your imagination is fifth dimensional 
thought. Therefore, your imagination is much more powerful than any form of third 
dimensional thought, as it is a merging of your multidimensional thinking with 
unconditional love. 

We are fully aware that some of your journeys into your imagination are not 
based on unconditional love. However, in the case of bi-location it is your unconditional 
love that will assure that you journey into the fifth dimension and beyond. We are aware 
that many of you think you have never had an experience of unconditional love. 
However, if that were true, the resonance of this message would be of no interest to you. 
In fact you would likely attach a negative label to it. 

You see, this message is sent to you from the fifth dimension from the Arcturians 
and myself. Since unconditional love is totally intermingled with the fifth dimension, this 
communiqué is filled with the unconditional love for which you have all been yearning. 
If you had never experienced it, then why would you yearn for it? The answer is that you 
have experienced unconditional love, but it has usually been unconscious to your 3D 
consciousness.  

Therefore, we will state some examples of unconditional love. The true bliss and 
euphoria of unconditional love is usually only experienced while in deep meditation. 
These meditations may be while you are actually in a trance. However, they may be 
moving meditations in which you are involved in a creative action that activates your 
connection to your fifth dimensional SELF.  

Whenever you connect with your SELF in the fifth dimension or beyond, you are 
immediately greeted with the "Hello, we have missed you, too," of unconditional love. 
You may think that it is only you who misses your higher expressions; however, we tell 
you now that your higher expressions also miss you. It is this "missing" that keeps them 
in constant contact with you. They all await your call and are ready to "give you a hand 
up into their frequency of reality." 

Your long journey through many incarnations in a physical, polarized world has 
always been over-lit by at least several of your higher expressions of SELF. In fact, one 
or more of these higher expressions of SELF will be your greeter during your first 
experiences of bi-location. You see dear ones, your ascension will be incremental. By this 
we mean that you will expand your primary perception, your point of attention, into the 
higher dimensions, back to the 3D, back to the higher dimensions, back to the 3D again 
and again.  

Eventually, this back-and-forth point of perception will become more and more 
natural. After many rehearsals, you will KNOW your fifth dimensional SELF is with you 
while you are in your daily life. Thus, you will realize that you are actually in constant 
contact with your Multidimensional SELF. In fact, some expression of your higher 
dimensional SELF is ALWAYS overlooking your daily life.  

However, when you become lost in the difficult challenges of physical life you 
forget that you are NEVER alone. As you begin to focus on the FEEL of unconditional 
love, you will know that you are always protected. Then you can consciously FEEL this 
constant emanation of unconditional love infinitely flowing from your higher expressions 
of SELF. Thus, your first experiences of bi-location will be into a higher frequency of 
your own SELF. Beginning your bi-location back into your SELF will assure that you are 
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enshrouded by the higher protection of your SELF to ensure that you have a safe and 
amazing bi-location. 

We are aware that many of you are in constant communication with an expression 
of your SELF. However, bi-location is different as you will be in your higher expression. 
In this manner, you receive a conscious experience of being in the fifth dimension and 
being the living expression of unconditional love. Once you have lived unconditional 
love, you will always remember that FEEL. 

The Arcturian and I, St. Germain, will allow you some time to ponder our 
message. We will return soon to take you on your maiden voyage of bi-location into your 
Higher Expression of SELF. 
 
Blessings, 

St. Germain and the Arcturian 
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The Embryo of SELF 

 
MYTRE SPEAKS: 

When Mytria and I arrived at our holoschool, we found the Arcturian had already 
begun is transmission to Earth. 
 
THE ARCTURIAN SPEAKS:     

Our Dearest Ones, you are now gestating your embryo of SELF within your field 
of consciousness. This embryo is the expression of your true, Multidimensional SELF 
who will lead you through your process of personal and planetary ascension. Many of our 
ascending ones experienced great doubt when the proposed time of ascension came and 
went, like a cloud crossing the sky.  

What you did not see was that which was occurring within your SELF, because 
you were looking into the hologram instead of into the Truth. This Truth is different for 
each one of you, which is the glory of your myriad incarnations in a world of polarity and 
individuality. This individuality allowed you to find a personal expression of your Being, 
which is somewhat unique in the multiverse.  

There are many negative side effects from the degree of individuality that your 
world has experienced. The main negative side effect is the loss of connection to your 
Multidimensional SELF. The individuality that your world has taught you has cast you 
into your own perception of reality, which is often different from that of those with whom 
you share your life. These varying perceptions of reality can easily cause strife, which has 
been so very common. However, if you now turn around inside of your SELF, you will 
see that this individuality is yet another version of the many illusions in which you have 
lived. 

Inside of your SELF is the YOU who created the illusion of the separation, which 
led to the appearance of individuality. We speak of the illusion that whatever each one of 
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you does, thinks, feels, desires or expresses, affects you and you only. On the other hand, 
when you look at the matrix, which is the format for the illusions of separation in your 
world, you will see that you are all completely and infinitely connected.  

Your individuality is actually your personal spark-point in the matrix, through 
which you are inter-connected to every other individual spark-point. Within the embryo 
of your SELF you can perceive how your spark-point allows you to interact with the 
matrix that connects you to every other spark-point. In fact, from within the matrix you 
can see the flow of energy that is sharing its perceptions of SELF through the personal 
spark-points. 

Therefore, we ask that you use your wonderful imagination to turn your eyes 
around and push open the curtain to see who is creating the illusion. Yes, the creator of 
your illusion is YOU. Do you see how your individuality allows each of you to see the 
same flow of energy in a slightly different way? Do you understand how each of you 
share your interpretation of the same flow and project it out through your spark-point and 
into the illusion of your 3D reality? 

Furthermore, you each believe that you are different. Hence, you take on many 
different roles to create variety in the reality that you are ALL creating. However, you 
forgot that you ALL are creating this reality. You have forgotten that you live in a vast 
tapestry that is constructed of over 7 billion spark-points that are all projecting their 
perception onto the illusion of your physical world. You have all done such a fine job of 
creating your reality that you have forgotten that your world is an illusion.   

You forgot that if you turned your mind around you could see not the holographic 
picture that was created by each spark-point, but the matrix of your holographic screen. 
In fact, we ask you to NOW turn your mind around. Turn your emotions around. Turn 
your perceptions around. Place your attention and intention not on the tapestry of 
projected light, but on the light that is being projected out through your spark-point. 

If you do so you will realize that YOU are each projectors of light. You are each 
movie cameras who are projecting your perceptions of reality onto the holographic 
tapestry of third dimensional reality. Each of you is projecting your individual experience 
of reality out through your individual portal, or spark-point, and onto the holographic 
screen of the third dimensional illusion. Then, somehow, you must each find a way to 
pull the over 7 billion different projections into some cohesive form of reality as you 
know it. 

However, each of YOU only knows reality through your own, individual 
interpretation of a huge collage with over 7 billion pictures. Do you understand now why 
there are certain pictures that do not peacefully flow into the next picture? Do you realize 
now why certain pictures are very big, as that spark-point wants to dominate the 
holographic screen, while other pictures are very small, as some spark-points want to be 
as invisible as possible? 

Not ONE of you is invisible to your higher expression of SELF. Not ONE of you 
is insignificant to your Multidimensional SELF. Your Multidimensional SELF does not 
exist within the holographic image that you have thought of as your reality. Your SELF 
flows within the matrix that is the foundation of the reality that you believe is "real."  
Your SELF knows that your reality is only a holographic projection and that only YOU 
are real. 
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You are real because YOU are the projection from your Multidimensional SELF. 
You do not know that you are a projection onto this huge "video game" because you have 
become lost in your avatar self, your individual holographic projection. You forgot that 
your spark-point is a window through which you can look into the hologram, a door 
through which you can join the video game. 

Most important, you forgot that your spark-point determines what version of the 
game you are playing. When you "wake up" in the morning, you find yourself in the 
avatar body that you believe is your individual self. However, you forgot that this game is 
a collective game, and every single input into the game is displayed onto the holographic 
screen that you think is YOUR world. 

Your embryo of SELF is the YOU who quietly whispers to your spark-point 
reminding you that you do not have to log into that holographic illusion. It is just a game. 
Do you want to be the one who plays the game and thinks it is real? Or, do you want to 
be your SELF? Your Multidimensional SELF is projecting its light through your spark-
point to interact with and contribute to the tapestry of over 7 billion individual versions of 
the reality that is cast onto the holographic screen. 

Ascension is not the video game, as this game is not real. Ascension is turning 
around inside your embryo of SELF to log into your Multidimensional SELF rather than 
the holographic game. What would that be like, you wonder? What would it be like to 
awaken one morning to find yourself logged into the holographic game and realize that 
the game is not real? At that point will you know that YOU are real? Will you know that 
the essence of each person, plant animal and planetary structure is real?  

The multidimensional projector who sends its light into the matrix to be projected 
out through one of its myriad spark-points is real. However, each spark-point puts their 
personal perception of reality onto that light. All these projections, which adhere to the 
tapestry of over 7 billion experiences of reality, are a holograph. Do you want to be the 
projection of your version of reality, or do you want to be the multidimensional projector 
who projects the truth into the matrix?  

What would you see if you turned around inside yourself to look not into the 
hologram, but into your multidimensional projector SELF? If you could BE your SELF, 
you could consciously project your light into the matrix and then consciously receive that 
multidimensional light and project it out through your spark-point. 

We are aware that you are all very attached to your holographic game. In fact, we, 
your higher expressions of SELF, are also attached to this game. We want this game to 
have a happy ending as much as you do. However, we know that it is a game and that it is 
not REAL. We also know that each spark-point is only one of over 7 billion spark-points 
who are projecting their version of reality onto the holographic screen. 

Most of these spark-points are projecting a version of reality based on third-
dimensional illusions because they have not yet remembered that they are their SELF. 
Hence, they know only the reality that is projected onto the holographic screen. 
Therefore, they do not realize that they can log out of the game whenever they are tired of 
being an individual who is separate from over 7 billion other individuals. They do not 
know that they have played this game over and over and over and over. When the avatar 
self “dies,” they finally get to log out of the game.  

Fortunately many of you, our ascending ones, are projecting your 
multidimensional light and unconditional love into the game. You are very tired of this 
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game; however, you do not want to lose the game. You do not want to abandon the game 
and let it crash. You want to win the game. You want to win the game by remembering 
that it is not real. You want to remember that YOU are the multidimensional projector of 
light and not just another individual spark-point who believes the game is real.  

In other words, you want to be the embryo of your Multidimensional SELF. You 
want your embryo SELF to ascend into another magnificent expression of YOUR 
immense multidimensional light and unconditional love. Therefore, instead of logging 
back into the game each morning and forgetting your SELF, you want to start each 
morning’s login by reminding your individual self that YOU are NOT the projection!  

YOU are the multidimensional projector who consciously logs into the game, 
consciously puts on your avatar self and consciously remembers that YOU are the 
projector and NOT the projection. Now, we would like you to also remember that your 
projector SELF is one of our lower frequencies of expression. YOU are one of us, who 
are the galactics, celestials and ascended masters at a lower frequency of your 
Multidimensional SELF.  

As your lower frequency of SELF, you have created and/or maintained an 
individual expression so that WE can log in to the Planet Earth Hologram. We, your 
higher SELF, want to win this game too. We do NOT want the game to end with our 
dark-side avatar self never awakening. We do NOT want to end this game with our 
ascending avatar dying before you live the glorious experience of planetary ascension.   

We realize that you, our avatar selves, need our help. We understand now that we 
made the game too difficult. We created a game to see if beings could become totally 
separated into individuals, and still remember their higher expression of SELF. This 
game was too difficult for anyone to win because too many dark-ones decided to never 
remember their light. Therefore, we have made a holographic insert into our game to 
assist our spark-point’s avatar self.  

This holographic insert is the option for you to remember that YOU are OUR 
projection into the matrix. We realize that if you are to win this game, you will have to 
remember that you are a great multidimensional being. Therefore, if you can turn inside 
to consciously perceive our magnificent multidimensional light and unconditional love 
being projected into you, you can use your spark-point as a light portal through which 
YOU can be the projector of our higher light and love.  

More and more of our spark-points have come to the final level of this game. This 
final level is known as “The Ascension Home.” We want you to know that we are 
projecting as much of our collective light and love into YOU as you can tolerate. In this 
manner, we will be able to awaken the sleeping avatars, transform the dark-side avatars 
and bring your embryo of SELF into full awareness. 

Dear ascending ones, do you understand now why you are so very tired and why 
you need so much sleep? Do you understand now why you are suffering so many 
symptoms of transformation (illness) and/or feel agitated, nervous, anxious and/or 
depressed? Your small, low frequency avatar body is being stressed to the maximum.  

Fortunately YOU can merge into us, your higher expressions, to recharge and 
expand your consciousness so that you can consciously accept and project our 
multidimensional light and unconditional love into OUR shared game. Of course, ALL 
life is real. However, the illusion of life is not real because it is a distortion of energy 
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patterns. These distorted energy patterns resonate to the very low frequency of the third 
and fourth dimensions.  

On the other hand, with this new insert, we can project our multidimensional light 
and unconditional love into YOU, our embryos of SELF. Then you can project our light 
onto the 3D hologram. In this manner, you become a multidimensional projector of the 
highest frequencies of light, which is unconditional love. This projection of light and love 
into you, and then into the hologram, will increasingly transmute the illusion of 
separation and polarity into the truth of unity and oneness.  

We end this transmission by reminding you to remain conscious of what you 
project into the hologram. You are our representatives and have the innate ability to 
transmute illusion into Truth. Thus, when you awaken in the morning, please take a 
moment to consciously remember who you really are! Carry this remembrance 
throughout your day. Then, when you “fall asleep,” you log out of the 3D Game and can 
return Home to us. 

Blessings from the Arcturians and ALL your Higher Expressions of SELF 
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Swirling Patterns of Light 

 
MYTRE SPEAKS: 
 Mytria and I had quietly listened to the Arcturian’s latest “Transmission to Earth.” 
We realized that this message also meant that we would soon be bi-locating to the 
timeline of our Pleiadian ascension. Mytria had been telling me about that timeline, as I 
had forgotten it. Actually, I had forgotten that timeline because it was too painful to think 
about while I was so far away from my home.  
 However, as Mytria filled me in on how I, too, participated in that reality, the old 
guilt that I had carried was completely released. Of course, just as I finished that thought, 
the transmission ended and the Arcturian turned around to address us. 
 "We are pleased that you understood how this message applied to you as well," the 
Arcturian telepathically said with that glint in its aura. I was beginning to interpret a form 
of emotion that is transmitted by our dear friend, not through facial expressions but 
through fluctuation in its aura. 
 "Yes," the Arcturian again responded to my thoughts. "You are realizing that all life 
is, indeed, an energy field. Some life is encompassed by a lower dimensional holographic 
encasement. However, once returning into the higher dimensions, the restrictions of form 
are instantly replaced with the freedom of a mutable lightbody.  
 "Here on the fifth-dimensional frequency of the Mothership, there is little 
differentiation between physical form and lightbody, as they constantly intermingle. 
However, in the higher frequencies of the ship, we fully relax into our myriad 
multidimensional expressions. Much as you and Mytria take off your uniforms and relax 
into something more comfortable, we relax into our lightbody, or even our pure essence.  
 "Since we meet with many Beings, cultures, and frequencies of form, we usually 
wear a body when we are interacting with our visitors. Of course, there are some visitors 
who never enter the fifth-dimensional level of our Ship, and go directly into the higher 
frequency levels to which they are better suited. Since you and Mytria are about to 
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engage with the ascending humans, as well as the ascension timeline of your own society, 
you will usually be wearing your humanoid body.   
 "Are the two of you ready for bi-location to your Pleiadian reality?" 
 I looked at Mytria encouraging her to comment first. She responded by saying, 
 "Yes, I feel completely prepared for this adventure. In fact, within my memory I 
have two versions of our ascension. In one of these versions, I am alone as Mytre is here 
on the ship, and in the other version, Mytre and I are together. I have been telling Mytre 
about this second version, but I would like to ask you, dear Arcturian, to explain to me a 
bit more about all these parallel realities.”  
  “Will we now create another reality in which Mytre and I are together during our 
ascension? Also, will this reality of our being together during the ascension somehow 
supersede or rewrite the other parallel realities? I must admit that I am still a bit confused 
by the concept of parallel and alternate realities." 
 "Dear Mytria," spoke the Arcturian, "the concept of multiple realities is, indeed, 
confusing to those who still hold a form. While wearing a form you are inclined to want 
to encase your experiences in pictures, which you can order within your brain. However, 
when you are formless, you no longer have any specific areas of your body, nor do you 
have a body in which to archive certain pictures, actions, thoughts and/or emotions. 
 “While free of form, you experience your Beingness as a swirling energy pattern in 
constant motion infinitely intermingling with other swirling patterns of energy.  Hence, 
pictures, sensations and orders of occurrence are no longer a component of your belief 
system. Since you concurrently experience myriad experiences and sensations of the 
many energy patterns with whom you constantly interact, you live in unity consciousness 
with a myriad of differing, yet intertwined versions of reality within the NOW of the 
ONE. 
 "Until you have experienced your SELF as a swirling vortex of energy, the 
concepts of multiple, parallel and/or alternate realities will be just beyond your complete 
understanding. At the same time, allowing these concepts to slowly integrate into your 
thoughts and emotions is an important final stage of merging with your higher 
expressions of SELF. When you and Mytre are assisting with both the Pleiadian and the 
Earth ascending ones, you will be asked the same question that you are asking us now.  
 "Thus, we will model for you an answer similar to one that you will give. Please 
realize all Beings who resonate to the higher sub-planes of the fifth dimension and 
beyond, perceive your lightbody more clearly than your form. In fact, your form appears 
to us as a core within the light. This core is of the same form as the body that you believe 
encases your light. However, in reality it is your multidimensional light that encases your 
form. You will soon have that same perception.  
 "YOU may need many experiences of your true SELF before you become 
accustomed to seeing your higher expression of SELF more clearly than your physical 
core. In fact, you will not become accustomed to that vision until you are fully 
accustomed to identifying your ‘SELF’ not as your lowest frequency physical core, but 
instead as your higher dimensional lightbody that emanates from and surrounds that 
physical core.  
 “You will also realize that your lightbody does have a semblance of the form of 
your lower frequency body, whereas your true SELF is a swirling pattern of light. We 
recommend that both of you begin to be consciously aware that your humanoid form is 
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merely a core that will be unnecessary in the higher frequencies of your reality. 
 “The physical core that you will wear on the ascending worlds, as well as the lower 
fifth dimensional form that you wear on the ship, are both within your lightbody. Hence, 
you can store them there to wear whenever you need them. Furthermore, soon you will be 
storing your lightbody within your swirling pattern of light. Thus, your many frequencies 
of SELF are stored within your swirling energy patterns, which are infinitely stored 
within the ONE.  
 “We, the multidimensional beings of the Mothership, discovered that if we did not 
step-down the frequency of our resonance and wear a form, many of our visitors could 
not relate to us. Hence, we have learned to read the expectations of our visitors, and 
create an image that would be comforting to them. You and Mytre have escalated your 
frequency more than you realize. Hence, you will have to remember to create images of 
yourselves, and/or your joint image of fully merged Divine Complements, to which the 
ascending ones relate.  
 “We will now guide you through an exercise by first being your example. You are 
accustomed to perceiving us in our lightbody form, which has a semblance of a humanoid 
form. Watch now as we release that illusion and present our true form." 
 Mytria and I watched in wonder while the illusion of the Arcturian humanoid form 
began to unravel into an ever-expanding vortex of light. At first the vortex was only a bit 
larger than the former form, but it increasingly grew larger and larger. Before we realized 
it, Mytria and I were completely encompassed by the Arcturian's swirling pattern of light.  
 It is difficult, if not impossible, to convey the sensation of being inside of the 
Arcturian. I once had that experience while the Arcturian wore its lightbody. However, 
even though its lightbody was of such a high frequency that it took my breath away. That 
experience was mild compared to this one.  
 Mytria and I instinctively held hands to double our grounding force, as well as to 
assist each other to remain conscious. This energy field was so very high that we were 
concerned that it would short-circuit our neural patterns. Fortunately with that thought, 
the Arcturian lowered its resonance just enough so that what was beginning to feel like 
we were disappearing, slowly took on a feeling of unconditional love and total bliss.  
 We were in complete unity, not just with the Arcturian, but with the Mothership as 
well. We felt absolute unity with every element of life on the ship. As our experience 
began to expand into the higher frequencies of the ship, I became concerned for Mytria. 
Fortunately, within our total unity, she felt my concern and reminded me that she had 
experienced being in the swirling form of a planet. In fact, as she sent me that thought I 
completely felt her experience of being a planet.  
 I could feel the Arcturian guiding me to surrender into that feeling. Instantly, I 
WAS our Pleiadian planet. In fact, I felt my impression of being the planet 
simultaneously with Mytria's impressions. Within the same moment, I was also the entire 
Mothership. The frequencies of the Mothership that I could barely tolerate before, now 
felt warm and embracing.  
 I could also feel how Mytria’s consciousness of swirling energy was of a slightly 
different tone and hue than mine. Within the same NOW, I could feel how the 
Arcturian’s experience of being the planet was very different from Mytria's and my 
experience, yet augmented them both. At first I was confused by the myriad stimuli and 
was beginning to "fall out of the experience." However, Mytria projected her familiar 
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reassuring energy into me, which instantly grounded me and allowed me to LET GO into 
the flow.  

As soon as I released my old warrior suspicion and defense mechanism, I began 
to relax into the flow. It was then that I began to fully feel my own swirling energy 
patterns. Then, I could simultaneously feel Mytria's swirling pattern and that of the 
Arcturian. They were different, but blended into a beautiful tapestry of light. Within the 
NOW of the ONE, we were all unique expressions of the grand unity of life. 
 I discovered that once I totally surrendered into my own energy, there was a 
quantum jump in my sensation of sharing two other experiences. Once I had released my 
concern that I would become lost within the others, instantly there were NO others. There 
was only ONE expression of “WE.” We were completely intermingled into ONE, yet WE 
were fully aware of each of our divine sparks, from which the swirling patterns of light 
originated. 
 Within exact unity, Mytria and I simultaneously knew every aspect of parallel and 
alternate realities. We knew this because WE were the living possibility of every decision 
made manifest by our actions. We knew this because we were all the living alternate 
expressions of SELF in every reality. With this realization, our experience slowly came 
to its conclusion.  
 Together, we observed as our vast swirling energy patterns coiled back into our 
lightbody. We then experienced how our lightbody slowly constrained itself back into the 
lower, fifth dimensional form to which we had been limiting our sense of SELF.  
 As the holosuite came back into focus, we felt the Arcturian whisper into our heart-
mind, "We are so pleased to have shared this experience with you. Soon, you will share it 
with others." 
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Book Two of Pleiadian Perspective on Ascension   
 

LIFE ON THE MOTHERSHIP– Section IX 
 

A New World 
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Reality and State of Consciousness 

 
MYTRE SPEAKS: 
 Mytria and I arrived at our next meeting in the holosuite wearing our lower-fifth 
dimensional Pleiadian bodies. The Arcturian was more than ready for us and instantly 
said, 
 "Have you learned from your expanded SELF that reality is relative to your state of 
consciousness? You may have thought that you needed time and space to put it all 
together, but now you have experienced the fact that time and space morph and shift with 
each plane and sub-plane of every dimension. Hence, each reality presents its specific 
version of time and space according to its resonance and according to your state of 
consciousness.  
 “Therefore, in order to grasp an all-encompassing version of reality, you will need 
to expand your consciousness beyond the need for form. This expansion of consciousness 
beyond even the form of lightbody is what you experienced in our last meeting. It is only 
through a formless state of consciousness that you can clearly perceive that time and 
space are specific to each version and frequency of reality.  
 “We ask you to again expand your consciousness into your true, formless state of 
swirling energy. You will find that the more you have this experience, the easier it will be 
to understand it. Hence, we ask that you again surrender into the swirling pattern of light 
expression of your SELF. Remember that this expression of SELF is the predecessor of 
your current expression. Thus, you are not creating this version of your SELF. Instead, 
you are acknowledging that this YOU infinitely exists and is always available for you to 
surrender INTO. Therefore, let us now return to our swirling patterns of light." 
 Mytria and I again observed as the Arcturian released its translucent shell and 
returned to its true expression. Again, like two small clouds blending into one larger 
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cloud we were quickly absorbed into the Arcturian’s energy field. At first we only 
experienced the Arcturian's energy, but soon we could feel our own swirling energy 
patterns. Mytria and I were so completely linked that I can speak of her experience as if it 
were my own. This time I realized that Mytria and I had very similar, yet slightly 
different energy patterns.  
 "Your energies are so similar because you are Divine Complements. Hence, each of 
your patterns augments that of your Complement's," the Arcturian telepathically 
responded to my observation. "In fact, as you become accustomed to this expression of 
your beingness, you will realize that every being's pattern is slightly different. This 
phenomenon is similar to earthly snowflakes. However, the difference between each 
snowflake is not evident until they are observed on an atomic level. 
 "We of the worlds beyond form can perceive the minute differences between our 
friends and companions within the ONE because our perceptions are both 
multidimensional and quantum. Hence, we can perceive into the quantum world, as well 
as the source worlds of the eleventh and twelfth dimensions. However, just as you must 
expand your consciousness to perceive our world, we must expand our consciousness to 
perceive the source worlds. 
 "We would like to display for you a picture of how your entire galaxy, as well as 
other surrounding galaxies, is expanding into higher expressions. These galaxies are 
advancing their primary state of consciousness into the higher fifth dimension and 
beyond. This expansion allows all the higher expressions of reality to also advance into 
higher frequencies, as well. For example, we Arcturians who have primarily resonated to 
the eighth through tenth dimensions are expanding our primary resonance into the source 
of the eleventh and twelfth dimensions.  
 "We are all shifting into higher expressions of our SELF. Just as you can also 
maintain a physical form while your primary resonance is the mid-and-higher fifth 
dimension, we Arcturians can still commune with our ascended ones from the eleventh 
through twelfth dimensions. However, you will eventually release most of your attention 
from the third and fourth dimensions, and we will gradually diminish our attentiveness to 
beings in the fourth and lower fifth dimensions. " 
 As I was receiving the Arcturians message, I could feel Mytria and me blending 
completely into ONE energy pattern of swirling light. We each had our own divine spark, 
much like the proton and the electron of an atom, but WE were fully merged into one 
"atom." It was very comforting to feel how our feminine energy intermingled completely 
with our masculine energy. In fact, we experienced our SELF as being androgynous with 
perfect balance between our inflow/feminine and outflow/masculine expressions. 
 As ONE Being we observed as infinite swirling lights entered our perception. They 
were all ONE with us and with each other, yet each swirl had its own divine spark. As we 
communed with these swirling Beings we felt a sensation of ever-escalating expansion, 
as the swirls, including our own, extended their energy field into higher and higher 
frequencies of reality.  
 Within the NOW of the ONE we extended our consciousness into realities that 
were far beyond our former perceptions. Yet, all these realities had specific expressions 
of cosmic life. We were amazed at the variety of creation that lived beyond the 
conceptualizations of a being encompassed by form. We tried to remember every world 
that flowed around and even through us. However, we knew that a brain or even a mind 
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could not contain this information. 
 Instinctively we knew that we could only partake in this emergence of variation 
within unity and inspired manifestations of life while in this state of consciousness. We 
now understood what the Arcturian had said about time and space, as it did not exist 
within this resonance. There was only the infinite NOW and the sensation of HERE. We 
had no desire body to want change, yet all life wafted in and out of differing patterns of 
light.  
 Each pattern created a unique sensation, which we knew would have short-circuited 
our body if we had been wearing one. We had no curiosity or questions, as within our 
ever-changing swirl every question was answered before we could ask it. We flowed 
through different energy fields as they flowed through us. Just as the Arcturian had said, 
each swirl of energy had a signature frequency that always felt familiar.  
 Then, suddenly our swirl began to move away, and we knew that the Arcturian was 
teaching us a more advanced form of bi-location. Thus we settled into the movement, 
which was simultaneously the stillness. Within this state of consciousness, all polarities 
were united into ONE, and we could simultaneously live every alternative and parallel 
choice. Through this experience we came to realize the true meaning of the ONE, and 
knew that the Oneness was completely natural and totally normal. 
 All of our old conceptions of realty were being released into a cohesive package of 
KNOWING. The sensations of bliss and unconditional love continuously flowed through 
our beingness. Whenever a surge of bliss, love and total illumination begin to subside, a 
new swell would move into our consciousness like a wave on a planetary beach. 
 I thought of a world of form, and with that thought we began to come down from 
the heights beyond heights. Mytria and I slowly flowed into two, yet totally connected 
expressions of our one SELF. I heard my "I statement" and instantly missed being "we." I 
felt Mytria's agreement, but we both knew that we could no longer maintain that 
resonance.  
 "Yes," spoke the Arcturian "That is enough for now. We suggest that you go back 
to your quarters and meditate together. In this manner, you can assist each other to deeply 
understand your joint experience." With the close of that short communication, the 
Arcturian beamed away, likely back to its true Swirling Energy of SELF. 
 Mytria and I, now expressed as two separate humanoid bodies, decided to take the 
long walk back to our quarters. We both knew that we needed to get grounded. In fact, 
we even stopped at the group mess hall, thinking that a hot drink and some food might 
make it easier to accept that we were again limited to a seemingly old fashioned model of 
our SELF.  
 We both smiled at that description of what we once thought of as a very sleek 
lower-fifth dimensional form. As we walked up to the door to the mess hall, we realized 
how one experience could change the way we thought about everything in our life. 
Coming to a familiar place and greeting our friends was exactly what we needed.  
 In fact, we spent the remainder of that "day" enjoying the camaraderie of people 
with whom we had shared many experiences. In fact as we were leaving, a large group of 
friends from a Pleiadian convoy entered the mess hall. Of course we had to visit with 
them, too, so we drank Pleiadian tea and a drink much like human's beer late into the 
night. 
 Finally, Mytria and I returned to our quarters wondering about the amazing 
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"coincidence" that our friends would arrive just before our mission to the timeline of the 
ascending Pleiades. Did the Arcturian know about this, we wondered? Of course, we 
smiled. Was there anything that the Arcturian did not know? Laughing, we shed our 
uniforms and slipped into our bed. We went straight to sleep and immediately entered a 
dream; or was it a different reality? 
 We both blinked our eyes, wondering if we were sharing a dream or another inter-
dimensional adventure. “Is there a difference?” we thought simultaneously, then looked 
at each other and laughed. Since our blending into ONE consciousness, we often had the 
exact thought at the same time. It appeared that our blending into ONE consciousness 
was a predecessor to blending into ONE form.  
 Either way, we found ourselves in a reality that was totally unfamiliar. It was as if 
this reality was "in-between" where we were and where we were going. It was denser 
than the Akashic Membrane, but largely without form. "This is a bit disconcerting," I 
complained. "I wish there was some differentiation between land and sky." 
 Instantly, a distant horizon appeared and a cloud-filled sky was above us. Mytria 
looked at me with a twinkle in her eye and said, "I wish there was a huge tree with a still 
pond just before it." Immediately, a tree and pond appeared before us. We walked over to 
the tree and found that it was dense to the touch with a rough surface. In fact, we both got 
sticky sap on our fingers. We went to the still pond to wash our hands and found the 
water warm and very inviting.  
 Within the same moment, we both jumped into the pool. Indeed, the water had a 
glorious feeling. We both had the impression that we could breathe this water, so I tried it 
first and found it very enjoyable. Then, Mytria began to breathe the water as well, and 
smiled at the experience. We did not try to talk underwater because the water seemed to 
create an intense telepathic link between us.  
 This link was so strong that when Mytria mused, "I wonder where we are?" the 
very water seemed to answer, "You are here, within our forming reality. We are a reality 
that is in the process of being created. Hence, all of we elementals are awaiting the 
thoughts of a Core Being to create a matrix upon which we can blend our forms." 
 "A Core Being?" Mytria and I both queried. 
 "Oh yes," explained the water, "A Core Being is a being from Source. We are 
aware that we elementals are components of Source, but we cannot remember coming 
from Source. We recognized your swirling energy patterns and knew that you have newly 
arrived from Source." 
 Mytria and I looked at each other in surprise. Is that what we had experienced? Had 
we actually experienced a connection with Source? However, there was no answer as the 
water elemental was asking us to go out and create a matrix for the earth, fire and air 
elementals.  
 "We have been waiting for Beings such as you," said the water elemental. We have 
been sent to assist with the formation of a new reality. We feel very honored to have been 
chosen to work in co-operation with the Core Beings to create a new world." 
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Q and A with the Arcturian 

 
MYTRE SPEAKS: 
 This time when Mytria and I entered our holoschool, we saw the Arcturian again in 
front of the "Transmissions to Earth Screen," which appears more like a membrane. The 
screen revealed a group of earthlings who we instantly recognized by their energy fields 
as Pleiadian and Arcturian in nature. However, they were all wearing their human earth 
vessels. We could see their third dimensional bodies sitting in a circle, as well as their 
higher fourth dimensional bodies with whom the Arcturian would be communicating. 
 The standing ascending one was actually the Earth expression of one of our friends 
with whom we had laughed just last night. Or, perhaps that was a lifetime ago? We felt 
such joy that our friend’s grounded expression was able to communicate directly with an 
Arcturian. 
 “Dear Arcturians,” asked our friend in a human disguise, “We have some questions 
to ask you. However, first we want to thank you for all the assistance you have given us. 
We do not know how we would have tolerated third dimensional reality without your 
guidance.”  
 “Dear Ascending ONE,” spoke the Arcturian, “We want you all to know that we, 
your galactic family, are YOU. Hence, there is no question of whether or not we would 
be of assistance. When you merged your great essence with the earthly expression of 
your Self, we promised that we would help you.  
 “We assured you that we would call you as soon as your consciousness was 
expanded enough for you to hear us. Your answer to our call set your life into a 
completely different direction. In actuality your answer to us, your higher expression, set 
you onto a new path of realty. 
 “There are many paths of realty, and the smoothest path is the one forged by your 
higher expressions of SELF. In this manner you, the grounded ascending ones, can 
always have access to the higher perspective of your journey. Within this higher 
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perspective is a direct line of communication between the YOU who has volunteered to 
enter Earth during this timeline of planetary ascension and the YOU who is a higher 
expression of your SELF. With meditation and practice, the link between you and your 
higher expressions of SELF will become a constant source of support and guidance. 
 “Dear Ascending Ones, would you like to ask your first question?” 
 Another person stood, who was an old friend from our Homeworld. We so wanted 
to say hello to her, but her human expression could see only a very vague image of the 
Arcturian.  
 “Dear Arcturian, I am so happy to speak with you. I have been chosen to speak for 
all of us. We have several questions that we would like to ask. For starters, we would like 
to know why we have been feeling so very tired. We know that this fatigue must be 
another symptom of transmutation, but more information would be greatly helpful.” 
 The Arcturian warmly replied, “We are equally pleased to speak directly with one 
of our ascending family members. We understand the difficulty of limiting your immense 
Being within a small earth vessel. Your fatigue is largely because your consciousness 
operates at a much faster rate than your physical earth vessel.  
 “Often your earth vessel appears to be completely still while your consciousness is 
processing realities that are invisible to the senses of your 3D Vessel. This condition is 
much like keeping your car in neutral while you press down the accelerator. The car is 
ready to go, but you are not in a gear for movement. 
 “Your earth vessel is much like an automobile. This auto has a 3D body and 
operating system that is in the process of adding a new computer program. However, 
your 3D vessel is unable to read this new operating system. Largely computers run the 
newer cars, but you cannot ‘trade in’ your current vehicle.  
 “Hence, you must find a way to convert your old car into a format in which it can 
respond to the directions of your new computer system. This transition of operating 
systems causes great fatigue for your 3D earth vessel. The fact is that there are inherent 
limitations in your physical form that will never be able to read all the information that is 
now available to your consciousness.  
 “Therefore, your brain is working overtime attempting to make sense of 
information that is entering your consciousness via the new operating system. However, 
due to the inherent flaws of your earth vessel, this system cannot be totally connected to 
the body you are wearing. For this reason, it is best to allow your grounded self to relax 
into the guidance of your higher expression of SELF. Then your higher expression can 
tow your earth vessel. All you need to do is to put your vessel/car in neutral and make 
sure the brake is off.  
 “Fear is your braking system. If you try to surrender into the guidance of your 
SELF, but your ego puts the brakes on with its fear, the resistance will create great 
fatigue. However, we are NOT saying that all your fatigue is due to this dynamic. There 
are many of our ascending ones who have gained great mastery of their fear, but their 
earth vessel is simply not equipped to move as fast as their minds.  
 “The consciousness of these ascending ones is hungrily accepting the higher cosmic 
light and speeding into higher and higher frequencies of reality. However, they are still 
anchored to the physical realm. Hence their mind, which has accepted the guidance of 
their higher consciousness, is ‘pulling on a boat that is still attached to the dock.’ 
 “Therefore, fatigue arises from the constant resistance of your body that cannot 
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accept the acceleration of your consciousness. Fortunately, your bodies are also going 
through a transmutations process, but the physicality of the body creates a much slower 
transition than the flexibility of the consciousness.  
 “This situation is more difficult for the ascending ones wearing an older model of 
earth vessel. Fortunately, the extended years on Earth have awakened enough wisdom 
that these ascending ones do not judge their body and allow it adequate rest. The 
ascending ones who entered their earth vessels decades ago have also had the challenge 
of many, many years in which they had to keep their true SELF a secret.  
 “Consequently, the constant constraint of one’s true expression often causes 
physical conditions that force the older version of the earth vessel to move more slowly. 
Fortunately, patience is often gained through decades of experience. Furthermore, the 
guidance of their higher expression has often led them into a reality in which their 
responsibilities to the 3D illusion are greatly diminished.  Hence, they can take on their 
well-earned status of mentors. 
 “Furthermore, these mentors’ wisdom has taught them to unconditionally love 
themselves so that they can more easily and completely unconditionally love others. This 
freedom from judgment regarding the age of their current vessel allows them to make the 
appropriate decisions regarding the care and maintenance of a ‘vintage vehicle.’ 
 “On the other hand, our galactic family is entering more young earth vessels. These 
infants, children and teens have instincts that allow them to access many of their innate, 
multidimensional abilities and information. These young ascending ones are too often 
born to parents who cannot understand or assist them. However, as your society 
continues to awaken there will be more support for these ascending members of 
ascending Earth. These ‘children’ will be the leaders of your new reality. 
 “Would like to ask us another question?” 
 “Thank you so much dear Arcturian,” said the spokesperson. “Yes, we would like 
to ask you about the dizziness that many of us have been experiencing. Is that dizziness 
another symptom of transformation?” 
 “Yes,” answered the Arcturian, “Dizziness is another symptom of transmutation, 
but it is because of a slightly different reason. The dizziness you are experiencing is 
because you are beginning to consciously experience more than one reality at a time. In 
fact, ‘time’ has shifted from an element of stability and structure in your life into yet 
another changing dynamic, to cause even further confusion. You are confused about the 
erratic nature of time and about the myriad thoughts, sensations, pictures and/or 
memories that waft in and out of your mind.  
 “Those of you who have created a solid link between your current earth vessel and 
a guide or higher frequencies of expression of your Multidimensional SELF often have 
less confusion, but more dizziness. In this case, the dizziness comes from that fact that 
you are currently running two diametrically opposed operating systems. Your third 
dimensional operating system is telling you that you are limited to your clay shell, that 
there is only one reality.  
 “In fact, your third dimensional system tells you that you are "hallucinating" if you 
are experiencing a different reality. This old system tells you to ignore those stimuli, as it 
is NOT real. Only that which you perceive with your five physical senses is real, and 
everything else is just your imagination. At the same time, your multidimensional 
operating system is telling you that everything that you perceive with your five physical 
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senses is an illusion and only your imagination is REAL.  
 “Meanwhile, the circuitry of your physical brain is overloaded with conflicting 
information and too much stimuli to effectively compute. Your brain is like a computer in 
which you have opened too many windows and now the entire system is freezing up. 
Whereas your computer would likely stop functioning, your brain makes you feel dizzy. 
 “Is the outside world real, or the inside world real? Is that memory or passing vision 
from the corner of your eye real, or the clear vision in front of you real? What is real? To 
what can you attach your anchor and your sense of SELF? These questions confuse your 
3D brain even further. Your overloaded brain desperately tries to separate and 
sequentially file multidimensional sensations that are neither separate nor sequential.  
 “Hence, your mind begins to spin and you feel dizzy. The solution to this issue is to 
fully download and integrate your multidimensional operating system. However, in order 
to do so you will have to ‘upgrade’ your biological computer by bringing the 97% 
ascension DNA fully online. Many of you have already completed this upgrade.  
 “However, once the ascension DNA is fully operational you have an even greater 
challenge, which is connecting this 97% ascension DNA with your 3% earth vessel DNA. 
This process is the cause of the greatest dizziness because you have to connect two totally 
opposite systems of operation.  
“Your human brain tells you that: 
• ALL life is outside of your body  
• Everything is separate from everything else 
• Your imagination is not real 
• You must work very hard and long to create anything 
• You are better or worse than others 
• Time rules your world 
• You cannot go faster than the speed of light, etc. etc. etc… 

“On the other hand, your multidimensional operating system tells you that: 
• Life is everywhere and infinite 
• You are all ONE 
• Surrender into that which you wish to create 
• Your imagination is fifth dimensional thinking 
• You are ALL equal, multidimensional Beings 
• Time and space are an illusion of the physical world, etc. etc. etc… 

 “Attempting to contain so many opposite and opposing concepts and versions of 
reality makes you lose your external focus. Do you remember when you were a child and 
you would spin yourselves around again and again until you were so dizzy that you fell 
down? You became dizzy because your external touchstone was gone. You were like a 
dancer who goes into a spin without maintaining their ‘spot.’  
 “Just as a car may sputter and stop, your biological brain spins and shuts down. To 
deal with this dynamic, your body becomes "sick" to create a good reason for your 
dizziness. Then you go to bed and go to sleep, which is a very good solution. While you 
are adding a new operation system to your computer, you cannot open any programs or 
do anything with the computer.  
 “You have to wait until the new system is totally downloaded. Then, when you 
restart your computer it appears to be much the same. However, there are subtle 
differences that you do not recognize until you use your computer. Your brain is a 
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biological computer and runs in a very similar fashion.  
 “Many of you are trying to download a new quantum operating system into an old 
computer. For this download, you will definitely need the assistance of your higher 
expressions of SELF. Your higher expressions are your guidebook. They will assist you 
to understand your new version of SELF, just as we will.  
 “Do you have a final question for us?” 
 This time the group conferred before the spokesperson again stood to speak, 
“Thank you for your information. It appears to us that the greatest challenge of all would 
be to somehow connect the advanced operating system of our Multidimensional SELF 
with our third-dimensional thinking. Is this similar to connecting our third/fourth 
dimensional reality to the fifth dimensional world of New Earth?” 
 Mytria and I wondered if the small group would catch the glint in the Arcturian’s 
aura which had become so familiar to us, as it said, “You are very correct. Your 
consciousness and more of your reality than you realize is already fifth dimensional. 
However, you cannot compute much of the higher stimuli that fills your new world 
because your 3D brain cannot yet recognize this data.  
 “Your 3D brain is simply refusing to accept these perceptions as real. Hence, they 
never travel through the reticular system of your brain. The neural network of your 
reticular system acts as a ‘firewall’ that screens out data that your ego self deems is 
unimportant. On the other hand, once your multidimensional operating system is fully 
online your Multidimensional SELF will determine what information is important. Then 
you will be able to consciously perceive, integrate and understand how much your reality 
really has changed. 
 “If you can believe in your SELF, as well as any stimuli which activate the feeling 
of unconditional love and/or joy, you will gradually calibrate your primary perception to 
the higher frequencies of reality. However, remember that your physical sensations of 
hearing, vision, touch, smell and taste will not be adequate to fully register higher 
dimensional sensations. You will have to trust what you THINK you hear, see, touch, 
smell and taste.  
 “You are accustomed to sensations and information coming from the outside of you, 
such as through your eyes or ears. When you perceive the higher frequencies of reality, 
you will perceive them from within your core. To best understand this multidimensional 
information we suggest that you run these perceptions through your High Heart and Third 
Eye. Your High heart and Third Eye are your heart-mind, which is your primary sensory 
receptor and processor of multidimensional input. 
 “Also, remember that you will not experience the fifth dimension in the same 
manner that you interact with your physical world or even your fourth dimensional dream 
world. Your sense of touch will be attuned to experience auras, as will your vision, 
hearing and even your smell, all will respond to the more ethereal messages. You will not 
experience hard edges, spaces of separation or any fear-based emotions. 
 “We have given you enough information for now. However, please remember that 
your new realities will appear different. If you had lived near the ocean all of your life 
and then moved to the desert, you would have many new sensations to compute. 
Therefore, can you imagine how many more new sensations you will experience when 
you resonate to a new reality of a different dimension?  
 “Fortunately, more and more of you will be sharing this journey, so please 
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remember to create groups in which you feel safe enough to share and discuss your new 
experiences of reality. Most of all, please remember that you are NOT alone for we, your 
higher expressions of SELF, are always with you.  
 “We close this communication, but please know that you can personally continue it 
within your higher states of consciousness. 
Blessings to you all,  
We are the Arcturians” 
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Book Two of Pleiadian Perspective on Ascension   
 

LIFE ON THE MOTHERSHIP– Section X 
 

Our Next Assignment 
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Our Final Briefing 

MYTRE SPEAKS: 
Mytria and I both were experiencing a strange sadness before our meeting this 

time. We walked to the Holosuite to soak in each lovely memory of the times we had 
shared there with the Arcturian. We did not know why we felt sad, but we had a sense of 
something changing. We even gave each other a long hug before we entered our 
holoschool. The reason for our feelings became evident when the Arcturians greeted us 
by saying, 

“Our dear friends Mytria and Mytre, you are coming to the culmination of your 
training period. Hence, there is some information that we wish to impart before you bi-
locate to the Pleiadian and Earth ascending worlds. First, you will visit Earth. Then 
eventually you will also bi-locate to your Pleiadian Homeworld’s ascension timeline. 
Even though these two realities resonate to very different timelines, you will find many 
similarities.  

“Just as we have spoken to the ascending ones about having to connect their 
third/fourth dimensional self with their fifth dimensional SELF, you will need to connect 
your fifth dimensional SELF with your third/fourth dimensional self. We, the formless 
ones, are asking those who are more accustomed to wearing a form to interface with the 
higher, formless realities and lower realities of form. 

“We ask you to observe as we give our transmission. We will be telling our guests 
about their lightbody. Since you will be doing much of your work via your lightbody, we 
ask you to observe our transmission. What we will be saying is similar to what you will 
also be sharing with Earth’s ascending ones.”  

As the Arcturian communed with us there seemed to be something akin to sadness 
in its communication. Would the Arcturian miss us as much as we would miss it? 

The Arcturian chose not to answer my unspoken question and turned toward the 
transmission screen to address the guests.  
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“Welcome. We on the Mothership are greatly pleased that you could tune into our 
transmission. During this visit, we will address the topic of your lightbody. The 
expression of your Multidimensional SELF that serves as the interface between your 
Multidimensional SELF and your earth vessel is your lightbody. Your lightbody connects 
the physical body with the higher expressions of SELF. 

“The physical body is NOT capable of accepting the full download of your 
Multidimensional SELF. Fortunately, your lightbody serves as the buffer and connecting 
energy field between your physical body and your higher dimensional expressions. The 
fourth dimension is an etheric interface between the third dimension and the higher 
worlds, but it is too riddled with polarity and fear to effectively connect the third 
dimension with the higher worlds.  

“However, your lightbody can easily move through the fourth dimension and 
directly connect the fifth-dimensional realms with your physical body. Still, there is often 
the sensation of crossing many voids as your Multidimensional SELF extends your 
lightbody down from the higher worlds, through the fourth dimension and into your earth 
vessel.  

“These voids are actually initiations to assist you to release yet another component 
of your ego from your fourth, then third dimensional aura. Sometimes, these initiations 
are primarily experienced in your body, other times in your mind, your emotions or even 
your spiritual life. These initiations occur because you are bending down to jump higher. 
In other words, you are clearing out old anchors of fear so that you can more easily soar 
into the higher worlds.  

“Another challenge/initiation that occurs when your lightbody is fully connected 
to your earth vessel is that you will likely experience great perceptual confusion. When 
your fifth dimensional senses begin to overtake your physical senses, you may perceive 
both frequencies but in a jumbled and confusing manner.  
“However, with practice you will be able to discern the difference between the physically 
based input and the higher dimensional input. Then, by constantly choosing to attend to 
your higher dimensional input, you are consciously choosing to release your physical 
world and attach your attention to the higher frequency of reality.  

“Please remember, the reality that you choose to perceive is the reality that you 
choose to live. Therefore, you are creating your own reality by the choices you make 
about the frequency of stimuli to which you attend. As you remember that you have the 
power to make this choice and the wisdom to primarily focus on that which feels like 
love, your formerly unconscious ascension process becomes conscious. 

“Your ability to make a conscious perceptual choice is also an antidote to fear. If 
you are consistently conscious of the fact that you have a choice about what you wish to 
perceive, you will fully realize that that YOU are creating your reality. Additionally, if 
you are in constant contact with your higher expression, you will be able to ask questions 
in order to clarify your process.  

“The ascension process may seem very unique to your human self, but it is 
common for your higher expression. Once you surrender your ascension to your higher 
expression, the ego’s firewall of the reticular formation within your physical brain will be 
superimposed with the "spiritual screening system" of your higher expression. Once you 
process data through your spiritual perception, you will be able to easily discern which 
physical communications are important enough for your attention.  
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“In this manner, you can relax into the process of recalibrating your attention 
away from the myriad illusions of the 3D and onto the truths of your ascending reality. 
When you surrender to your SELF, you can relax into the knowledge that if there is a 
physical message to which you must attend, such as driving your car, paying a bill on 
time, or answering the phone for an important call, your ego can remain relaxed as your 
higher expression is on duty.  

“This type of working relationship with your SELF is the most important 
preparation for living in a fifth dimensional reality. When you live in a higher reality in 
which your every thought and emotion instantly becomes manifest, it is vital that your 
internal filtering system filters OUT any thoughts or emotions which you do not wish to 
manifest. 

“During your long sojourn into the worlds of matter, you have allowed your 
emotions and thoughts to focus on fear. Fear is a necessary component for survival in the 
lower worlds as power over others is the dominant form of behavior. Also, many humans 
have completely lost their connection to the Great Mother.  

“When your society was in touch with Mother Earth, you could determine the 
weather, co-exist with the animals and know which plants to eat.  However, now many 
humans perceive nature as dangerous. This danger does not exist in the higher 
frequencies of reality in which people and planet are ONE Being and power within is the 
only operating system.  

“In a higher dimensional reality, if you are afraid or think that someone or 
something would harm you your consciousness instantly drops back down into the fourth 
dimension. Your state of consciousness determines your perceptions and the reality you 
perceive is the reality you live. Hence, when your consciousness drops below the 
resonance of the fifth dimension, you can no longer perceive or live within that higher 
frequency of reality.  

“Fortunately, your Multidimensional SELF is similar to a huge energetic ladder 
that your consciousness can climb to interact with different frequencies of reality. Thus, 
you do not need to become better or more deserving to enter a higher frequency of 
reality. You only need to attune your consciousness with the appropriate resonance of 
your Multidimensional SELF to be able to perceive and interact with that frequency of 
reality.  

“We, the galactic representatives of your own higher expressions, are very 
pleased to be able to speak with you directly. We know that your grounded expression 
may not remember that you are visiting with us. Luckily, some of the messages that YOU 
are receiving will bleed through from this frequency of your SELF and into your physical 
consciousness.  

“If your physical self can remember, feel, imagine or picture any part of our 
messages, it will greatly change your decision-making in daily life. The single act of 
checking with your higher expression of SELF rather than your ego self, before you make 
decisions will greatly alter your physical reality.  

“When you check in with your ego self, it does its job perfectly. It tells you that 
you need to be careful, that many possible problems may arise and that many persons, 
places or situations may be dangerous. This does not make your ego self a negative force 
in your life. Your ego self is just doing its job of keeping you safe. Since your ego self 
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can ONLY perceive the physical reality, it can find myriad possible dangers about which 
you need to be warned.  

“You ego is incapable of knowing that what you focus on is what you manifest. 
Ego does not realize that it is actually creating the very situations that it is warning you to 
avoid. It is true that naivety can be dangerous in the physical world, but only if you are 
NOT connected to your higher expression.  

“Your higher expression can see any possible harm even more clearly than your 
ego. However instead of saying, "LOOK OUT," which only creates the very fear that you 
are in danger of attracting, your higher expression simply guides you away from that 
possible reality by revealing a higher resonance of choice.  

“This higher resonance of choice is your protection because it keeps your 
thoughts and emotions in a frequency that pulls your energy field above any interaction 
with any fear-based, possible reality. However, there is one issue that is often confusing 
to our ascending ones. This is the issue of clearing old darkness. There are some times in 
your physical life in which you are ready to clear old darkness/fear from your 
consciousness.  

“During these times you may experience a bad thing happening. This does not 
mean that your higher expression has been slacking from its duty. No, this event is one 
that you cannot go over, under or around because it is an important initiation. In other 
words, this ‘problem’ is actually an initiation that you chose before your present 
incarnation.  

“These initiations are not enjoyable, but they represent that you are ready to move 
into a higher resonance of reality. You can take a great deal of time going through this 
challenge, or you can surrender to the ONE and allow your divine guidance to steer you 
through the parting seas. Then, you can get on with the important business of personal 
and planetary ascension. 

“We, the members of the Arcturian Mothership, are joyous that you have joined 
us. We now complete this transmission and ask only that you try to remember our words 
and use them in your daily life. 

Blessings to you all. We, the Arcturians, will return.” 
 

At this point the screen disappeared, and the Arcturian turned to address Mytria, 
and me. 

“Beloved students and emissaries of ascension, we are fully confident that you are 
ready for your mission. However, many of us have previously lowered our consciousness 
enough to participate in the world of humanity and have become lost in that process.  
Thus, we invited you to attend this transmission, so that you could receive these 
important tools for visiting a third/fourth dimensional world. 

“Because your appearance is quite human, you will spend some of your time 
walking among the ascending ones. You will easily see their higher expression of whom 
they may appear completely unaware. One of your primary challenges will be to allow 
each human to come into awareness within their own ascension schedule. Remember to 
live within the flow of unconditional love and send that love to everyone with whom you 
come into contact. Most important, remember that we, your Arcturian friend and guide, 
will ALWAYS be with you. 
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“You will be informed of the appropriate clothing for each area you visit, so that 
you can better create the illusion that you are ‘one of them.’ As you blend in with the 
crowd, you will hear their thoughts and be able to identify those who are open to meeting 
you. Remember, you will appear quite physical to the earth ones, but you can easily 
transport out of any situation that may become dangerous.  

“At this pivotal, transmutational time, the escalation of Earth’s energy field can 
create sudden, erratic behavior in some humans. This behavior will usually occur in those 
who have not expanded their consciousness enough to integrate the higher frequency of 
light. Therefore, you will primarily visit the ‘Islands of Light’ that are developing on 
Earth.  

“These areas have a greater percentage of ascending ones who are consciously, or 
unconsciously, sharing their light with Gaia. These humans may even recognize you, or 
at least perceive your expanded aura. Therefore, they are more likely to call upon and 
accept your assistance. On the other hand, many ascending ones will likely see you as a 
normal human. It is best to allow that illusion.  

“Please remember that we will be in constant contact with you. Thus, you will be 
instantly informed of any changes. If you get into a difficult situation, just call us, your 
Arcturian friend, and we will instantaneously assist you. Just as you will be telling 
humans to remain in contact with their higher expression, we remind you to stay in 
constant connection with your higher expression, WE are the Arcturians! 
  “Do you have any final questions or comments?” 

Mytria and I looked at each other and then the Arcturian. How could we express 
our gratitude for what the Arcturian had done for us? Instinctively, we both stepped into 
the vast aura of the Arcturian in a vain attempt to hug It. How do you hug a wavering 
energy field? Hence, we began laughing, while trying not to cry.  

Our tears were not from sorrow, for we knew the Arcturian would always be with 
us, but we had tears of joy. Mytria and I have had such wonderful times with the 
Arcturian, and we both told It that It was the best teacher ever. We had not experienced 
much emotion from the Arcturian, but we could feel that It shared how we felt.  

We remained within the Arcturian’s aura beyond any measure of time and gained 
more information, which we knew would come into our consciousness exactly when we 
needed it. Finally, the spell was broken when Mytria and I simultaneously said,  

“Can we have one more ride together as swirling patterns of light?” 
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Saying Goodbye 

 
MYTRE BEGINS: 
 We left our holoschool feeling reborn. We did not know what our adventure would 
bring us, but we knew that we were changed forever. Again we walked back to our 
quarters to ground that which the Arcturian had shared with us while we stood in Its aura. 
Yes, the Arcturian did take us on another "ride" of swirling energies of light. Within this 
formless state of being we were able to understand all the information that we had 
downloaded from the Arcturian's aura.   
 We stored all these important instructions regarding our mission in our 
multidimensional minds. These instructions would come into our conscious awareness 
when the frequency of our consciousness was calibrated to the frequency of each 
message. Hence, while on the Mothership, we could remember and understand 
everything because we would have the support of the Mothership's multidimensional 
consciousness and cosmic mind. 
 Fortunately, included in our instructions was how to link with the Mothership so 
that we could amplify our own consciousness and use the Mothership's energy field to 
assist us with our teleportation. One of the first lessons the Mothership shared was for us 
to remember to store in a safe place any physical form we are wearing prior to teleporting.  
 In our higher expressions of SELF, Mytria and I had ascended beyond the cycle of 
life and death. However, if we created an earth vessel and allowed it to be damaged, it 
would be a great distraction from our mission. We also remembered that the Arcturian 
had told us we would travel on a smaller ship to move closer to Earth. Hence, that ship 
would be our headquarters for this mission. Since that ship’s life force was always in 
contact with the Mothership, we could more easily interact with the Mothership.  
 It gave us great comfort to know that we would be living on a star ship again, as 
well remaining in touch with our home on the Mothership. In fact, we would have this 
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connection even if we were wearing the illusion of a physical, earth body. Since the third-
dimensional frequency of reality is already a holographic realty being reflected from its 
core matrix, it would be quite simple for us to create a human form from the Earth’s 
matrix.  
 We thought about how we had once believed that our physical form was our SELF, 
and we totally believed that our physical bodies were real. We had no idea that our bodies 
were projections from a matrix. This thought was quite disconcerting when we realized 
how deeply we mourned the loss of our friends and family who had disconnected from 
the matrix to return to their higher frequency of SELF.  
 We also remembered the great physical pain we experienced from our many war 
wounds and the deep emotional pain and mental angst that we suffered while under the 
illusion that the physical reality was the only real world.  The power of forgetfulness and 
the need to attach to illusion is almost beyond understanding when perceived from our 
present state of consciousness.  
 The Arcturian had said that many had become lost in their physicality. What if we, 
too, got lost in the illusions of the third dimension? Mytria instantly responded to my 
fearful thought with a sharp warning that that kind of thinking is exactly how we could 
become lost. We stopped, right in the center of a busy corridor, and promised each other 
that we would assist one another to monitor our thoughts and emotions.  
 We also reminded each other that we would have to eat and sleep on a regular 
routine whenever we wore our earth vessels. In fact we decided that, if at all possible, we 
would return to the ship every evening. Yes, that would be the solution. We would leave 
the time and polarity of the planet and return to our fifth-dimensional starship.  
 Then we could debrief every day and have more contact with the Arcturian. Upon 
making that decision, we felt the Arcturian's immense energy field surround us with 
unconditional love and support. The Arcturian was reminding us that It could attend and 
respond to infinite thoughts, emotions and calls within the NOW. 
 As we walked past the mess hall, we knew we needed to go in and say goodbye, for 
now, to our wonderful friends. Again, we stayed late into the night, telling ourselves with 
a smirk that we were "preparing for being physical." We laughed about that concept then, 
not knowing what an extreme challenge it would be for us to take on a physical form.  
 I had been with the Arcturian, and Mytria had been with the Elohim of Alycone. 
Then we both shared wonderful experiences on the Mothership. Hence, we had no idea 
what was ahead for us. In fact, we scoffed at some of the dangers that our friends told us 
about. It appears that the main problem of lowering our frequency to the level of wearing 
a physical shell is that we can forget whom we are and what we promised to do.  
 The Arcturian tried to warn us of these dangers, but we did not want to hear them. 
Fortunately, I had learned about the control of my mind and the expansion of my 
consciousness, and Mytria had spent equal efforts learning to be master over her 
emotions and to connect with the Elohim of the planet. While I was learning from the 
Arcturian on the Mothership, Mytria was simultaneously learning about the power of 
emotion from the Arcturian and the Elohim of Alycone.  
 Arcturians are actually Elohim, as Elohim are builders and holders of form. The 
Arcturians participated in the initial model of the Adam Kadmon, the original human 
form of Lightbody. Since the Arcturians specialize in ascension, they teach the process of 
lowering the lightbody into the physical form and, simultaneously, transmuting the 
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physical form into lightbody. In this manner, the lightbody is the bonding force that 
connects the vast energy field of our Multidimensional SELF with our lowest frequency 
of SELF.   
 Mytria will now share her initiations and service as a Keeper of the Violet Flame of 
Alycone.   
 
MYTRIA SPEAKS: 
 Dear Earth ascending ones, I greet you with my unconditional love. I am honored to 
share all that I have learned, what Mytre has learned, and what we have learned and 
remembered together. I say remembered because we have infinitely existed within the 
great Flow of the ONE.  
 However, once we lowered our consciousness into our third/fourth dimensional 
Pleiadian forms, we began to forget all that we had always known. For this reason, we 
prepared well before our excursion into a physical reality. It is, of course, no accident that 
Mytre specialized in the male polarity of thinking and pure consciousness, whereas I 
specialized in the female polarity of emotions and nurturance of all forms of life.  
 Now that we two Divine Complements have merged into ONE, we can both easily 
access each other’s "specialty" within the ONE of our SELF. We hope that our stories 
will assist you in remembering your true SELF just as we have remembered ours. The 
lower worlds of the third and fourth dimensions are a holographic projection from the 
inner matrix of each world. However, the inner matrix is a mental projection from beings 
in the higher worlds, such as the Arcturian Elohim. 
 The great cosmic mind created the matrix, which beckons traveling energy fields to 
log onto to their matrix of reality. The unconditional love of your High Heart is what 
adheres the molecular construct of life to the higher frequencies matrix. This situation is 
similar to the birthing reality that Mytre and I experienced. What we first experienced as 
a fog was actually the matrix, invisible because there was no life attached it.  
 The matrix is a field of energy. The invisible matrix is multidimensional, which 
means it resonates to many different frequencies of possible reality. The matrix itself is 
more of a mental construct, and the different frequencies resonate to different emotional 
states of consciousness. For example, fear is a low frequency emotional state of 
consciousness and unconditional love is the highest frequency of emotional 
consciousness.  
 The physical worlds have myriad matrixes of which you are unaware. However, 
once the appropriate frequency and intention of emotionally charged thought-form finds 
its way into that energy pattern, it instantly adheres to the matrix to create a birthing form 
and a portal into a dimensional expression of reality.  
 When we live in the energy pattern of unconditional love we are very "magnetic," 
and we attract myriad possible realities to be born via the invisible matrix that always 
flows throughout form-based realities. If we are happy with the pattern we are living, it is 
important to live in thanksgiving for that substance of that reality. Thanksgiving for the 
substance at hand will duplicate that substance indefinitely.  
 Furthermore, the unseen matrix is forever calling to enliven new possibilities of 
existence. Hence, thought, formless energy, is waiting to become manifest by the 
adherence of emotion that is forever searching new ways in which love can become 
manifest. However, emotion will adhere only to the frequency of matrix that is of a 
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resonant frequency. Therefore, fearful emotions (fear, anger, sorrow) also have a creative 
ability, as they will attach to a lower frequency of the reality matrix. 
 Fortunately, if unconditional love were to adhere to a low frequency matrix, it 
would simply erase that energy pattern; the higher frequency can transmute a lower 
frequency with the power of its light. It is for this reason that unconditional love is such a 
valuable tool while wearing a third, or even fourth, dimensional form.  
 If you match an emotion, such as a fear, with the lower frequency portion of the 
matrix, you will experience a fearful reality. This choice is how you can become trapped 
in the third dimension. If you forget the power of unconditional love you can become 
increasingly afraid, which will attach you to lower and lower frequency matrixes. This 
entrapment is how a spider captures its food.  
 The insect becomes adhered to the spider’s sticky web. Then it struggles, which 
ensnares it even more in the web. Then the spider comes and actually wraps its prey up 
within the matrix of its web. In the same manner, if a fearful matrix traps you because 
you have fallen into fear, your only exit it by BEING the frequency of unconditional love. 
The unconditional love will disarticulate the low frequency expressions of the matrix, and 
you will be free to leave that reality and relocate to a reality based on unconditional love. 
 The Arcturian and the Elohim of Alycone taught me to train myself to instantly 
replace fear with unconditional love. The process of replacement was extremely difficult, 
but I realize now that it was vital for our mission on Earth. The best way to share this 
process is to begin my story where it left off… 
 
MYTRIA’S STORY: 
 My story left off when I entered the vortex into the Mother's womb, which was our 
name for the planetary core where we first met the Arcturian and the Elohim of Alycone. 
Mytre had valiantly bi-located to be with me while I was preparing my consciousness to 
open the portal of the sacred rock. It was surrendering into the unconditional love that 
Mytre and I share that enabled me to open this Portal and enter it while wearing my 
physical form.   
 In the many years that Mytre and I were separated, I focused on the process of 
surrendering to love. Since I was suffering great sorrow at the loss of Mytre, as well as 
quite a bit of anger that we could not share the raising of our daughter, I had no choice 
but to meditate upon the discipline of choosing love. At first my love was conditional in 
that I would feel loving if I got what I wanted.  
 In fact, I prayed to the Great Mother for years that I would serve Her if she would 
bring back my love. In other words, my love was conditional. It was conditional because 
it was laced with sadness and anger, which kept my consciousness below the frequency 
of unconditional love. Unconditional love is the highest frequency of light and the 
creative force of the universe. In order for me to complete my path of being a Keeper of 
the Violet Flame, I would have to live in unconditional love.  
 I found the frequency of unconditional love within me while I was in nature, when I 
was able to release Mytre to this duty, and while I was raising our daughter. However, 
my focus on the feeling of daily life without him and the loss of our family unit kept 
lowering my consciousness. It was my wonderful daughter, Alycia, who answered my 
prayers.  
 Alycia was born with more wisdom, power and love than most adults, including me.  
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Caring for her was my honor, and her innate wisdom was my eternal teacher. As I 
parented Alycia, I realized that my love for her was far more important than the fear-
based emotions that were hidden in my heart. Also, we were still a family, for often we 
met with Mytre in our night body, which was wonderful training for our daughter, but 
unsatisfying for me.  
 Fortunately, Alycia, who was named after the Elohim of Alcyone with whom we 
both studied, came to my rescue. Yes, I took care of her as her body was one of a child, 
but she also took care of me. Her constant purity and innocence was a steady source of 
comfort and enlightenment to me. It was her innate unconditional love that kept me from 
becoming totally ensnared in the web of my fearful emotions.  
 However, allow me to move forward in my story to the moment when I left my 
daughter and our Temple life. In fact, it was Alycia, who initiated my leaving. She came 
to me one sunny morning and said, "Mother, it is time for you to leave now." 
 I was shocked that a teenager would come to me in such love and purity and tell me 
it was time to leave. In fact, my ego took over for a moment and I started to feel hurt and 
angry. Then, I noticed that Alycia had that glow around her again and knew that she was 
speaking from her Elohim SELF. Within that one moment of realization, I knew that 
everything that had happened was according to a divine plan. There were no mistakes or 
accidents.  
 With that realization, as well as the frequency of light emanating from my daughter, 
all my fearful emotions melted from my aura. I had long awaited this day, the day of my 
release from my painful emotions. I kneeled before Alycia, who was somewhere within 
her Elohim presence, and sent her unconditional love and thanksgiving for the honor of 
being her mother.  
 I realized then that everything that had happened was perfect and a component of 
our divine plan. I looked up into the pure, violet eyes of my daughter, the Elohim whom I 
was honored to birth, and surrendered to her blessing. I do not know how long this 
moment lasted, but it changed both of our lives. I knew that Alycia no longer needed me, 
and I could go back to my beloved nature.  
 I knew that we would be in constant contact, as I would be working with my 
daughter’s true mother, the Elohim of Alycone. Finally, the moment was broken when 
the High Priestess of the temple entered the room. She had felt the energy from the most 
distant part of the temple and came to investigate.  
 When the High Priestess entered our room, she too, fell to her knees before the 
glow of Alycia. The three of us remained within the energy until my daughter’s energy 
gave way and her physical form collapsed. Both the High Priestess and I caught her and 
carried her to her nearby bed. We lit incense and chanted while her sleeping form 
recovered from the sudden infusion of higher light into her young body.  
 When Alycia awoke, she remembered everything. She had spent her entire life 
living in a temple surrounded by men and women who deeply loved her. I realized that 
Mytre had to leave because Alycia was meant to spend her formative years in this 
environment. Also, Mytre and I were meant to be separate as we traveled our paths of 
initiation. I surrender to the possibility that Mytre and I may have only briefly met in 
order to give Alycia her body.  
 Yes, I thought with joy and thanksgiving that that brief time would be enough. At 
last I was healed of my fear and anger and ready to begin my service to the Great Mother, 
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the Elohim of Alycone. 
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Book Two of Pleiadian Perspective on Ascension   
 

LIFE ON THE MOTHERSHIP– Section XI 
 

Mytria and The Violet Temple 
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Mytria and the Great Mother  

 
MYTRIA SPEAKS: 

Once I surrendered to the possibility that I would not see Mytre again, I actually 
opened a parallel reality in which I could be with him. This option occurred because I 
thought of his needs, rather than just my own. In this manner, I extended my love to him 
unconditionally. In other words, I chose unconditional love over my own selfish needs, 
which greatly expanded my consciousness. In the same manner, when Mytre had his 
initiation of bi-locating to our wilderness home to assist me, he extended me 
unconditional love by endangering himself through staying so long. 

In fact, we were having our initiations together. His challenge was bilocation, and 
my challenge was to enter the sacred rock with my physical form. The first time I entered 
the portal of the sacred rock, I had done so in my fourth dimensional astral body. Before I 
speak of my initiation within the core of the Great Mother’s womb, I would like to define 
and share the purpose of an “initiation.” An initiation is whenever we accept what may be 
perceived as a difficult situation and turn it into an opportunity to ask our higher 
expressions of our SELF for guidance and protection.  

By calling in our higher dimensional SELF we use the problem as an opportunity 
to perceive our reality from a higher perspective. From the perspective of our higher 
expressions of SELF, we can perceive expanded frequencies of reality. Since the reality 
we choose to perceive is the reality we choose to live, calling upon our higher perspective 
during a difficult situation greatly expands our consciousness. In this manner, we 
transmute a problem into an initiation.  

With my third journey through the portal of the sacred rock, my initiation was 
within the womb of the Mother. Once I had reconstructed my wilderness home and 
returned to the rhythm of nature and the core of my SELF, I was ready to enter the core 
of the Mother. In preparation, I fasted for several days, drank lots of water, and meditated 
for most of the day. In between my meditations, I walked the land and swam in the lake 
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to ground myself and reconnect with the Mother. On the third day, I awoke at dawn and 
knew it was the NOW for entering the Mother’s womb. 

This day I ate a light breakfast, as I did not know how long I would be away from 
my home. Then I walked to the lake, reverently placing each footfall on the surface of the 
Mother’s planetary body and then meditated on a large rock overhanging the lake. When 
I completed my meditation just before high sun, I dove into the lake naked and allowed 
the Mother’s water to caress my physical form.  

I then crawled back onto the rock to bask in the warm sunlight and fell into a 
dreamless sleep. I awoke just before sunset, put on my handmade garment and walked to 
the sacred rock. With my third entry through the portal, I was free of all apprehension.  
Hence, there was no resistance within me or within the portal.  

In fact, once I touched the rock with my intention of entering, the portal instantly 
spun open and I merely walked through. I heard the portal close behind me, and I was in 
total darkness. However, as I relaxed into the NOW, I felt my own inner light and 
projected it out through my Third Eye. Through my higher vision I could see a small trail 
leading downward, which I followed for what appeared to be a very long time. Then, in 
the far distance and around a corner I saw the reflection of a light.  

I instinctively knew that the light was beaming from the Elohim Alycone. I took a 
long moment to call upon my highest expression of SELF and reverently walked into the 
light. Instantly, Elohim Alycone shown before me and I felt a sense of deep completion. I 
had completed one important segment of my life and was about to begin another. I did 
not know how my new life would proceed, but I felt confident that I could accept 
whatever my destiny put before me. What I did not expect was how difficult it would be 
for my body and psyche to live in the core of the planet. 

The light was very dim with no obvious source. Instead, it reflected off the many 
walls of the cave-like structure in which I stayed for an unknown period of time. Since 
there was no sunrise, sunset, daytime or nighttime, there were NO markers for the 
passage of time. I had not realized how the passage of time had become so important to 
me. I had experienced being in the NOW when I was in nature, but I had the security of 
seeing the suns’ movement across the sky and the moons and stars at night.  

With no suns and no moons I felt almost lonely. It seemed that all I was doing 
was waiting. After my first image of the Mother, she disappeared and left me seemingly 
alone. Therefore, I was forced to FEEL the planet and connect with this huge planetary 
life form from the inside. I had learned to deeply know and love the outside of the planet. 
Now I was left alone to unite with the inside of the planet.  

I knew I was in an initiation because every dark thought and fearful emotion was 
forced to the surface of my consciousness by the dim light of this unknown world. How 
could the Mother abandon me? Will I wither away and die down in this hole? Will I ever 
see my loved ones again? I went from questions, to anger, to sorrow and into deep fear.  

“This is all a mistake! Who did I think I was to assume that I could visit the 
Elohim? Is this all some kind of elaborate trap?” I cried out into rocks and caverns. 
 

Finally, I could take no more and passed out, or maybe I just fell asleep. This time 
my sleep was filled with dreams, actually nightmares, in which everyone I had ever 
harmed taunted me about my mistake of entering my own early grave. Then the demons 
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came in their dark, misty costumes of fear and sorrow. I was on the edge of total terror 
when I hear the voice of my beloved daughter, Alycia.  

“Mother,” she called in her sweetest voice. “I am here with you. Can you feel me 
hugging you? Can you feel how much I love you?” 

Yes, yes, of course, I could feel Alycia’s love. Then, I could feel her touch and 
her hug and her gentle kiss upon my cheek. I calmed down and the visions of darkness 
recoiled in horror by the vision of our deep love.  

“You are fine now Mother,” Alycia said as she floated away. “Awake now to see 
the Great Mother.” 

My eyes calmly opened, and I stared up into the face of the Elohim Alycone. 
Mother Alycone, as I would call Her, reached out with a very tangible hand and helped 
me to my feet.  

“Come,” she said. “There is something that I want you to see.” 
I silently followed the Mother deeper and deeper into Her core. I had thought that 

I had landed in a cave deep in the middle of the planet, but when we walked for more 
time than I could count down into deeper and deeper areas, I realized that my first 
assessment of my location was incorrect. As if responding to my thoughts, the Mother 
halted before me and said, 

“Dear Mytria, I was having you walk so that you could become familiar with my 
inner land. However, I am now going to transport us to another area, which can only be 
reached through the means of teleportation.” 

This sounded quite exciting to me, so I surrendered into Her aura and prepared for 
an interesting journey. However, there was no “journey” at all. Before I could blink my 
eyes, we arrived at what appeared to be an entrance to a cave within a cave. This entrance 
was very high and just wide enough that I could slip through it, I hoped, because the 
Mother instructed me to enter the inner cave through this very narrow passage. 

The entrance was quite long and very dark. Hence, I focused on going through the 
long corridor rather than where I was going. When I rounded the final bend and was 
greeted with a bright light, I was almost blinded. I had to take a long breath to calm 
myself and slowly closed my eyes in order to gradually acclimate to the change in 
illumination. Gradually, I opened my eyes while primarily directing my gaze on the 
ground beneath me.  

“Look up, my dear,” I heard Mother Alycone saying. 
Feeling confident that my eyes were adapted to the bright light I looked up to see 

the most amazing vision I’ve seen in my life. Before me were gigantic crystals as large as 
buildings cast about the cave as if they were the abandoned toys of a huge giant. 

“That is almost correct,” said the Mother responding to my thoughts. “These 
crystals were once aligned in a massive matrix of light. However, the many cataclysms 
that accompany the development of a new planet scattered the matrix of crystals into 
what you see now. Although the crystals appear disconnected, the energy patterns of each 
huge crystal are still interconnected with the energy of the other crystals.  

“If there could be a gathering of the primary keepers of my planet, those who are 
the humanoids from your ships, you could all entrain your consciousness with the 
consciousness of the crystals. Then, your unity consciousness could connect and, thereby, 
activate this core crystalline matrix. Please focus on these crystals through your Third 
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Eye to perceive how the waves of energy emanating from each crystal intertwine to 
create a geometric pattern.” 

I closed my eyes to go into a state of meditation deep enough to open my Third 
Eye. Slowly, as my Third Eye opened, I began to see the interconnections between the 
emanations of each crystal. I realized that I recognized this pattern, but could not 
remember from where.  

“Have you not seen this pattern many times when you meditated on my land?” 
asked the Mother. 

Yes, of course. That is why the pattern was so familiar. I had seen it in the sky, in 
the water and on the land. Often I perceived it only through the corner of my eye, but 
then the pattern would quickly fade. Therefore, I thought that I was creating that pattern 
rather than seeing it.  

“Look now to see yourself within that pattern,” instructed the Mother. 
I had not thought of myself being in the pattern, but the concept warmed my heart 

and made me realize how much I had become ONE with our new world. I closed my 
physical eyes and relaxed into deep breathing. Gradually, I felt my body tingling as the 
flowing of light coursed up and down my spine. When the energy was throbbing out from 
the palms of my hands I knew that I was ready. With my eyes closed, I focused my inner 
vision to see the pattern of light that had become so familiar. 

As I surrendered to my vision, the recognizable light pattern began to float around 
me. I looked to see where my consciousness intersected this light pattern. As I relaxed 
into the image, I could tell that I was within this pattern and the vision was within me. At 
the same time, I was fully aware that everyone shared this relationship with the pattern, 
even if they did not know it. 

“Yes,” smiled the Mother. “You are correct. You are all ONE with the planet and 
the planet is ONE with all of you.” 

As the Mother spoke, I began to fully experience a deep unity with the planet. I 
have lived in unity with the land of the planet, and now I was experiencing a deep 
connection with the planetary core. In fact, the connection was between my personal core 
and the planetary core.  I stared into the formation of the crystals lying randomly on the 
floor of this inner cave. However, as I stared into the energetic connection of the crystals, 
the crystalline formation no longer appeared unintentional. I looked up to the ceiling of 
the cave, which I had not thought to do before, and saw the ever-present pattern reflected 
on the ceiling above the crystals.  

I pulled the vision of this pattern into my heart, and when I did so, something very 
unusual began to occur. Violet light began to blend into my inner vision. At first the color 
violet was focused only in my heart, but it quickly grew to encompass my entire body. I 
actually “felt” the color violet. I had never thought about kinesthetically feeling a color, 
but that is the only way I can explain my sensation. 

As I became accustomed to the “feeling” of the color, the violet light began to 
flow, move and pulse. At first the pulsing was very gentle, but then it began to throb 
within me to the point that it almost hurt. The hurt became a pain, not unlike a labor pain, 
when suddenly the sensation of color burst into the image of a small inner flame. When I 
focused my attention into the violet colored flame, it grew larger. The violet flame 
seemed to be making me feel rejuvenated and activated.  
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This sensation became quite uncomfortable and gave me the feeling that 
something inside me was beginning to morph and change. This impression became 
increasingly stronger and more uncomfortable. Finally, I could not hold this image any 
longer, and my eyes reflectively flew open. To my great surprise, I saw the violet flame 
as it steadily emerged from within the center of the fallen crystals. 

As the flame grew stronger and larger its image was replicated within each 
enormous crystal. Then, each crystal projected the image of the violet flame out into 
cave. I watched in wonder as the many images of violet flames bounced off the many 
angles within the cave. In addition, the combined energy patterns of the crystals cast 
myriad images of violet fire onto the surfaces of the cave including the floor and the 
ceiling. The images were beautiful beyond imagination and deeply intoxicating.  

To my surprise I could see different expressions of my Multidimensional SELF 
within every crystal and every reflection. I was able to simultaneously connect and 
directly experience every version of my SELF. I could feel myself being pulled into the 
many impressions of violet fire as it flickered within every crystal and on every surface 
of the cave. The many versions of my SELF began to connect, which created an 
overwhelming feeling of bliss and euphoria.  

As I began to feel as though I was every ONE of my expressions, I lost all 
connection to the “separate” body standing next to the Mother.  

I was every expression of my SELF.  
I was every image of the fire,  

I was the cave,  
I was the Mother,  

I was the planet… 
Thankfully, the Mother moved her hand across my face and all the images disappeared.  

“Did I imagine that?” I asked the Mother. 
“No, my Dear,” She replied, “You created it.” 
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The Temple of the Violet Fire 

 
MYTRIA CONTINUES: 
 When I emerged from the womb of the Mother, I knew exactly what to do. I packed 
a small bag, went straight to the temple in the village and told my friends what had 
happened. Those who I recognized from my first visit to the Mother's core, as now I 
could remember all their faces, knew that they had to return with me to the site of the 
sacred stone. Somehow, they knew that they had volunteered to work as ONE being to 
raise the sacred Temple for the Violet Flame. 
 I then went in to the village to find the others who had been called to the core in 
what seemed like a lifetime ago. As I walked through the village I recognized several 
people that I remembered as being within the Mother's core. I trusted the Mother as to 
who was ready for my communication and who was not. By the end of that day I had 
found five village people who had been called by the Mother and were ready to follow 
me into the wilderness. 
 These people were not priests or priestesses but carpenters, masons and architects. 
My going into the village was a great idea because, as the word got out, many of the 
people that had not been ready before came to the Temple to find out what was going on. 
Within a short time, a small, dedicated group of about thirty people was ready to follow 
me to the site of the sacred rock to build our Temple of the Violet Fire. We thought that 
building this temple would take many crossings of the sun, but the Elohim Alycone and 
the Arcturian had a surprise in store for us.  
 We started our journey to the site heavily laden with equipment, which would make 
our journey very slow. I had been instructed that all must walk to the Temple and only 
simple building materials were to be allowed. The creation of the Temple was a sacred 
act performed on sacred land. Therefore, no heavy machinery was to be used. Also, none 
of our advanced technology would work within the force field of that area. When I 
explained this fact to our group, ten people instantly left. 
 The rest of us quietly continued our journey in a deeply reverent fashion. In the 
morning we awoke to greet the day with meditation. At night we sat around a campfire 
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and talked about what we remembered of our meeting in the core of the Mother and how 
it had changed our lives. As we came closer to the site we began to feel the energy rise in 
frequency. I was surprised by this sensation, as I had not experienced it before.  
 When I asked Elohim Alycone about this new vibration, she said it was because the 
violet fire had been ignited. That evening by the campfire I told everyone what the 
Mother had said, and we decided to have a group meditation. I suggested that we begin 
our meditation by visualizing that our campfire was a violet flame. We all agreed and 
focused on the fire in the middle of our circle until all of us could imagine it as a violet 
flame.  
 We then closed our eyes and went into a deep trance of twenty one people with 
ONE consciousness. As our group consciousness expanded into higher and higher 
frequencies, our collective vision of the central flame grew larger and larger. Our 
challenge was to keep our circle connected even though it appeared that the violet flame 
would soon overtake us.  
 In fact, the flame did overtake us; it was not a physical flame but the higher-
frequency, violet flame. As the violet fire engulfed our group, we each received personal 
instructions as to how we were to proceed. We did not know what each other’s 
instructions were, but we were aware that we were all receiving them.  
 After we accepted our personal instructions, the intensity of the violet fire grew 
within our bodies. As we later discussed, each of us had the experience of a deep shift 
within our thoughts, emotions and even our physical form. We also felt the violet fire 
connecting us into a tightly knit group of individuals with ONE purpose. Just before 
dawn we each left the circle to get a few hours of sleep. The next day we would be at the 
site, and we were more than ready to begin our destiny. 
 As our small group entered the force field encompassing the surrounding area of 
the sacred rock, we instantly noticed an intense rise in the vibration within the air, as well 
as within our own bodies. When I was in the Mother’s womb, the planetary violet flame 
was ignited, and the night before our arrival, we all experienced the activation of the 
violet flame inside of our bodies.  
 Then, when our personal violet flames came into the proximity of the planetary 
violet flame there was an intense transmutation of all life within the force field. 
Furthermore, the containment of the force field greatly amplified the expanding 
frequencies, as did the echo of higher energy as it bounced back and forth between each 
of our bodies. Shortly after, we all began to experience intense symptoms of 
transmutation.  
 At first, we thought we were sick and had eaten something that was poisonous. I 
had lived in unknown areas my entire life and had never eaten any poisonous plants. 
Therefore, I requested that we go into another group meditation to ascertain together the 
reason for our apparent illness. We all got the same message, “You are experiencing 
symptoms of transmutation. Relax for a few days and allow yourself to adapt to the 
higher frequency of the area, as well as the higher frequency of your own body.” 
 We had arrived late in the day, and none of us felt like eating. Hence, everyone got 
our bedding and found a place in my cave or in whatever adjoining area that called them. 
Yes, everyone was simultaneously beginning to hear the inner voice of the Mother. The 
connection between our personal violet flames and the planetary violet flame connected 
us with the planet, a well.  
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 Most of us feel asleep quickly, as we had been awake most of the night before, and 
the rest of us soon followed. We awakened at dawn. We slowly built small fires to boil 
water for our morning tea while others assembled our remaining food to prepare our 
breakfast. Other members of our group gathered more firewood, cleaned up the living 
area and surveyed the land for more living spaces.  
 We all worked as one person, most of us totally forgetting how sick we had felt the 
night before. When we sat down on the ground to partake of our group meal, we 
discovered that we had all had the same dream. Two great beings of light had come to us 
and showed us the area on which to build the temple.  
 We easily remembered this “dream” because we had spontaneously chosen that 
exact area to sit and have our first meal. Upon that realization we laughed joyfully, a 
sound that often filled the force field along with the growing feeling of unconditional 
love. Since we all accepted each other unconditionally, there were no conflicts. If a 
disagreement started to arise, all parties of that conversation separated for a moment to go 
into meditation. 
 When they returned, there was no need to even discuss the issue, as they had 
already done so via the violet flame. Gradually, we came to realize that since each of our 
personal violet flames were connected to the planetary violet flame we were all 
connected to each other. This connection came in very useful as our symptoms of 
transmutation became stronger and stronger. 
 We realized that until we had completed whatever process we were undergoing we 
would have to work in shifts. Then we all had a chance to take at least half of the daylight 
to rest, meditate and/or practice our expanding healing techniques on each other and 
ourselves. Fortunately, just as our symptoms became quite dire, more and more of us 
developed our own unique forms of energetic healing. 
 Since the Great Mother always provided a healing force to balance the symptoms of 
great change, we knew that NOW we were at ONE with nature. However, some days we 
all had to take off, as we needed to rest or were called upon to assist the others who 
where downloading more light than their bodies could contain. In this case, they were 
often taken to the lake to float on the water or bask on the rocks surrounding the lake.  
 We found that water, especially floating on the water, had a very calming effect for 
our overloaded nervous system. We also realized that if we matched our cycles of sleep 
and wakefulness with the Sun, we felt better. Thus, we went to sleep at sunset and awoke 
at sunrise, as we all needed extra sleep during our transformative process. We also 
needed copious amounts of water.  
 Fortunately, just in time, a few of us found that they had dowsing abilities. Quite by 
chance, one of our group picked up a forked stick and felt an urgency to follow the 
pulling sensation of the stick. When the stick pointed down to the ground, we dug a deep 
hole and soon found water. We all tried to dowse and found that three of us were very 
good at it. 
 Hence, each one of our “dowsers” found a location for a well, which others dug, 
found stones for the well and wood for the crank, while others made the rope of out of the 
plants that I showed them. Within a very short time we were living completely off the 
land, which was none too soon as our provisions were almost gone. 
 We all found that when we relaxed into our process of transmutation that our 
transformation became much easier. If we were working and hit a rough spot of 
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experiencing discomfort, pain and/or confusion, we told our group and someone took our 
place so that we could rest and “surrender into the process.” We often had periods of 
complete forgetfulness as our brains temporarily shutdown in order to integrate the 
downloaded information. This information seemed to come in either through the violet 
flame in our heart or through the crown of our head. 
 We decided to have morning meetings so that we could discuss our dreams and/or 
whatever problems or breakthroughs we had with our transmutation process. These daily 
meetings were vital, as they bonded us into an even tighter, more loving group. Also, we 
learned a great deal about our transmutation process by sharing our process with each 
other.  
 We knew that we could not build the Temple in this condition of instability and 
constant change. However, we also knew that we would all be ready at the same time. 
When that day finally came, we functioned as ONE being with myriad multidimensional 
abilities. We thought we knew about everything by then, but we were in for a big surprise. 
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Book Two of Pleiadian Perspective on Ascension   
 

LIFE ON THE MOTHERSHIP– Section XII 
 

Raising the Violet Temple 
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Parallel Realities 

 
MYTRIA SPEAKS: 

As our symptoms of transformation were clearing, we were realizing innate 
abilities that had been latent inside of us our entire lives. As these abilities surfaced, it 
was obvious that we had been chosen and/or volunteered for this assignment before we 
were born. We felt very honored to be involved in this task and literally dedicated our 
lives to completing the Temple of the Violet Fire in the manner in which we were each 
instructed.  

To master our personal and group multidimensional abilities, we meditated 
separately and as a group everyday. We began our day with individual meditations and 
closed our day with a group meditation around the campfire. We realized that these 
meditations were vital, as we needed to go into a fifth/sixth dimensional state of 
consciousness in order to understand the instructions we were receiving from the 
Arcturian and Mother Alycone, as we all called Her.   

Since many of our symptoms of transmutation had subsided, we were able to stay 
active longer into the night, and we all rose as soon as the Suns came over the horizon. 
As we continued our individual and group meditations, we began to form a deep 
connection to the planetary Elohim Alycone and the Arcturian, who is also an Elohim.  

Elohim are highly advanced beings who are the creators of form, as well as 
masters of transmuting form into higher frequencies of expression. The Arcturians are the 
guardians of the Arcturian Corridor through which ascending individuals, planets, solar 
systems and galaxies transmute their form into a higher frequency, and Mother Alycone 
was in charge of assisting us to step our society into the fifth dimension.  

As long as we resonated to the fifth dimension, the power-over-others Draconians 
and their minions the Zetas could not even perceive, much less, attack us. We were 
temporarily safe, as the Arcturians had cloaked our village and the temple grounds with a 
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fifth dimensional dome. However, the state of consciousness of those living within the 
dome determined how long it could maintain its sixth dimensional matrix.  

Because there was so much fear and anger among the other citizens of the village 
all the spiritually awakened members of the village and the members of our camp knew 
that it was our job to gain and maintain a fifth dimensional state of consciousness. 
However, the lower frequency fear-based emotions eroded away at the dome, and it was 
left to the ones with higher consciousness to keep it functioning.  

We were informed that the completion of the Violet Temple was essential in order 
to raise the resonant frequency of our society into the fifth dimension. We were also 
aware that some members of our village would not be able to release their need to be 
warriors. Hence, these warriors created a decoy village outside of the dome so that the 
enemy would not discover that we still existed as an entire village.  

We assumed that the Dracs were under the impression that many of us had died 
and that the decoy village was all that remained of our Pleiadian settlement. The 
Arcturians accomplished this illusion by creating a holographic insert that appeared that 
the Dracs had conquered us. However, it was not easy to fool a Draconian, so it was just 
a matter of time before they realized our true situation.  

We had until then to complete our Temple and use the planetary violet fire to 
transmute our society into the fifth dimension. What we needed was a trained warrior to 
serve as a liaison between the decoy village, the real village and the building site for our 
Temple. No sooner did we realize that, than someone appeared to fill that role. My heart 
burst open when I realized that it was Mytre.  

I was by the lake taking a moment to relax and regroup from all my many 
responsibilities when I saw someone walking towards me. The sun was in my face, so I 
could not see who it was, but I knew it was a man who felt similar to Mytre. No, that 
could not be, I thought, but the feeling felt even stronger as the man came closer.  

When I started walking towards him, and when the sun was no longer between us, 
I saw it was indeed Mytre. I ran to him, and within the no-time of re-connected lovers, we 
were in each others arms. However, I felt that something was slightly different. Mytre 
instantly sensed my feelings and pushed me back so he could look me in the eye. 

“My dearest Mytria,” he spoke with sadness in his eyes, “I am not the Mytre you 
were expecting. I am a parallel reality of that Mytre.” 
 
I looked into his beautiful eyes and said, “I don’t care my beloved. I will take any version 
of you that I can get.” 
  Nothing else was said as we wandered arm-in-arm off into the nearby meadow. 
The real Mytre and I had spent many a warm day lying in the soft grass and enjoying 
each other’s company in the most intimate of ways. As the suns began to flirt with the 
horizon we arose to take a slow walk back to the camp.  

When we arrived at camp, Mytre had to tell every delighted and surprised person 
that he was the parallel version of the Mytre that they have known. They all had a similar 
response as mine. It was immediately clear to everyone that this Mytre would serve as the 
liaison that we needed. 

As we sat around the campfire, Mytre was asked how he had become a parallel 
version of the Mytre that they had known. As the firelight flickered across his face, I was 
so happy to have him with me that my heart filled with deep love and gratitude. It had 
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been a huge challenge to carry this responsibility without my best friend’s support and 
consultation. I knew that he would travel back and forth from our construction camp, the 
village and the decoy village, but he would always be close. 

As the laughter and conversation began to fade, Mytre started to tell his incredible 
tale. Someone had asked him how he split off from the other versions of himself, which 
made everyone laugh, somewhat nervously. Mytre laughed along with them, then slowly 
his face changed and he became very serious as he told his story:  

“It is difficult to answer your questions about when I became the other version of 
Mytre, for I think of that Mytre being the other version me. To his perception, I am from 
his parallel reality. Conversely, to my perception, he is from my parallel reality. Actually, 
I do not know whether or not that version of Mytre even knows I exist.  

“I connected with him while he was outside of time visiting the bubbles of his 
many versions of reality as pure consciousness. I don’t think that he recognized our 
connection, but I did. He was from the reality in which he took the mission to fly your 
small starships to the Arcturian starship to get their help. On the other hand, I was from 
the parallel reality in which I stayed in the village and did not go the Arcturian starship.  

“In both realities Mytria still went into the temple to have our beloved daughter, 
but in my reality I went off to battle, but stayed on the planet. Things did not go well for 
Mytria and I in that reality, and by the time that I met the consciousness of the other 
Mytre I had fallen into a very primitive version of myself.  

“I constantly doubted my decision to stay on the planet. The starship that went for 
help was disabled and shot down, and the mission to gain the Arcturians assistance failed. 
We were attacked again and again and over half of our population died. The rest of us 
had to scatter across the face of the planet and live our lives as refugees hiding in caves 
and extremely remote areas.  

“All of our starships and most of our dwellings were destroyed. Worse yet, the 
temple was attacked and both Mytria and our daughter were killed. I had not protected 
our village by flying the ship to ask the Arcturians for assistant because I stayed behind to 
protect Mytria and Alycia. Then, one day when I was out drinking with my friends, 
which I did a lot then, the temple was attacked and I was too drunk to protect my wife 
and daughter.” 

At this point, Mytre became so upset that he had to stop talking. Everyone sat 
stone still and only the cracking of the fire could be heard. It took every bit of my will 
power to remain still to allow Mytre to gain enough composure to complete his story. 
Every one around the campfire did the same. After what seemed like days, Mytre was 
ready to continue. 

“Thank you for allowing me a moment to regain my composure,” Mytre said. “I 
can feel the great love and camaraderie within this group, which gives me the courage to 
continue. When my consciousness first connected with the other Mytre, I was on the edge 
of death. Our village and lifestyle had been destroyed long ago, and I was living like an 
animal alone in the wilderness. My soul purpose in life was to be a sniper and kill as 
many Dracs as possible.  

“I had finally gained enough dignity to take off on my own in search of our 
Draconian enemy who still hunted us. I do not know that there is much dignity in laying 
in wait for my prey, but I did kill quite a few of them and thought I was making a 
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difference. However, I was one person and the difference I made was quite minimal 
considering the dire straights of our surviving group.  

“When I made my brief connection with the other Mytre, I was suffering from 
such a high fever that I was in grave danger of dying. Perhaps, that is why I could 
recognize a version of myself that was more powerful and courageous. I instantly knew 
that in that reality I had been studying with the Arcturians to learn about mind over 
matter. I silently wondered what I would have to do to be able to study with the 
Arcturians?  

“To my great surprise I heard the inner message of, ‘START OVER.’  
“With these two words, the damn burst open and all the guilt, shame and deep 

sorrow overtook me. For the first time, I cried over the loss of my family, as well as the 
village and my entire life.  

‘“How do I start over?’ I screamed into the air.  
 
“Then the Arcturian appeared in my reality and stood in front of me. I started to kneel 
before It when I heard a firm, ‘STAND UP!’  

“I wiped my eyes and stood before this magnificent being of wavering light in the 
loose form of a humanoid and silently waited for the Arcturian to speak again. 

“Time is an illusion,” said the Arcturian.  
I pondered what the Arcturian said. Yes, if I could somehow see a version of me 

outside of time, than I must have left time too.  
“Yes,” replied the Arcturian.  
“Can I go back in time to when I decided to stay in the village and decide instead 

to take the challenge of flying our small ship to get help? 
“If you did that, you would need to enter the reality of the Mytre that you saw. 

However, you are needed in a different timeline. Are you willing to accept that 
assignment?” 

“Yes Sir,” I instantly replied.  
“We are not of your military and are not involved in your fight,” explained the 

Arcturian. “However, we are interested in honing the innate ability you displayed by 
consciously perceiving another version of yourself who was able to move into the higher 
frequencies beyond time. If you can SEE another version of your SELF, you can BE 
another version of your SELF.  

“You may think that the reality you are living has been a complete failure,” the 
Arcturian continued, “but the abilities you have honed of being stealthy and able to blend 
into any situation is much needed in the timeline of the reality that we need you to enter. 
The version of Mytria in that reality is receiving important training and cannot be taken 
into active service.  

“However, you appear to be in need of a purpose. In fact, you have been training 
for this service but have been too lost in self-pity to hear our call. Now that you have 
connected with us, are you ready for the assignment we have for you?” 

“I am absolutely ready to be of service,” I said with the most dignity I had felt in a 
very long time.  
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Mytre Almon 

 
MYTRIA SPEAKS: 

When (parallel) Mytre finished his story he said, “I know that I will be with you 
for awhile, and I see you are struggling as to what to call me. I am Mytre Almon, so 
please call me Almon. Because I fell into my own darkness, I am a very different version 
of Mytre than the one you knew. I am grateful for this opportunity to serve the light, as 
well as my beloved Pleiadian family.” 

With that said, we all gathered around our new friend, Almon, to welcome him 
into our family. We laughed around the campfire until it burned into embers and it was 
time for sleep. I could see that Almon was uncomfortable about where to sleep, so I 
suggested that he share my bed. He was quite hesitant, but I insisted and pulled him into a 
small, private indentation in our cave. 

The next morning we arose at dawn and found our special meditation spots. 
Almon easily slipped into this reality and found his own meditation spot at the top of a 
small hill. He no longer felt that he must hide in the shadows. He had regained his dignity, 
and I had regained my best friend. Over the weeks that followed I saw the many ways 
that Almon was different than Mytre, and the many ways in which he was quite similar. 

However, as soon as the land was cleared for the location of the Temple, we 
realized that we had a problem. We did not want to rearrange or cut any rocks from this 
sacred land for building materials, and we did not have the ability to gather building 
material from too far outside of the sacred dome. Meanwhile, the symptoms of 
transmutation appeared again but in a totally different way. 

Previously, our bodies were suffering the symptoms of physical illness or 
discomfort. Now, it was our minds that were shifting. We all began to forget what we 
were going to say, or we could not attend to an entire sentence that our friends tried to 
deliver. Furthermore, we all began to lose time. By that I mean we would be somewhere 
doing something then suddenly, we were somewhere else doing something quite different. 
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The sequential actions of finishing one experience then moving on to the next one 
no longer applied. Eventually we realized that if we were involved in one activity and 
thought of another one, we were suddenly doing whatever activity we were thinking 
about. However, the sequence of stopping one activity, walking to another place, and 
commencing the next activity was missing. 

At first we had this experience only once in a while, but then this shifting of time 
and space became increasingly frequent. We realized that we were being given a higher 
dimensional ability, but we had no conscious control of it. In fact, our ego self was not in 
control of many things at all. Slowly, we realized that when ego-based thinking came into 
our mind, we shifted out of what we were doing and into that which fed our soul. 

In other words, we could no longer lie to ourselves and say, “It is fine. I am happy 
doing this right now. Later, I will do what I want to do.” The concepts of “right now” and 
“later” were becoming extinct and being replaced with “NOW.” We had all been 
experiencing the NOW in our meditations, and it was seeping into our daily lives. At first 
this situation was quite disconcerting, until we realized how much more effective we 
were when we did only what we loved doing. 

In this manner, we each found the personal contribution that best served our group 
venture. Also, there was no overlap or competition. It was as if we were each handpicked 
to do a certain portion of this service to the ONE. It was not too long before we realized 
that that concept was correct and that Almon was our foreman. He was able to perceive 
how the actions and contributions of each person fit into our ONE group endeavor. 

Now that we had all found our contributions, we were a totally sustainable 
community gathered around a prepared space in which we were to build the Temple. One 
evening we were gathered around the campfire when one of our friends from the Temple 
came into our dome. 

His name was Jartun, and he was one of my best friends from the Temple. 
Instantly, I feared that something was wrong with Alycia, but he read my mind—as he 
always did—and informed me that she was fine. 

We invited Jartun to join our campfire and found him food and water. He had 
hardly stopped on his journey to our site and was exhausted. He had an urgent message to 
give us, but first we made sure that he ate and had some water. 

Once he had eaten and quenched his thirst, we gave him our full attention as he 
began to speak. “I have come here to tell you that the Arcturian Force Field around the 
village is beginning to fail. If the Draconians see our true village, they will attack us 
mercilessly. We have discovered in our meditations and communications with the 
Arcturians that the Temple must be built now, as the power of its Violet Fire is the only 
way we can focus the higher energies to refuel the Force Field.” 

Almon stood instantly and said, “It is for this reason that I have been called to join 
you. I have been observing everyone’s abilities and remembering Mytria’s experiences in 
the Womb of the Mother. We are not meant to build the Temple, we are meant to raise 
the Temple.” 

We were all confused, but Almon continued, “The Temple is already created. It is 
the violet crystals in the core of the planet.” 
 
With one mind we understood what Almon was saying. Of course, then we did not have 
to harm the sacred land at all! However, how could we raise the huge crystals from the 
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core of our planet? In fact, we all asked this question at once. Almon, who had fully 
regained his power in the time that he had been with us, patiently waited for us to calm 
down. One by one we re-seated ourselves around the campfire and looked to our leader, 
Almon, to continue, 

“I do not yet know how to raise the Temple. I have been having dreams and 
meditations about raising the Temple, but I did not know till now what they meant. We 
all know that we were called to come here, and we all answered that call from our spirit. 
We have had to realize that impossible is no longer a concept in our lives, as we have 
become much more than we ever thought we could be.” 

Almon paused while we each acknowledged his statement. Our personal 
ascension changes happened so quickly that all we have been able to do is adapt to our 
new self. Now, we have to acknowledge that we have gained individual powers beyond 
our wildest imagination.  

Almon and I were thinking as one, as he said, “We are no longer who we once 
were. The Arcturians told us that would need to ascend into the fifth dimension in order 
to resonate beyond the constant threat of war and darkness. We have had the privilege of 
being on this Sacred Land where that ascension process is greatly accelerated. I have seen 
how our individual abilities perfectly complement each other. If we can collaborate and 
function as ONE BEING, as well as call in Mother Alcyone and the Arcturian, we may 
be able to raise the Violet Temple.” 

Everyone was totally silent as they took in Almon’s words. Then, one-by-one, 
they shook their heads in agreement. Almon completed his message by saying, “Let’s all 
go to sleep now and ask for guidance. Then, after our morning meditations in which we 
ask for understanding of our dreams, we will gather as a group and discuss what we have 
discovered.” 

We all agreed, put out the fire, found a place for Jartun to sleep and lay down for 
the night. Something very important had happened, and we each needed to digest it 
before we blended it into our ever-expanding unity consciousness. Again, we rose at 
dawn. Then, after our individual meditations, we all instinctively formed a circle within 
the cleared area for the Temple. Of course, we each received our individual version of the 
same message. I will now relay my version of our group dream. 

We awoke within our dream to find ourselves in the Womb of the Mother during 
our first meeting. This time we recognized each other as well as those who had not 
chosen to join us. The members of our group gathered together to await the entrance of 
Mother Alycone and the Arcturian. However, no one came this time. Instead, we all 
received the inner instruction to enter a long tunnel. 

We silently found our way through the tunnel, which was lit by an unknown 
source. When the tunnel went deeper and deeper into the planet, I recognized that we 
were being led to the cave of the giant crystals. Shortly after that realization we rounded 
the final bend and found the massive crystals awaiting us. 

With no direction from the Arcturian or Mother Alycone, we decided as a unit to 
go to the crystals and touch them. When we touched the crystals we could feel their great 
life force. We had always thought of crystals as the highest frequency of the Mineral 
Kingdom, but now we knew that they were, also, living beings. Just as we had learned to 
work as a unit on the land, we united our efforts and found our spot among the crystals. 

We later learned in our discussion that we had each asked how we could assist the 
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crystals to rise to the surface then received our individual instructions.  Most importantly, 
we established an intimate relationship with the living Crystalline Being of the Violet 
Temple. After receiving our instructions, we wandered among the fallen crystals 
receiving inner pictures of how the crystals looked before they fell into disarray. 

We all recognized the same pattern that I had seen and knew it was the form of 
the Temple’s sixth dimensional matrix. Just as I had done, everyone imprinted the pattern 
of the matrix and pulled it onto their body and connected to if form via their now greatly 
expanded consciousness.  

Almon, who had climbed to the top of the largest crystal, was gathering all of our 
information into a cohesive unit. Furthermore, he seemed to be having a personal 
communication with the Deva, holder of form, of this great Crystalline Being. We all 
waited calmly until he appeared to have completed his communion with the Crystalline 
Being. 

When Almon finally joined us, he was deeply moved but would say nothing. It 
was then that Mother Alycone and the Arcturian joined us.  
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Creating a Tunnel of Light 

 
MYTRIA SPEAKS: 

After discussing our group dream we realized that raising the Temple was not 
what we had to do, but who we had to be. We knew that our abilities were not yet up to 
the challenge of raising the Temple but, fortunately or unfortunately, more symptoms of 
transmutation soon appeared. After we adjusted to these expanded abilities we found that 
we all had the special abilities that assisted us on a physical level.  

Our symptoms were clearly teaching us how to use our multidimensional 
perceptions. In some ways, this process was the most difficult of all because these new 
perceptions made us feel stuck in-between the physical world and the higher dimensions. 
Since the reality we perceive is the reality we live, our expanding perceptions were 
aligning us with higher dimensions of reality.  

The most terrifying part, and I DO mean terrifying, was when we had to forge our 
tunnel of light through the Lower Astral Plane. If we had created this light tunnel before 
the Dracs attacked us, this journey through the dimensions would have been quite simple, 
as this planet was very innocent before we spewed our fear and hatred into the planetary 
aura.  

I have always been able to see the auras of people, plants, animals, things and 
even planets. For this reason, when we were exploring with our starship, I was called 
upon to check the planet’s aura before every landing. I, and others with this gift, chose 
this planet as it shone a pure pinkish violet hue. The planet maintained its beautiful aura 
until the fighting began.  

Then, fear, anger, hate, grief, and revenge began to seep into the planet's lower 
fourth dimensional Astral Plane. Unfortunately, when our group began to collectively 
perceive the fourth dimension, the first perception we had was the Lower Astral Plane. 
Since we now functioned in the Unity Consciousness of one being with many different 
perceptions, we had each other’s support. This support was much needed.  
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Some of us were becoming clairaudient and heard the cries and screams of battle. 
Others were becoming clairvoyant and kept running into the many Draconian and 
Pleiadian "ghosts" killed in battle. Those who were becoming clairsentient were met with 
a low frequency wave of fear, anger, grief, revenge and confusion.  

Fortunately, we could give comfort and support as we forged our light tunnel 
through the accumulated darkness of the lower astral plane. How could such darkness 
come from one short war? We knew the answer. War is the most damaging thing that can 
be done to a planet. Not only does war damage the earth, pollute the water supply, and fill 
the air with toxins, it also fills the astral plane with fear-filled emotions. These fear-filled 
emotions then seep back into the consciousness of the beings that rule that world and 
encourage them to seek revenge.   

The member of our group who was having the most difficult time in the lower 
astral plane was Almon. Not only had he just recently recovered from his own inner 
darkness, but he was also the one who experienced what everyone was feeling. Therefore, 
he was not only overwhelmed with the darkness of this frequency, but he also felt the 
sum/total of our reactions to this lower world. When we realized what was happening to 
him, we gathered around him in support. 

We realized from our time in the Temple that the only way to heal this form of 
dark possession was to send unconditional love. Because Almon was our leader, the 
myriad entities trapped in the lower astral plane during our Draconian War joined 
together to attack him first. We were all dealing with our own fears, so we needed to 
complete our tunnel through this darkness before we could be much good to Almon. 
Fortunately, Almon was waging a battle with the dark entities and temporarily distracting 
them. 

This distraction gave us the opportunity to combine our emotions to call the 
Arcturian and Mother Alcyone. Within a heartbeat, we felt them over-lighting us. We 
Pleiadians brought war to the planet, so we were responsible for the clearing. However, 
seeing the bright light and feeling the welcoming support of our guides’ unconditional 
love allowed us to break free of the grip of fear.  

Free of fear, we could release the fourth dimensional illusions of fear, anger, 
sorrow and revenge. With the release of our fear-filled emotions, we surrendered into the 
welcoming energy fields of the Arcturian and Mother Alcyone. Once our light tunnel was 
complete and we were in the mid-frequencies of the fourth dimension, we returned to 
assist Almon. To our surprise, just as we set our intention to rescue Almon, we saw his 
great light joining us.  

Almon had gone bravely into the darkest depths of his fear, guilt and shame to 
emerge as a blazing being of light. The glory of his presence cleared any remaining 
darkness, and we easily shifted ourselves into the lovely world of Faerie. While we were 
on Faerie the fourth dimensional elementals created lovely forms and interacted with us, 
their humanoid visitors. The beings of Faerie instantly recognized Almon's great light and 
honored him as their special guest.  

Time in Faerie is much faster than time on the physical plane. Thus we stayed 
there for what appeared to be a lifetime. Many of us found mates, married, had children 
and lived to be old. During our time in this beautiful reality we perfected our 
clairaudience, clairvoyance, clairsentience and precognition. A few of us, with Almon 
being the most adept, mastered the skill of telekinesis. 
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With our new mastery of these multidimensional perceptions we could use our: 
• Clairaudience to hear many dimensions of reality 
• Clairvoyance to see many dimensions of reality 
• Clairsentience to sense/feel many dimensions of reality 
• Precognition to perceive realities beyond time 
• Telekinesis to move objects with the mind 

 
 Furthermore, we were becoming even more telepathic, so words were not a 
necessary component of communications. We had also become very empathic and could 
easily read each other’s emotions. In fact, our fifth dimensional unity consciousness was 
growing by leaps and bounds. Going through the lower astral plane was much more 
difficult than we thought it would be. Hence, we needed to refresh ourselves in the lovely 
land of Faerie. After our wonderful adventures in Faerie, we easily moved our 
consciousness through the fourth dimensional sub-planes. It was in the emotional plane 
that we mastered our ability to have deep empathy and compassion for the other members 
of the group. When we first found ourselves in this brightly colored world, we were 
overjoyed.  

Just as we had experienced in Faerie, we seemed to live a lifetime in the 
emotional plane before we felt an urge to explore our mental abilities in the fourth 
dimensional mental plane. In the mental plane we had to monitor our every thought, as 
our thoughts would quickly create thought forms, which would eventually manifest as 
matter in the physical world.  

Also, if we had a negative or fearful thought it entered into our consciousness and 
rushed down through the emotional plane and into the lower astral plane to create a form. 
We decided to hold hands in a huge circle so that we could hold the hand of the person on 
either side of us. These friends could tell if our energy field began to drop into negative 
thinking. With this monitoring from our friends we got much better at maintaining 
positive thinking.  

Since time still exists in the fourth dimension, it took a while for our thinking to 
manifest. After the fourth dimensional mental plane, our consciousness entered the causal 
plane. In this sub-plane, any energy that we radiated out into our environment or into our 
group was instantly returned to us in the same manner in which others perceived it. If any 
of us became too tired or even mildly anxious, that same energy pattern would fly return 
to our group greatly amplified.  

We were quickly learning that there were some disadvantages to group 
consciousness. For one thing, our every thought and emotion was thought was almost 
instantly felt by the entire group. There could be no lying or “being nice” to protect their 
feelings. Fortunately, when we moved into the spiritual plane we felt the unconditional 
love of our I AM Presence.  

The I AM Presence is our multidimensional expression who guards the 
passageway into the fifth dimension and assists us in becoming lightbody. This love 
coming from the highest expression of our fourth dimensional SELF comforted us after 
our long journey. We wanted to go further, but the fatigue of too many novel experiences 
was lowering our consciousness.  

With the mere thought of fatigue, we fell into a tailspin. We were at a frequency, rather 
than a place, but the experience of falling was very strong as if we were falling off of a 
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physical cliff. This sensation was so disconcerting that we began to allow fear back into 
our consciousness, which was immediately amplified by the group mind. We were 
starting to spiral out of control when Almon came to our rescue.  

He began to sing an old Pleiadian marching song from our past. One-by-one we 
joined him in singing the song. Let me explain that we were only in consciousness, as our 
bodies were still on the planet. Therefore, we were singing with our hearts and minds 
rather than our voices. The feeling of that meaningful song filled us with love and 
courage as it slowed our decline into an calming sensation of floating downwards.  

One-by-one we slipped into our physical bodies to find Mytre Almon standing in 
the center of our small group. We all reached out to hug him at the same time and 
laughed as we bumped into each other. We then hugged each other and cried a bit from 
pure joy. We were back on our sacred land. If we could raise ourselves into the higher 
dimensions, we should be able to raise the Violet Temple up onto the surface of the land. 

At least, that is what we thought at that moment. 
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Almon’s Perspective 

 
ALMON SPEAKS: 
 I thought that I had cleared and released my regrets, sorrows and guilt, but when I 
entered the lower astral plane I found I was wrong. Our small group had spontaneously 
risen into the lowest frequency of the fourth dimension. Even those of us who had 
gathered the protection of unconditional love had difficulty, but I had spent a large part of 
me life ensnared in old fear-based emotions.  
 I knew that they had to raise their frequency so that they could return and assist me. 
However, self-pity was taking over, and I felt abandoned. It was then that the dark 
entities encircled me. These creatures felt like living fear and, even worse, they felt like 
hunger. To my shock I realized that they were actually eating my fear. I had heard before 
that there were dark entities that actually fed on fear, but I’d thought it was an old 
superstition.  
 Now, I realized that what I thought was a tale to frighten children was actually true. 
Worse yet, I could feel myself being devoured. It was likely an illusion, but it appeared 
that I was getting smaller and they were getting bigger. When I realized what was 
happening to me I began to panic. Then I heard a voice inside of me. It was my voice, 
and it was very calm.  
 In that moment I realized that I had released my darkness, but I had not released my 
habit of believing I was lost. I had identified myself by my self-pity for so long that it had 
become an addiction. I vowed to push away my old behavior, but it was not as easy as I 
thought. It seemed as though the more I fought, the stronger the dark entities became.  
 I yelled at them, kicked and hit them. I cursed them and demanded that they leave 
my presence. However, the more upset I got, the stronger they became. It was as if they 
were gathering their strength from my anger. Yes, that was it. The more I fought and 
cursed them, the more anger I expelled. This anger only made them stronger, while it 
exhausted me.  
 I was acting like a warrior, but this was not an ordinary enemy. This enemy was not 
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alive, so I could not kill it or even hurt it. Therefore, I had to re-asses my strategy. But 
how could I think when I was fighting for my life? Then I realized that they were dead 
and I was alive, how could they kill me? In fact, how could they even harm me? They 
were merely beings that were invading my consciousness, but my body was perfectly safe 
on the surface of the planet. Therefore, they could not harm my body. 
 However, they could harm my mind, but only if I believed in them. I realized that I 
believed in them because I had not fully forgiven myself. Furthermore, the scent of my 
self-judgment was like honey to a bee. I would have to release ALL judgment of myself. 
I would have to totally forgive myself and fill my heart with unconditional love. I was 
very new to loving myself at all, so unconditional love seemed impossible.  
 And then I thought of Mytria. She knew I was not her Mytre, but she fully 
embraced me as her best friend and lover. The best part was that I knew her feelings were 
real. She saw the ways I was like the other Mytre and the ways in which I was different. 
In fact, I could tell that she actually tried to ignore the ways we were the same so that she 
could honestly and deeply get to know me.  
 I would have to survive this phantom fight, if not for myself, for Mytria. I also had 
to survive for our mission. I had become the leader that I had always wanted to be. I 
would not desert my duty because of a personal battle with my own darkness. My 
wounded ego was no longer the focus of my life. There were others, in fact, an entire 
village that needed my skills. 
 I pulled my focus away from myself and focused on the world that I loved 
unconditionally. Of course, that was it! Unconditional love was the only force that could 
stave off this darkness. I had shot and even killed many enemies, but I had never 
unconditionally loved them. How, could I make this shift from fight to—what? What was 
the opposite of fighting? 
 In the midst of my contemplation I noticed an exceptionally large dark entity 
coming towards me. I chose not to run and not to fight. Instead, I opened my arms and 
lovingly embraced the entity when it came towards me. I held it very close to me. As I 
did so, I was surprised to feel its story.  
 It had once been a humanoid with a body much like mine. However, life had not 
gone well for this human, and he became very hurt and very cruel. He could not 
understand that his revenge was against the innocent as well as the guilty. He condemned 
everyone equally, including himself. I saw the horrid things that this being did while 
wearing a form, but I did not judge him. In fact, I did not judge myself for not judging 
him. 
 I had spent my life judging others and judging myself. Always there was an enemy 
whom I could blame, hate or fight. I never thought to look my enemy in the eye and see 
that that person also had a story. Some believed their story and blamed themselves while 
others believed their story and blamed others. In both cases, blame was not a cure. Blame 
only made things worse.  
 Within that moment that seemed to last forever, I realized that I had to 
unconditionally accept, forgive and even love this entity. I dropped my arms and watched 
as the enemy tried to harm me. However, my body was on a different dimension and my 
consciousness was too high for the entity to harm. I held the gaze of the now confused 
and frightened entity.  Looking straight into its eyes I said, “I love you unconditionally.” 
 To my great surprise, the scene suddenly changed and all the entities were children 
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playing on a huge grass field. They seemed to be kicking around a kind of ball while they 
were laughing and calling out friendly banter. When they invited me, I walked over to the 
field and joined their game. We played the game until a sun, which was an invisible 
before, dropped below the horizon and the scene was lost in darkness. 
 There was a light in my heart that I could not remember ever feeling before. I 
placed my hands on my glowing heart and felt a warmth move into my hands and up my 
arms. The light then went throughout my body and out the top of my head. Gradually, I 
began to levitate higher and higher through a misty scene of vague forms, dim colors and 
a myriad of emotions.  
 I then saw my friends and instantly was among them. Yes, these people were my 
dear friends. I was not the man I was when I first came to this sacred place. The 
friendship, acceptance and trust of this small group had taught me to love others and to 
love myself. 
 Later that night, after our journey through the fourth dimension, I left the bed that I 
shared with Mytria and went out into the star-filled night. “I am ready,” I called out to the 
invisible Arcturian. I did not know what I was ready for, but I knew that I now had the 
courage to face any situation with courage and unconditional love. 
 “Tomorrow you will raise the Temple.” I heard in my heart. 
 

~~~~~~~ 
 
 When we met the next morning, I told everyone of my message the night before. 
No one doubted me or even seemed concerned. Instead, they silently walked to the 
parameter of the Temple site and encircled it. I knew that I was to stand in the middle of 
the circle. Singing had saved us before, so I began to sing, but without words. I guess you 
might say I was toning, and the other members of the group gradually joined in. We had 
not done this kind of toning before, but we knew that it was a necessary step in raising 
the Temple. 
 Soon we began to feel the presence of the Arcturian and Mother Alcyone. Even 
though we could not see them, we felt their presence and knew that they were assisting us 
from the core of the planet. As we continued to tone, time began to blur into the NOW 
and the individual persons blurred into ONE being. We felt as though our feet no longer 
touched the ground, and the ground was also moving. 
 We knew that raising a crystal temple from the core of the planet was impossible to 
the physical world. However, we also knew that our world within the dome was no 
longer physical. We had all seen, heard, remembered and accepted that life within this 
dome had transmuted into a higher frequency of reality. Hence, the third dimensional 
laws of physics no longer applied. The impossible had become possible and miracles 
were common. 
 Thus, when the tip of the tallest crystal began to pierce the ground, no one was 
shocked or even surprised, except for me. I was standing at the exact spot where the 
crystal broke through, and it took me into the sky with it. In my state of multidimensional 
consciousness I was able to maintain perfect balance and stay at the peak of the huge 
crystal.  
 No one noticed what had happened to me, as they were all concentrating on raising 
the Temple. In fact, I barely noticed what was happening to me because I was so focused 
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on my toning. Once the crystal broke ground, all the crystals seemed to capture the toning 
and amplified the sound throughout the entire dome, and as we later discovered, into the 
distant village.  
 I was in such euphoria that I did not notice my precarious balance on the peak of 
the highest crystal. However, once the Temple was fully raised it gave a heaving motion 
as it settled into the land. The feeling was so shocking that I fell from the peak and down, 
down, down into to the very base of the Violet Temple.  
 Since no one noticed me standing on the tip of the crystal, no one saw me lying 
broken and mangled in the very center of the Temple. In fact, it was the place where the 
Violet Fire would be ignited. Was my life to be sacrificed into that Violet Fire? I say 
sacrificed for I doubted that even the great Fire would be enough to heal my broken body.  
 
 However, I was not frightened or sad or even angry. I was honored. My life had 
found its meaning, and my death had been for a mighty purpose. 
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A Glimpse of Book Three of 

Pleiadian Perspectives on Ascension 
 

 
The Landing Party  

 
MYTRIA SPEAKS: 

I will leave the story of dear Almon for now to return to our landing on ascending 
Earth. When the Arcturian said that we would experience the ascension of either Earth or 
our Pleiadian world and then the other, I did not realize that we would be Mytre’s parallel 
self of Almon. Mytre and I are both unclear as to how realities float and intermingle 
throughout differing timelines. I am sorry to leave Almon in this precarious situation, but 
to my awareness within this NOW I do not know what did/will happen to him. 

Since Mytre and I are still on the edge of time, there is no sequence to the manner 
in which we share our story. The timing of each episode of our storyline is floating 
through various timelines.  

Since our ascension experience on our Pleiadian planet is quite different from the 
timeline of Earth’s ascension process, all structure and function of time is gone to our 
awareness. Fortunately, Mytre and I have recovered a message that our dear Arcturian 
friend embedded in our consciousness while we were swirling patterns of light. We share 
it with you now: 
 
ARCTURIAN SPEAKS: 

Being a Master of your thoughts and emotions is the most important thing that 
you can do while on your mission to Earth. Remember that Earth is in the midst of 
transition into a Golden Age. Hence, the energetic field surrounding that planet is alive 
with creative power. This Golden Age will usher Earth into being a fifth dimensional 
planet where every thought and emotion instantly become manifest.  
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In fact, the primary version of Earth is actually in the higher sub-planes of the 
fourth dimension. On the other hand, some of the versions of Earth are still in the third 
dimension, and some are still in the Lower Astral Plane. Because Gaia, the consciousness 
of Earth, is returning to Her multidimensional SELF, and because Her human residents 
still resonate to so many different frequencies, Earth has many versions.  

From our Arcturian perspective, we see Earth in what you would call slow 
motion. From this viewpoint we can see all the differing frequency expressions within the 
NOW. In other words, we see the physical version and all the versions of fourth 
dimensional Earth connected by shadow images.  

We can also see New Earth on the threshold of the fifth dimension, resonating just 
beyond time. Therefore, New Earth has no beginning or ending except to the perspective 
of the earthlings who are slowly beginning to become conscious of its presence. In fact, 
many of our ascending ones visit New Earth in their night-bodies and even have periods 
during their daily life in which their consciousness is sufficiently high so that they are 
awake within that resonance. 

Because of this, your visit to Earth will begin with the ascending ones still hold 
physical forms whose consciousness has the capacity to expanding into the fifth 
dimensional version of Earth. Because there is still darkness and fear on Gaia's body, our 
ascending ones lose their higher focus when their state of consciousness pulls them into 
the lower frequency versions of Earth. Just as the humans are multidimensional, so is the 
planet; there is a constant movement of human consciousness up and down the 
frequencies of resonance. 

When the humans, especially the ascending ones, are doing what they love they 
are able to experience the ascended Gaia as an internal feeling of "Heaven on Earth." 
However, when they have to do what they do not want to do, their consciousness falls 
down the frequencies into a lower resonance. Then, their reality is matched by the 
resonance of their consciousness, and they find themselves in a lower version version of 
Earth. 

What lowers our ascending ones’ consciousness more than anything is doubt. 
Doubt is a form of fear-based thinking that traps them in a lower frequency version of 
Earth. Therefore, your mission is to visit them while they are in a higher consciousness 
with the intention of validating that their experiences of New Earth are valid. You will 
begin by visiting them in their dream-body, so that they can have some "time" to 
accustom to the fact that they had an amazing dream. 

Then, as you build a deeper relationship with them, you can start entering their 
field of resonance while they are awake and in a higher state of consciousness. Since they 
have become accustomed to seeing you in their dream-state they view you as an 
afterglow of their dream. Fortunately, there are ascending humans who are very familiar 
with the fact that the Galactics are assisting them in their ascension process. Therefore, 
they will not be afraid if they see you, but will likely doubt themselves.  

They will usually experience this doubt not as a low-grade fear but as an ‘it’s too 
good to be true’ thought. Both ways, their consciousness will drop and their perception of 
you will be lost. However, if you send them your unconditional love, they may be able to 
return to a higher state of consciousness, and hence, a higher state of perception.  

Because the memory of their multidimensional consciousness is still new to them, 
they have not yet remembered how to release ALL conception of fear. Remember that 
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our dear grounded ones have been living in a reality on the verge of disaster for this and 
many other lives. Their fear has kept them alert to the many dangers that confronted them 
every day.  

This kind of vigilance is very exhausting, and it lowers their states of 
consciousness. Therefore, be patient with the Lightworkers to whom you are assigned. 
You will be communing with them in their fifth dimensional state of consciousness. 
However, when they return to their third dimensional consciousness they will not 
remember that they are communicating with you while in their finer bodies. Instead, they 
will likely think they had an interesting dream. In fact, they will likely begin to think like 
this contact person… 
 
CONTACT PERSON SPEAKS: 
 I am one of those who has always known that I was not like "them," meaning 
everyone else in my life. It was very clear that I could not speak to any of my family 
members, or even my friends, about the strange things that occurred in my mind and in 
my dreams. For one thing, I knew about many versions of myself from many different 
timelines of planet Earth.  
 In fact, I thought of this place as "planet Earth," not Home. I did not know where 
my Home was, but clearly it was not Earth. Earth always felt like a place that I was 
visiting.  My dreams told me that there was another place that was Home and that this 
place, Earth, was just a place I was visiting. However, I was not enjoying the visit.  
 Furthermore, I could remember life, after life, after life, when I had visited this 
planet, and there were not many, if any, of them in which I was happy. Maybe if I could 
remember where my Home was, my home planet, I could find a way to visit that place. 
Maybe if I could go there in my dreams then I would find a place to be happy?  
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Additional Information about the Author 
 

Who exactly is the author of the book? Is the author Suzanne Lie who typed the words? 
Is the author Mytre, Mytria or even the Arcturian who sent the words into her 
consciousness? 
If she only knew what would happen after she had written it, does that make her the 
author? Or, does that make her the scribe? 
Perhaps the question is, which persona of Suzanne is the author? Is she an extension of 
Mytre, Mytria and/or the Arcturian? Or, is she none of the characters and they are only in 
her imagination? 
Furthermore, is the information in this book true, or is it pure fantasy? How often is 
science fiction future fact? 
What do you, the reader, chose as your fact? Can you believe that this story is true? Or, 
do you prefer to believe that this story is pure fiction? 
If you cannot answer these questions yet, perhaps you will discover them as you read the 
Books Two, Three, and maybe even Book Four. It is difficult to determine how many 
books there may be. After all, they are not written yet! 
Please return for our next books about the, Pleiadian Perspective on Ascension. 
Suzanne Lie PhD 
Suzanne Lie earned her PhD in Clinical Psychology in 1984 and has been a practicing as 
a MFT psychotherapist since 1986. She lives in the South Bay of Southern California 
beside the beautiful Pacific Ocean. Suzanne is married with two children and 4 
grandchildren. 
If you wish to contact Dr. Lie you can email her at: 

suzancaroll@multidimensions.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 


